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general information
This section outlines who can participate in INTEGRIS
Health’s benefit plans, how you pay for coverage and
when you can make changes.

your INTEGRIS
Health benefits
Introduction
This handbook, which also functions as the summary
plan description (SPD) required by the Employee
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (ERISA), explains
the health and welfare benefits available to eligible
employees of INTEGRIS Health and its participating
affiliates (“INTEGRIS Health”). These benefits are
collectively offered under the INTEGRIS Health Flexible
Benefits Plan and its component plans. You can obtain
a list of participating affiliates from INTEGRIS Health
Human Resources Customer Service.
If you have any questions about your benefits, please
call INTEGRIS Health Human Resources Customer
Service at 1-405-949-4045 or toll-free at 1-888-5468347.
The INTEGRIS Health benefits plans provide you with a
range of options in several benefits areas.
INTEGRIS Health provides a comprehensive program
with many benefit choices to meet diverse needs. As your
needs change, you can change your benefits subject to
the terms of the plans and requirements of the law.

Summary of INTEGRIS
Health Benefits Plans
INTEGRIS Health offers medical benefits under a plan
(Medical Plan) that provides more than the minimum
essential coverage required by law. Furthermore,
INTEGRIS Health pays most of the Medical Plan
premium for its full-time caregivers.
INTEGRIS Health also offers group health coverage
for dental care (Dental Plan) and vision care (Vision
Plan). Health care expenses that are not covered under
the Medical Plan, Dental Plan, or Vision Plan may
be reimbursed under a health care reimbursement
arrangement established by INTEGRIS Health (HCRA).
Additionally, INTEGRIS Health offers life and accidental
death and dismemberment insurance benefits (Life and
AD&D Plan) and long-term and short-term disability
benefits (Disability Plan). INTEGRIS Health pays 100%
of the premium of Caregiver-Only coverage for basic life
and AD&D benefits and for certain long-term disability
benefits. Voluntary supplemental life and AD&D,
dependent life and AD&D, hospital indemnity, accidental
injury, critical illness and identity theft protection
insurance benefits also are available.
Your online enrollment form will show the premium for the
benefits that you can elect.
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Other Benefits
INTEGRIS Health provides reimbursement for eligible
dependent care expenses under its dependent care
reimbursement arrangement (DCRA), as well as additional
benefits at no cost to you under the following programs:

Taxable Premiums
•

Dependent Life Insurance

•

Dependent Accidental Death & Dismemberment
Short-Term Disability

Caregiver Wellness Program

•

Hospital Indemnity

•

Employee Assistance Program (EAP)

•

Accidental Injury

•

Educational Assistance and Health Careers Programs

•

Critical Illness

•

Adoption Assistance Program

•

Identity Theft Protection

•

Personal Time Off (PPL) and Extended Illness
Accrual Bank (EIAB)

•

Time-Off Benefit for Organ Donation

Tax-free and Taxable Premiums

Premiums for some benefits offered by INTEGRIS Health
are tax-free, while premiums for other benefits are
taxable. Federal laws determine whether a premium is
tax-free or taxable. This handbook does not provide that
direction or advice. With “tax-free” premiums, you pay
your share of the cost through payroll deductions before
federal, state and Social Security taxes are withheld from
your paychecks.

Tax-free Premiums
Medical

•

Dental

•

Vision

•

Caregiver Life Insurance, with certain limitations

•

Caregiver Accidental Death & Dismemberment

•

Long-Term Disability

•

Health Care Reimbursement Account

•

Dependent Care Reimbursement Account

If you are classified as a Full-Time Caregiver of INTEGRIS
Health and its participating affiliates, you are eligible to
participate in all benefits described in this handbook.
A “Caregiver” is an employee of INTEGRIS Health. A
Caregiver who works “Full-Time” works an average 30
hours per week or more. As a Full-Time Caregiver, you
must select the benefits you want by your enrollment
deadline; otherwise you will be enrolled in the default
benefits described on page 10.
If you are classified as a Part-Time Caregiver of INTEGRIS
Health you are eligible for all benefits except for shortterm and long-term disability benefits under the Disability
Plan. A Caregiver who works “Part-Time” works on
average less than 30 hours but at least 20 hours per
week. Certain other benefits may be reduced and are
described more fully in the applicable sections of this
handbook.

The Affordable Care Act
and Medical Plan Eligibility

The Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010
(ACA), requires employers with more than 49 Full-Time
employees to either pay a penalty or offer minimum
essential health coverage to an employee hired with
the intent of working more than 30 hours per week or
determined to have worked more than an average of 30
hours per week after a measurement period.
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•

Caregivers

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Your “tax-free” premiums are like getting your benefits on
sale. The actual cost of your benefits is reduced by the
savings you get from it being tax-free

Who Is Eligible
to Participate

YOUR BENEFITS

•

•

GENERAL INFORMATION
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INTEGRIS Health offers Medical Plan coverage to all
Full-Time and Part-Time Caregivers, which is more
generous than the coverage required by the ACA (though
the employer contribution to the premium is greater for
Full-Time Caregivers). At the time of hire, coverage is not
made available to occasional part-time Caregivers, as
they are expected to work less than 20 hours per week
on average.
However, if any Caregiver works an average 30 or
more hours per week during either an individual or
annual measurement period, that Caregiver will be
eligible for coverage under the Medical Plan like a FullTime Caregiver for the eligibility period following the
measurement period.

There are two types of measurement periods: (1) There
is an individual measurement period and (2) an annual
measurement period. Newly hired caregivers start what is
called an individual measurement period at time of hire.
This period lasts 26 full pay periods (or 1 year). Once the
individual measurement period is over, the average hours
worked determines benefits eligibility for the 12 months
following the individual measurement period. In addition,
all caregivers are measured annually. This measurement
period determines benefits eligibility for the following plan
year. Newly hired caregivers can be in both an individual
and an annual measurement period at the same time.
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Dependents

•

A child for whom you are legally responsible
for providing health care if you provide the plan
administrator a Qualified Medical Child Support
Order (QMCSO) as defined on page 89, or other
evidence of legal guardianship for such child.
You can obtain a copy of the QMCSO guidelines
and procedures, without charge, from INTEGRIS
Health Human Resources Customer Service.

•

A physically or mentally disabled child of any age
who is incapable of self-sustaining employment
due to mental incapacitation or physical disability is
an eligible dependent if all the following conditions
are satisfied:

You can choose to cover your eligible dependents for the
following benefits:
Medical

•

Dental

•

Vision

•

Life

•

AD&D

•

Hospital Indemnity

•

Accidental Injury

•

Critical Care

•

Identity Theft Protection

For Medical, Dental, and Vision benefits, the options you
choose for your eligible dependents must be the same as
the options you choose for yourself.

The child was covered as your dependent
under the plan when he or she reached
age 26.

–

Your eligible dependents under the Medical, Dental and
Vision Plans include:

The child is incapable of supporting himself or
herself and depends on you for support.

–

You provide proof to INTEGRIS Health Human
Resources Customer Service that the child is
disabled within 31 days after he or she
reaches age 26. The plan administrator may
require that a doctor examine the child
periodically to determine if the child continues
to satisfy the eligibility conditions. The claims
administrator may require proof that the child
qualifies as a dependent. If you have
questions about the eligibility of a dependent,
contact the claims administrator at the phone
number listed in the “Information Resources”
section of this handbook.

•

Your legal spouse as defined by Oklahoma law. In
the event of a decree of divorce, annulment or legal
separation, your spouse will no longer
qualify as an eligible dependent.

If your spouse is eligible for medical coverage under
their own employer and you still choose to cover them
on your INTEGRIS Health medical plan, there will be a
surcharge of $35 per pay period.
•

Your child or children up to 26 years of age
regardless of full-time student status, residency,
financial support or marital status. This includes:
Biological children

–

Stepchildren

–

Legally adopted children or children placed
in your home while waiting for finalization
of adoption

–

Foster children

–

Children for whom you or your spouse have
been awarded legal guardianship
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–

For dependent child(ren) Life and AD&D benefits, your
eligible dependent child is the same as outlined above,
excluding foster children.

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

–
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•
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Enrolling in the Plan

Dependent Eligibility
Documentation Required
Official documentation will be required to validate
the eligibility of your dependents by the enrollment
deadline or status change deadline. Dependents will
not be covered until their eligibility has been verified.

If Your Spouse or Adult Child
Also Works for INTEGRIS Health
If you are covered as a Caregiver, you cannot
also be covered as a dependent under any of the
INTEGRIS Health plans. If you are married to another
INTEGRIS Health caregiver, only one of you can cover
dependent children.

If You or Your Spouse Use Tobacco
If you or your covered spouse have used any form
of tobacco product or nicotine delivery product
within 6 months of enrollment in the Medical
Plan, or elect not to disclose status as it relates to
tobacco use, you will be required to pay a Medical
Plan premium surcharge of $60 per pay period. The
tobacco surcharge can be waived if the tobacco user
completes an approved tobacco cessation program
or has completed an approved tobacco cessation
program within the past six months.

Prior to enrollment, INTEGRIS Health Human Resources
Customer Service will give you materials explaining
your benefits and instructions to complete the
enrollment process. You make changes for the next year
during annual enrollment.
After you enroll, be sure to review and print your
confirmation statement. Your confirmation statement
confirms the benefits you have selected. Your selections
remain in effect through December 31 of each year
if you continue to work for INTEGRIS Health as an
eligible caregiver.
Once enrolled, you cannot change your benefit elections
until the next annual enrollment period, unless you
experience an event qualifying under the Health
Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996
(HIPAA) for special enrollment in the Medical Plan or a
qualifying event under the Internal Revenue Code of 1986
allowing for mid-year election changes, as outlined below.

Default Benefits
If you are a full-time caregiver and you do not enroll
for coverage by your enrollment deadline, you will be
enrolled automatically in the following benefits:
•

Caregiver Life Insurance – One times annual
base pay (or base hourly rate)

•

Caregiver Accidental Death & Dismemberment –
One times annual base pay

•

Long-Term Disability – 40 percent of monthly
base pay replacement

If you are a part-time caregiver and do not enroll,
you will not be automatically enrolled in any
benefit options.
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Changing Your
Benefit Options
Annual Enrollment Period

During annual enrollment each year, you can change your
benefit options for the next year. You will be notified when
the enrollment period starts.

HIPAA Special Enrollment in
Medical Plan

2. Loss of other coverage: If you declined enrollment for
yourself or for an eligible dependent because other
health coverage (including COBRA coverage) was in
effect, you may enroll yourself and your dependents
in the plan if you or your dependents lose eligibility
for that other coverage or if employer contributions for
that coverage are terminated.
For this purpose, “loss of eligibility” includes, but is
not limited to:

•

If the other health coverage is COBRA coverage, that
COBRA coverage must be exhausted.

•

In the case of HMO coverage, a loss of benefits that
results when an individual no longer resides, lives or
works in an HMO service area and there is no other
benefit package available to the individual.

•

A situation in which an individual has a claim that
would meet or exceed a lifetime limit on all benefits
under the other plan.

•

A situation in which a plan no longer offers any
benefits to the class of individuals of which that
individual is a part.

There are three circumstances under which you will
qualify for HIPAA special enrollment in the Medical Plan:
1.

Acquisition of a new dependent: If you acquire a
new dependent as a result of marriage, birth,
adoption or placement for adoption, you may enroll
yourself and your new dependent (with proof of
dependent eligibility) in any medical benefit option.
If you are already enrolled in the plan when you
acquire a new dependent, you may enroll your
dependent in your current option or you may change
your election and enroll yourself and your dependent
in a different option.
To exercise your special enrollment rights, you
must request enrollment for yourself and/or your
dependents no more than 31 days from the date
you acquire the new dependent.

Loss of eligibility for other coverage does not
include a loss due to the failure to pay premiums
on a timely basis or termination of coverage for
cause, such as fraud.
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If you were not enrolled in the plan, you may
enroll yourself and your eligible dependents in any
benefit option. If you are already enrolled in the plan
and one of your dependents loses other coverage
(or employer contributions for the other coverage
terminate), you may enroll your dependent in your
current option or you may change your election
and enroll yourself and your dependent in a
different option.

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Loss of coverage that results from termination of your
or your spouse’s employment, reduction in hours
of employment, legal separation or divorce, death,
or cessation of dependent status (e.g., reaching the
maximum age to be eligible as a dependent under
a plan).

YOUR BENEFITS

•

GENERAL INFORMATION
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3. Children’s Health Insurance Program Reauthorization
Act of 2009 (CHIPRA): If you or your dependents lose
coverage under Medicaid or the Children’s Health
Insurance Program (CHIP) or you or your dependents
become eligible for a premium assistance subsidy
through these programs to pay for the cost of medical
coverage, you may be able to enroll in one of the
INTEGRIS Health medical options during the plan
year, even if you previously declined coverage. This
special enrollment right will be extended to you only
if you notify INTEGRIS Health Human Resources
Customer Service within 60 days of the event. See
page 109 for additional information on this program.

Other Qualifying Change in
Status Events

You may make a change in your benefit elections if you
experience one of the following and make the change
within 31 days of the event; coverage will become
effective the first of the month following the date of
the event. Some events may also qualify for special
enrollment in the Medical Plan. Examples of
events include:

•

A qualified medical child support order (QMCSO) is
issued or changed regarding medical coverage for a
dependent child

•

You, your spouse or your child becomes eligible for or
loses eligibility for Medicare or Medicaid

•

Your employment status is reasonably expected to
change so that hours of service will drop below an
average of 30 per week, even if the reduction does
not cause a loss of plan eligibility

•

You are eligible to enroll in a qualified health plan in
the public exchange either during a normal or special
enrollment period for the public exchange (primarily
targeted to non-calendar year plans)

•

For purposes of the DCRA only, a significant change
in the cost of dependent day care (as long as the
day care provider is not a dependent of the parents),
a change in provider, or a change in your need for
dependent care

Additionally, if during the year there is a significant change
in the cost or coverage of your benefits, you can change
your election for the affected benefit.

•

Marriage, divorce, legal separation or annulment

•

Birth or adoption of your child (coverage effective
the date of birth or adoption)

•

Death of your spouse or child

The coverage change must be due to and consistent
with the change in status. The following is one example
of this consistency rule: You cannot drop dental coverage
for yourself because your child no longer qualifies as an
eligible dependent.

•

A gain or loss of coverage due to a change in your
or your spouse’s employment or employment status
(e.g., full-time to non-benefit-eligible part-time)

When Coverage Begins

•

A significant change in coverage or cost under
another plan during the year for you or your
dependents (does not apply to Health Care
Reimbursement Account)

•

An enrollment period (which is different from the
INTEGRIS Health enrollment period) takes place for
coverage under another employer’s plan for which
you and/or your dependents are eligible

•

Any change in your child’s eligible dependent status

•

A change in your place of residence or work that
impacts your available choice of benefit plans, (you
can only make a change to the benefit plan affected)

If you are a new hire, coverage for most benefits begins
on the first of the month after your date of hire. You will
have 31 days from your date of hire to enroll. If you are
not eligible for benefits on your hire date, INTEGRIS
Health Human Resources Customer Service will notify
you when you become eligible.
•

If you are absent from work when coverage should
begin, coverage for all benefits except the Medical
Plan will be delayed until the day you return to work.

•

Coverage for dependents begins the same day as
your coverage. If you add dependents because of a
qualified change in status, their coverage starts the
first day of the month after qualifying as dependents
and after being properly enrolled. See page 9 for a
complete list of eligible dependents.
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•

•

Coverage for newborns, adoptive or foster children
or children for whom you or your spouse have been
awarded legal guardianship generally begins on the
date of birth, adoption or placement for adoption, if
the child is enrolled within 31 days.
Your elections for other special enrollment events
will be effective on the first day of the month following
the special enrollment event.

If you or your spouse reaches age 65 and becomes
eligible for Medicare while you are actively at work, the
Medical Plan will provide primary coverage for you and
your spouse. Medicare will provide secondary coverage
for you and your spouse, paying benefits after benefits
are paid under the Medical Plan.
You or your spouse can elect to have Medicare be your
primary medical coverage. If either of you make this
election, the person who makes this election must waive
coverage under the Medical Plan. Medicare would then
be the only source of medical benefits for the person who
elects Medicare coverage.

Medicare Part D
The prescription drug benefits in all of INTEGRIS
Health’s medical plan options are considered to be
creditable coverage for purposes of Medicare Part
D. See the “Medicare Part D Notice of Creditable
Coverage” beginning on page 108.

If You Go on Leave
of Absence
You can continue coverage during an authorized leave
of absence. To the extent that they are available, you
must use your PPL and EIAB during your leave, except
Uniformed Services Leave. If you have enrolled for shortterm disability benefits, you can use your PPL or EIAB so
that you receive 100% of your base pay while you are off
work. As long as you continue to be paid by INTEGRIS
Health, your share of the benefit costs will be deducted
from your pay. If your leave becomes unpaid, contact
INTEGRIS Health Human Resources Customer Service to
arrange for payment of your share of the costs.
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If you fail to make the required contributions during the
leave, the unpaid amount will be deducted from your
paycheck when you return to work.
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If any of the previous qualifying status or
special enrollment rules apply to you, log in to
www.integrishealthbenefits.com within 31 days to
make the appropriate changes. You will also need to
provide documentation of the change and provide
proof of dependent eligibility, if applicable, by the
enrollment deadline. Otherwise, you must wait until the
next enrollment period. The changes you make will be
effective on the first day of the month following the date
of the event. For birth or adoption, coverage begins on
the date of the event if you contact INTEGRIS Health
Human Resources Customer Service and complete
the appropriate enrollment materials within 31 days of
the event (60 days for a CHIPRA event). If evidence of
good health for life insurance is required, the change
will be effective on the day that the carrier approves
your request.

When You Reach Age 65

YOUR BENEFITS

•

If you enroll a dependent who is in any institution
providing medical care (hospital, rest home or similar
place) or is confined at home under home health care
when coverage would become effective, coverage for
all benefits except the medical plans will be delayed.
Coverage will be effective the first day of the month on
or following the date the dependent is discharged and
has performed activities normal to a healthy person of
like age for at least 15 consecutive days. If this applies
to you, the claims administrator or INTEGRIS Health
Human Resources Customer Service can tell you
when delayed coverage for your dependent will begin.
This does not apply to newborn coverage.

GENERAL INFORMATION
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If you do not return to work, coverage ends on the last
day of the month during which your leave of absence
ends or at the end of your eligibility period as determined
by the applicable measurement period, whichever is later.
COBRA coverage may be available (see next page). You
also can convert your life insurance and AD&D coverage
to an individual policy (see page 67). If you do not return
to work after a leave of absence or do not elect COBRA
coverage during the appropriate time and are later
rehired, you will be considered a new caregiver. You will
be subject to all conditions and limitations that apply to
new caregivers.

When Coverage Ends
Coverage ends when one of the following occurs:
•

– For Medical, Dental, Vision, and AD&D benefits –
the last day of the month in which you terminate
employment or you or your dependent ceases
being eligible under the plan.

If you do not return to work after a leave of absence under
the FMLA, you may be required to reimburse INTEGRIS
Health the amounts paid on your behalf. INTEGRIS Health
Human Resources Customer Service will provide you
additional information if this applies to you.

– For HCRA and DCRA – the last day of the month
in which you terminate employment. You can elect
COBRA coverage for HCRA for the remainder of
the plan year, refer to page 15.
– For Life, LTD, STD and Adoption Assistance
benefits – the date you terminate employment
or you or your dependent ceases being eligible
under the plan. Note: LTD and STD cannot be
extended during a period of time in which you
receive severance payments.

Uniformed Services Leave of Absence

The Uniformed Services Employment and
Reemployment Rights Act of 1994 (USERRA) allows
eligible caregivers who are called to military service
to continue group health coverage for themselves
and covered family members for up to 24 months
(Uniformed Services Leave). This continuation coverage
will run concurrently with COBRA coverage. Coverage
will be extended to the later of 24 months or the end of
the COBRA continuation period. Short-term disability
and long-term disability coverage will be extended for six
months due to a Uniformed Services Leave.
If you return to work following a period of Uniformed
Services Leave, coverage will be reinstated without
conditions or limitations in conformity with USERRA.

Your employment ends and you are not eligible for
continued coverage due to disability, layoff, approved
leave of absence or retirement, or your dependent is
no longer eligible for coverage:

– For wellness program and EAP benefits – 18 months
from the date you terminate employment or cease
being eligible under the plan.
• – For hospital indemnity, accidental injury, critical
illness and identity theft protection — these
benefits are portable and you can continue to
make premium payments directly to the provider.
•

You stop paying any required contributions.

•

The plan ends.

Generally, coverage for your dependents ends at the
same time as yours. However, a dependent’s coverage
may end earlier if he or she loses dependent eligibility.
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COBRA Continuation
of Coverage
Medical, Dental, Vision and HCRA

The Consolidated Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act
of 1985 (COBRA) is a federal law that lets you and
your covered dependents continue coverage under
the Medical, Dental, Vision and HCRA plans after
coverage ends. COBRA coverage is available in certain
circumstances and for a limited time. You or your
dependents must pay the full cost of the coverage.

Participation in the HCRA

If you or a covered family member is disabled when
COBRA coverage starts (or becomes disabled within
60 days after COBRA coverage starts), each family
member can independently elect to extend COBRA
coverage an additional 11 months for up to a total of
29 months of coverage.
The cost of coverage for the 19th through the 29th month
may be higher than the cost for the first 18 months. To
be eligible for this extended period, the disabled person
must be considered disabled by the Social Security
Administration. INTEGRIS Health Human Resources
Customer Service must be notified within 60 days from
the date the Social Security Administration issues its
determination letter or the end of the initial 18 months of
COBRA coverage, whichever is first.
If you are no longer disabled, you must notify INTEGRIS
Health Human Resources Customer Service within 31
days of receiving a letter from Social Security which says
you are not disabled.

Continuation up to 18 Months

You, your spouse, or child can elect COBRA coverage for
up to 18 months if one of the following occurs:
•

Your employment ends for any reason other than
gross misconduct.

•

You are no longer classified as an eligible caregiver.

NOTICES AND RESOURCES
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If, on the date you terminate your employment, the health
care reimbursements you’ve received for the year have
already equaled or exceeded your total year-to-date
contribution election, your participation in the HCRA will
end with your employment. If your contributions exceed
your reimbursements, you can choose to continue your
HCRA participation through the end of the year in which
you qualify for COBRA continuation of coverage. If you
choose to continue participation, you must make your
contributions with taxable dollars. You are not eligible to
participate in the HCRA during any successive years in
which you are not employed and eligible for benefits.

If You Are Disabled

YOUR BENEFITS

Premiums for COBRA coverage for your dependents will
be at the subsidized rate for 90 days if you die while an
active caregiver.

If, after you obtain COBRA coverage for one of the
reasons indicated, you die, are divorced or legally
separated, or a dependent child becomes ineligible
for coverage, your spouse and dependents can extend
COBRA coverage for a period of up to a total of
36 months, measured from the date COBRA coverage
originally started. INTEGRIS Health Human Resources
Customer Service must be notified within 60 days of the
second qualifying event.

GENERAL INFORMATION
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Continuation up to 36 Months

Your spouse or child can elect COBRA coverage for up to
36 months if one of the following occurs that results in a
loss of coverage:
•

You die.

•

You and your spouse divorce or are legally separated.

•

Your child is no longer an eligible dependent (only the
dependent child would be eligible).

•

Coverage under the plan is lost because of your
entitlement to Medicare. A special rule applies if you
become entitled to Medicare less than 18 months
before the end of employment or eligibility for
coverage. In that situation, you are still entitled to up
to 18 months of COBRA continuation coverage under
the general rule described in the section Continuation
up to 18 Months. However, COBRA continuation
coverage for your qualified spouse and/or child may
last up to 36 months after the date of your Medicare
entitlement. For example, if you become entitled to
Medicare eight months before the date on which
your employment with INTEGRIS Health terminates,
COBRA continuation coverage for your spouse and
children can last up to 36 months after the date
of Medicare entitlement. Thus, your dependents’
COBRA continuation coverage may continue for up
to 28 months after the date of Medicare entitlement
(36 months minus eight months).

If You Get Married or Add a Dependent
If you get married while covered under COBRA, you
can add your spouse to your COBRA coverage as
a dependent.

If you gain a dependent through birth, adoption or
placement for adoption while covered under COBRA,
your new dependent can also have COBRA coverage.
Once covered, your newborn or adopted child gains the
independent right to continue coverage if you lose or
elect to drop COBRA coverage.

How to Elect COBRA Coverage

If you are divorced or legally separated, you or your
spouse must notify INTEGRIS Health Human Resources
Customer Service within 60 days of the divorce or
legal separation to qualify for COBRA benefits. If your
child becomes ineligible, you or your child must notify
INTEGRIS Health Human Resources Customer Service
within 60 days of the date the child is no longer eligible.
You are not required to notify INTEGRIS Health Human
Resources Customer Service of the other events that
entitle you to COBRA coverage.
The COBRA administrator will send a letter telling you
when coverage begins, how much it costs and how to
make your elections. You must complete your enrollment
within 60 days after you receive it.
If you elect COBRA coverage, you will be required to pay
the premium amounts due from the date such coverage
begins by the 45th day following the date you return the
election form. Premiums are due the first day of each
month. No benefits will be paid until after the appropriate
payment is received.

Caregivers Eligible for Trade
Adjustment Assistance

You may be eligible for a second COBRA election period
if you did not elect COBRA continuation coverage after
termination of your employment and you later become
eligible for trade adjustment assistance. Eligibility for
trade adjustment assistance only applies if you qualify
for assistance under the Trade Adjustment Assistance
Reform Act of 2002 because you became unemployed
as a result of increased imports or shifting of production
to other countries. In this event, you must elect COBRA
during the 60-day period that begins on the first day of
the month in which you are determined to be eligible
for trade adjustment assistance and no more than
six months after you lost your coverage in connection
with the termination of employment qualifying you for
trade adjustment assistance (your “TAA-related loss of
coverage”). Contact the COBRA Administrator if you want
more information about this special election period.
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Coverage elected during this second election period will
end 18 months from the first day of the second COBRA
election period, not the date your coverage ended. The
time between your TAA-related loss of coverage and the
date you became eligible for trade adjustment assistance
will be not counted for purposes of determining whether
you have had a 63-day break in coverage for purposes
for any pre-existing condition limitation or exclusion.

Coordination of Benefits

Termination of COBRA

1.

COBRA coverage ends if any of the following occurs:

If you have other group medical coverage, such as
through your spouse’s employer, INTEGRIS Health
benefits can be combined with those of other plan(s)
to pay up to, but not more than, 100 percent of your
covered expenses. One plan is considered primary and
the other secondary. When you file a claim:
The primary plan pays benefits first, without
considering benefits from any other plan.

You, your spouse or your child fails to make a
payment within 31 days of its due date.

2. The secondary plan adjusts its benefits so that the
total benefits paid by both plans will not be more than
100 percent of the covered expenses.

•

You, your spouse or your child becomes covered
under another group health plan for the first time
after the date of COBRA election. However, COBRA
coverage may continue if:

3. There is no coordination of benefits on the
dental plan.

– The new plan restricts pre-existing conditions
that are not waived as a result of HIPAA, or

If you and your family are covered by only one plan, that
plan automatically is primary.

How to Determine the Primary Plan

If your spouse and/or child has coverage through your plan
as well as his or her employer’s plan, your plan is primary
for you and secondary for your spouse and/or child.

•

You, your spouse or your child becomes covered
by Medicare for the first time after the date of
COBRA election;

•

The period of COBRA coverage ends

•

INTEGRIS Health discontinues the plan under which
you have COBRA benefits for caregivers.

For a child covered under both parents’ plans, the plan
that covers the parent whose birthday comes first in the
calendar year is primary. For example, if your birthday is
in July and your spouse’s birthday is in October, your
plan is primary for your child. The year of birth does
not matter.

Address Change

If none of these situations fit, the plan that has covered
the dependent over a longer period of time pays first.
Also, if the other plan has no guidelines for coordinating
benefits, that plan pays benefits before the INTEGRIS
Health plan. If you have any questions, contact the
claims administrator.
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In order to protect your family’s rights, you should
keep INTEGRIS Health Human Resources Customer
Service informed of any changes in the addresses of
family members. You should also keep a copy, for your
records, of any notices you send to INTEGRIS Health
Human Resources Customer Service.

In the case of divorce or legal separation, the plan of the
parent with custody usually pays benefits for that child
first. If the parent with custody remarries, the stepparent’s
plan pays second and the plan of the parent without
custody pays third. However, if a court decree places
financial responsibility on the parent without custody,
that parent’s plan pays first.

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

– There was dual coverage under this plan
and the other group health plan before
COBRA continuation was elected.

YOUR BENEFITS

•

You will receive a Certificate of Creditable Coverage
again when your COBRA coverage ends. If you have any
questions regarding COBRA coverage, contact the COBRA
Administrator at the address or phone number listed in the
“Information Resources” section of this handbook.

GENERAL INFORMATION
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If Your Claim for
Benefits Is Denied

Plan Sponsor and
Administrator

The claims procedures for each benefit are explained in
the individual sections of this handbook. Claims should
be submitted under those procedures.

INTEGRIS Health is the plan sponsor. The INTEGRIS
Health Human Resources Executive Committee is the
plan administrator and is responsible for the control
and management of the plans. You can contact the
Committee at:

Third-Party Settlements
INTEGRIS Health’s Medical and Dental plans require that
no expenses be paid if another entity or individual may be
liable for such expenses. Therefore, the claims administrator
must withhold payments on such claims until a legal
determination is made as to who is legally responsible.
To avoid financial hardship on you, the claims administrator
may advance payment for the expenses if you assign
to the plans the right to recover the amounts advanced
from the proceeds of any recovery to which you or your
dependents are entitled from whomever is legally liable. A
form is available from the claims administrator. The claims
administrators differ for each benefit. Contact information
for each claims administrator is listed in the Information
Resources section on page 114 of this handbook.
If payments are advanced before the claims administrator
becomes aware of the possible liability of another, you
will be deemed to have made the assignment described
above. This provision applies without regard to the nature
of the recovery, how it is structured or whether or not
liability is admitted by any party. In addition, INTEGRIS
Health’s share of the recovery will not be reduced even
if you do not receive the full damages claimed, unless
INTEGRIS Health agrees in writing to such a reduction.
If you think this provision applies to any claims you
submit for payment, contact the claims administrator
as soon as possible to obtain the necessary forms and
any additional information regarding this limitation of
your benefits.

3001 Quail Springs Parkway
Oklahoma City, OK 73134
1-405-949-4045

Plan Amendment
or Termination
Although INTEGRIS Health expects to continue the
benefits described in this book indefinitely, the Board
of Directors of INTEGRIS Health has the right to amend
or end the plan(s), in whole or in part, at any time and
without prior notice to participants. Also, benefits may
be discontinued at any time for any group of caregivers
or inactive participants, including retirees. If the plan(s)
provisions are changed, benefits will be paid based on
the provisions in effect at the time the covered expense
or event occurred.
INTEGRIS Health intends to comply with all applicable
laws and regulations. If any provision described in this
book becomes contrary to such laws or regulations, the
provision should be considered changed to the extent
necessary to comply with the law.
Plan amendments and termination may be authorized by
action of the Board of Directors of INTEGRIS Health. You will
be notified if you are affected by any change to the plan(s).
In the event that coverage is discontinued, benefits would
be paid only for covered expenses or events that occur
on or before the effective date.
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Plan Sponsor
Employer Identification
Number (EIN)
The employer identification number (EIN) assigned by
the Internal Revenue Service to INTEGRIS Health is
73-1192764.

Plan Year
Agent for Legal Process

Most benefits described in this handbook are generally
called “welfare plans” under ERISA. They are funded
with your contributions and contributions from INTEGRIS
Health and can be classified as either fully-insured or
self-insured plans.
•

Fully-Insured Plans: INTEGRIS Health pays an
insurance company (or companies) premiums
to provide benefits. The insurance company is
responsible for paying benefits.

•

Self-Insured Plans: INTEGRIS Health pays the
benefits from its general assets.

The agent of service of legal process is the chairman of
the Human Resources Executive Committee, who can be
served at the following address:

YOUR BENEFITS

The plan year for all benefits described in this handbook
begins January 1 and ends December 31.

How Benefits
Are Funded

GENERAL INFORMATION
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3001 Quail Springs Parkway
Oklahoma City, OK 73134
1-405-949-4045

SPECIAL PROGRAMS
NOTICES AND RESOURCES
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Administration of Benefits
Each benefit is administered and/or insured by the entities shown on the following two charts. See the “Information
Resources” section on page 114 of this handbook for phone numbers and website addresses where you can contact the
claims administrators or insurance companies listed.

INTEGRIS Health Flexible Benefits Plan
Type of Benefit

Claims Administrator or Insurance Company

Medical and Prescription Benefits

For the Medical Plan
WebTPA
8500 Freeport Parkway
Irving, TX 75063
www.webtpa.com

Plan No./Funding
501
Self Insured

For Prescription Benefits within the Medical Plan
MedImpact Healthcare System
PO Box 509098
San Diego, CA 92150-9098
Fax: 1-858-549-1569
https://mp.medimpact.com/ING
Dental Benefits

For the Comprehensive and Limited Care Dental Plans
Cigna Dental
P.O. Box 188037
Chattanooga, TN 37422-8037
www.cigna.com

501
Self Insured

Vision Benefits

Vision Service Plan (VSP)
3333 Quality Drive
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670
www.vsp.com

501
Fully Insured

STD Insurance

New York Life Disability Claims
1-800-362-4462 or
www.myNYLGBS.com

501
Fully Insured

LTD Insurance

New York Life Disability Claims
1-800-362-4462 or
www.myNYLGBS.com

501
Fully Insured

Life and AD&D

New York Life Insurance Co
Life and Accident Claim Services
P.O. Box 22328
Pittsburgh, PA 15222-0328
1-800-238-2125

501
Fully Insured

Hospital Indemnity, Accidental Injury
and Critical Illness Insurance

Cigna Phoenix Claim Services
P.O. Box 55290
Phoenix, AZ 85078
1-800-754-3207
accidentinjury/criticalillness@cigna.com
hospitalcare@cigna.com

501
Fully Insured

Health and Dependent Care
Reimbursement Accounts

Optum Financial
307 International Circle, Suite 200
Hunt Valley, MD 21030
1-833-229-4434
www.connectyourcare.com

501
Contributions from
Caregiver’s Pay

Wellness Benefits
INTEGRIS Health
Caregiver Wellness

INTEGRIS Health
3300 Northwest Expressway
Oklahoma City, OK 73134
Employee.Wellness@integrisok.com

501
General Operating Assets
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Other Benefits
Type of Benefit

Claims Administrator or Insurance Company

Plan No./Funding

Counseling and Guidance Resources
INTEGRIS Health Employee
Assistance Program

ComPsych
1-844-729-5171
www.guidanceresources.com Web ID: INTEGRIS

501
General Operating Assets

GENERAL INFORMATION
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Your Rights
Under ERISA

Continue Group Health Plan Coverage

Many of the benefits described in this book (Medical,
Dental, Vision, Life Insurance, AD&D, STD, LTD, Caregiver
Wellness Program, EAP, Hospital Indemnity, Accidental
Injury, Critical Illness, the Dependent Care and Health
Care Reimbursement Account) are governed by ERISA,
the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, as
amended. As a participant in these plans, you are entitled
to certain rights and protections under ERISA. You are
entitled to:

Receive Information About
Your Plan and Benefits
•

•

•

Examine, without charge, at the plan administrator’s
office and at other specified locations, such as
worksites, all documents governing the plan,
including insurance contracts and a copy of the
latest annual report (Form 5500 Series) filed by
the plan with the U.S. Department of Labor and
available at the Public Disclosure Room of the
Caregiver Benefits Security Administration.
Obtain, upon written request to the plan
administrator, copies of documents governing the
operation of the plan, including insurance contracts
and copies of the latest annual report (Form 5500
Series) and updated summary plan description. The
plan administrator may make a reasonable charge for
the copies.
Receive a summary of the plan’s annual financial
report. The plan administrator is required by law to
furnish each participant with a copy of this summary
annual report.

•

If there is a loss of coverage under the plan as a
result of a qualifying event, you can continue health
care coverage for yourself, your spouse or your
dependents. You or your dependents may have to
pay for such coverage. Review this summary plan
description and the documents governing the plan
on the rules governing your COBRA continuation
coverage rights.

•

You can reduce or eliminate exclusionary periods of
coverage for pre-existing conditions under your group
health plan if you have creditable coverage from
another plan. (INTEGRIS Health medical plans do not
have exclusionary periods for pre-existing conditions.
However, this right under ERISA may be important to
you in the future if INTEGRIS Health coverage ends
for you or your dependents.)

You should be provided a certificate of creditable
coverage, free of charge, from your group health plan or
health insurance issuer. This may occur when you lose
coverage under the plan, when you become entitled to
elect COBRA continuation coverage, when your COBRA
continuation coverage ceases, if you request it before
losing coverage, or if you request it up to 24 months after
losing coverage. Without evidence of creditable coverage,
you may be subject to a pre-existing condition exclusion
for 12 months (18 months for late enrollees) after your
enrollment date in your coverage.

Privacy of Protected Health Information
There are certain privacy rights and responsibilities under
the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of
1996 (“HIPAA”) associated with the use and disclosure
of protected health information. The attached Notice
of HIPAA Privacy Rules describes these rights and
responsibilities.

Prudent Actions by Plan Fiduciaries
In addition to creating rights for plan participants, ERISA
imposes duties upon the people who are responsible for
the operation of the employee benefit plan. The people
who operate your plan, called “fiduciaries” of the plan,
have a duty to do so prudently and in the interest of you
and other plan participants and beneficiaries. No one,
including your employer or any other person, may fire
you or otherwise discriminate against you in any way to
prevent you from obtaining a Plan benefit or exercising
your rights under ERISA.
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Enforce Your Rights

Assistance With Your Questions
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If you have any questions about your plan, you should
contact INTEGRIS Health. If you have any questions
about this statement or about your rights under ERISA, or
if you need assistance in obtaining documents from the
Plan Administrator, you should contact the nearest office
of the Employee Benefits Security Administration, U.S.
Department of Labor (listed in your telephone directory),
or contact the Division of Technical Assistance and
Inquiries, Employee Benefits Security Administration,
U.S. Department of Labor, 200 Constitution Avenue N.W.,
Washington, D.C. 20210. You may also obtain certain
publications about your rights and responsibilities under
ERISA by calling the publications hotline of the Employee
Benefits Security Administration.

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

If it should happen that plan fiduciaries misuse the Plan’s
money, or if you are discriminated against for asserting
your rights, you may seek assistance from the U.S.
Department of Labor; or you may file suit in a federal
court. The court will decide who should pay court costs
and legal fees. If you are successful, the court may order
the person you have sued to pay these costs and fees. If
you lose, the court may order you to pay these costs and
fees, for example, if it finds your claim is frivolous.

YOUR BENEFITS

If your claim for a welfare benefit is denied or ignored,
in whole or in part, you have a right to know why this
was done, to obtain copies of documents relating to the
decision without charge, and to appeal any denial, all
within certain time schedules. Under ERISA, there are
steps that you can take to enforce the above rights. For
instance, if you request a copy of plan documents or
the latest annual report (Form 5500), if any, from the
Plan and do not receive them within 30 days, you may
file suit in a federal court. In such a case, the court
may require INTEGRIS Health, as Plan Administrator, to
provide the materials and pay you up to $110 per day
until you receive the materials, unless the materials were
not sent because of reasons beyond the control of the
administrator. If you have a claim for benefits which is
denied or ignored in whole or in part, and if you have
exhausted the claims procedures available to you under
the plan (discussed below), you may file suit in a state or
federal court.

GENERAL INFORMATION
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your benefits
Find details about all your INTEGRIS Health benefit options
in this section, including how they work and what is covered.
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medical plan
Your Options

GENERAL INFORMATION
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Medical coverage helps you pay part of your medical expenses and protects you and your family from the high cost
of a truly serious accident or medical problem.

Medical Plan
Deductible

• $1,500 individual/$4,500 family; $750 individual/$2,250 family

Copay

• $25 PCP/mental health office visit; $40 specialist office visit

Coinsurance

• Ancillary services (non-inpatient) covered at 80% after deductible at network provider
• Inpatient services at INTEGRIS Health facilities covered at 90% after deductible

Network

• Coverage depends on your location

YOUR BENEFITS

Your medical coverage generally has the following features:

– O
 klahoma City and Enid area caregivers: Access to INTEGRIS Health Partners Network
(IHP) physicians and providers only. Access to the Cigna network is available for dependents
living out of state or for emergencies when traveling out of state.
– Grove and Miami area caregivers and caregivers living outside of the IHP service area:
Access to Healthcare Highways Logix Network and non-network physicians
and providers in Oklahoma and access to the Cigna network when traveling out of state.
$100 individual Rx deductible per year
$10 copay for 30-day supply generics at INTEGRIS Health retail pharmacies
$20 copay for 30-day supply generics at MedImpact network pharmacies
20% co-insurance high cost generics/formulary drugs after the deductible at INTEGRIS Health
retail pharmacies
• 30% co-insurance high cost generics/formulary drugs after the deductible at MedImpact
network pharmacies
• 100% coinsurance for non-formulary
•
•
•
•

NOTICES AND RESOURCES
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Prescription Drugs

Who Is Eligible to Participate
Full-Time and Part-Time Caregivers and their eligible dependents can participate in this benefit. See page 9 for more
information regarding eligible dependents and page 11 for special enrollment rights related to participating in this
benefit (in the “General Information” section).

If You or Your Spouse Use Tobacco

Definitions

If you or your covered spouse have used any form of
tobacco product or nicotine delivery product within
6 months of enrollment or elect not to disclose status
as it relates to tobacco use, you will be required to
pay a surcharge of $60 per pay period. The tobacco
surcharge can be waived if the tobacco user completes
an approved tobacco cessation program or has
completed an approved tobacco cessation program
within the past six months.

Some commonly used words have special meaning
in this section. They are capitalized in the text and
defined at the end of this section.
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An Overview of the Medical Plan
Oklahoma City and Enid Area Caregivers
Network Options
Annual Deductible
(individual / family)

INTEGRIS Health Partners (IHP) Network1
Healthcare Highways Logix or Cigna (for dependents living outside of Oklahoma)
Applies to all services except preventive care from network providers
and physician office visits

GENERAL INFORMATION
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$1,500 / $4,500
$750 / $2,250
$0 per admission INTEGRIS Health facilities2
$1,200 per admission non-INTEGRIS Health facilities

Outpatient Surgery Copay 3
(in addition to annual deductible)

$0 per surgery INTEGRIS Health facilities2
$1,200 per surgery non-INTEGRIS Health facilities

Outpatient Dialysis Treatment
Coinsurance

100% of the Eligible Charge as set forth in and subject to
the Outpatient Dialysis Benefits section below
If no precertification, coverage for expenses is reduced by 50%.
After annual deductible plan pays the following percentage of Eligible Charge:

Inpatient Facility Charges and
Related Ancillary Charges 2

90% INTEGRIS Health facilities
60% other network facilities / out-of-state facilities

Outpatient Ancillary Charges 4

80%

Emergency Services

90%

Prescription Drug Benefits
Preventive Care
Physician/Mental Health Office
Visit/Urgent Care

Inpatient
Outpatient
Out-of-Pocket Maximum 6
(including deductible)

See the explanation on page 29.
Plan pays 100% with no deductible
$25 PCP / Mental Health / Urgent Care5
$40 Specialist 5
After annual deductible and hospital admission copay (if applicable),
plan pays the following amount or percentage of Eligible Charge:
90%
80%
$3,000 individual
$4,000 out of state dependent
$9,000 family

See page 32 for the list of facilities that are excluded from benefits entirely.
Includes HPI, and Oklahoma Center for Orthopaedic & Multi-Specialty Surgery facilities and INTEGRIS Health Community Hospital facilities.
3
Does not apply to outpatient surgery performed in a doctor’s office setting.
4
For charges by a provider or facility other than a hospital or outpatient surgery center.
5
Copay is applied to the cost of the visit only; any ancillary services such as tests, procedures, or x-rays are applied to deductible and coinsurance.
6
Includes the annual deductible and any copayment amounts.
1
2

NOTICES AND RESOURCES
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Mental Health /
Substance Abuse

YOUR BENEFITS

Hospital Admission Copay
(in addition to annual deductible)

Miami and Grove Area Caregivers
(and Other Caregivers Who Live Outside the IHP Service Area)
Network Options

Healthcare Highways Logix Network1 or Cigna (for out of state care)
INTEGRIS Health

Annual Deductible
(individual / family)

Network

Non-Network

Applies to all services except preventive care from network providers
$1,500 / $4,500
$750 / $2,250

$4,500 / $13,500
$2,250 / $6,750

Hospital Admission Copay
(in addition to annual deductible)

$0 per admission

$1,200 per admission

$2,400 per admission

Outpatient Surgery Copay 2
(in addition to annual deductible)

$0 per surgery

$1,200 per surgery

$2,400 per surgery

Outpatient Dialysis Treatment
Coinsurance

100% of the Eligible Charge as set forth in and subject to
the Outpatient Dialysis Benefits section below
If no precertification, coverage for expenses is reduced by 50%.
After annual deductible and hospital admission copay or outpatient surgery copay,
plan pays the following percentage of Eligible Charge:

Inpatient Facility Charges and
Related Ancillary Charges 3

90%

60%

40%

Outpatient Ancillary Charges 5

80%

80%

60%

Emergency Services

90%

60%

60%

Prescription Drug Benefits
Preventive Care

See the explanation on page 29. Benefit varies by option selected.
Plan pays 100% of the Eligible Charge with no deductible

60% of the Eligible Charge
after deductible

$25 copay
$40 copay

60% of the Eligible Charge
after deductible

Physician/Mental Health Office Visit 5
PCP/Mental Health
Specialist
Mental Health /
Substance Abuse
Inpatient
Outpatient
Out-of-Pocket Maximum 4
(including deductible)

After annual deductible and hospital admission copay (if applicable),
plan pays the following percentage of Eligible Charge:
90%
80%

60%
80%

40%
40%

$3,000 individual
$9,000 family

$4,000 individual
$10,700 family

No maximum

See page 32 for the list of facilities that are excluded from benefits entirely.
Does not apply to outpatient surgery performed in a doctor’s office setting.
3
For charges by a provider or facility other than a hospital or outpatient surgery center.
4
Includes the annual deductible and any copay amounts.
5
Copay is applied to the cost of the visit only; any ancillary services such as tests, procedures and x-rays are applied to deductible and coinsurance.
1
2
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Prescription Drug Benefits
Your prescription drug benefits are administered
by MedImpact.

If you need to fill a prescription after hours due to an
emergency, you can use an out-of-network pharmacy
that is open extended hours. You will need to pay the
full price for the prescription and file a paper claim with
MedImpact for reimbursement. Along with the claim form
you will need to provide documentation that proves the
emergency occurred after the normal business hours of
an in-network pharmacy.

The Medical Plan does not cover the following
medications and your expenses will not apply to the
prescription out of pocket maximum.
• Infertility drugs,
unless covered
under the infertility
treatment benefit
• Over-the-counter
medications, unless
covered as preventive
care on pages 38-41
• Vaccines and allergy
serums (covered under
the medical plan)
• Drugs to treat impotency
• Vitamins
• Drugs used to stimulate
hair growth

• Drugs used for
cosmetic purposes
• Topical fluoride products,
unless covered as
preventive care on
pages 38-41
• Experimental drugs
• Nexium
• Bulk chemicals
(generally used for
compound prescriptions)
See page 44
for
additional information on
prescription
drug exclusions.

YOUR BENEFITS

You can fill a new prescription at a large network
of pharmacies including INTEGRIS Health retail
pharmacies, Walmart and many independent
pharmacies. A list of participating pharmacies is available
at https://mp.medimpact.com/ING. After two “grace fills,”
maintenance medications must be filled at an INTEGRIS
Health retail pharmacy or by using the INTEGRIS Health
mail order pharmacy. To request a prescription by
mail, contact the INTEGRIS Health pharmacy at the
INTEGRIS Health Cancer Institute at 405-773-2300. Go
to http://integrispharmacy.com/locations for a list of all the
INTEGRIS Health pharmacies.

Prescription Drug Exclusions

GENERAL INFORMATION
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Refer to the chart below for an explanation of the prescription drug benefit options.
Options

Base Level

Deductible

$100 per person covered per year
Prescriptions must be filled at a participating pharmacy to receive a benefit.
After meeting the prescription drug deductible per person for retail and mail order combined,
you pay the following amount or percentage of Eligible Charge:
$10 copay
$20 copay
20% ($25 min / $130 max)
20% ($75 min / $250 max)
100% (applies to out-of-pocket max)
100% (applies to out-of-pocket max)

MedImpact Network Retail 30-day Supply
• Generic
• High-cost generics and formulary
• Non-formulary

$20 copay
30% ($35 min / $150 max)
100% (applies to out-of-pocket max)

INTEGRIS Health Mail Order 90-day Supply
• Generic
• High-cost generics and formulary
• Non-formulary

$20 copay
20% ($75 min / $250 max)
100% (applies to out-of-pocket max)

Out-of-Pocket Maximum
(including deductible)
Excluded Medications

$2,000 per person
$3,000 per family
100% (does not apply to out-of-pocket max)

Note: Some prescriptions may require prior approval from MedImpact before a prescription can be filled. See information on the following page. In addition, a $10,000
lifetime maximum benefit per person applies for prescription infertility drugs.
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INTEGRIS Health Retail Pharmacies
• Generic 30-day
• Generic 90-day
• High-cost generics and formulary 30-day
• High-cost generics and formulary 90-day
• Non-formulary 30-day
• Non-formulary 90-day

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Prescription Drug Benefits

Save Money
with Generics

10. Cholesterol lowering medications
11. Dermatologic medications
12. Diabetic medications

The prescription drug program uses a formulary to
determine how much you pay for your prescriptions.
Generic drugs are lower cost options that are identical to
the brand name drug in formula, dosage, strength and
quality. If you choose to take a brand name drug that has
a generic equivalent, you will have to pay the brand name
copay plus the difference in cost between the generic
and the brand name. Certain “generic” medications have
costs similar to brand-name (formulary) medications and
many have lower cost alternatives. If you are taking one of
these high-cost generics your coinsurance amount will be
the same as brand name or formulary prescriptions. Often
one brand name can be substituted for another brand
name. The formulary allows you to save money by buying
the most cost-effective brand. If you request a brand that
is not on the formulary list, you will pay 100% of the cost
of the non-formulary prescription which will apply to your
out-of-pocket maximum. You can find a list of formulary
drugs at https://mp.medimpact.com/ING.

Prescription Drug
Step Therapy
Step Therapy is a clinical tool used in your prescription
benefit to promote the use of safe, effective and clinically
appropriate medications for certain therapeutic drug
classes. Listed below is a list of the drug classes included
in the Step Therapy program. This list is subject to change
from time to time.
1.

ADHD/CNS stimulants/amphetamines

2. Allergy—Nasal and oral antihistamines
3. Allergy—Nasal steroids
4. Alzheimer/Parkinson medications
5. Anticoagulants
6. Anti-emetics
7.

Anti-infectives

13. Fertility medications
14. Gastrointestinal agents/PPIs
15. Glaucoma medications
16. Hepatitis C medications
17. Hypertension/Cardiovascular agents
18. Menopause therapy
19. Metabolic disease
20. Migraine medications
21. Narcotics
22. Ophthalmic medications
23. Osteoporosis medications

How the Step Therapy
Program Works
Step Therapy medications require you to try a lower cost
generic or preferred brand name alternative first, before
the higher cost or non-preferred brand will be covered.
Using generics and preferred brand medications will help
you save money.
When filling your prescriptions, the pharmacist will
process your prescription through the system. If your
patient history shows that the generic or preferred
brand drug was previously dispensed, then the brand
or higher cost medication can be dispensed. However,
if there is no record of a generic drug or preferred brand
being dispensed previously, you must try the generic
first, or preferred brand first or go through the prior
authorization process.
Some medications are required to meet certain rules to
be covered under the Medical Plan. These medications
go through a review process to determine if these rules
are met.

8. Asthma/COPD
9. Benign prostatic Hyperplasia (BPH)
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Prior Authorization
Prior authorization is the process where the doctor
submits a medication request form with documentation
supporting the need for these medications. This process
usually takes about two business days. It may take
more time if the physician sends a request with missing
information For specific information regarding the Step
Therapy program contact MedImpact at 1-800-788-2949.

The network available to Oklahoma City and Enid
Area Caregivers is the INTEGRIS Health Partner (IHP)
network. If you visit a provider that is not in the IHP
network without prior authorization (except for in the
case of a medical emergency) the Medical Plan will
not pay benefits. If you need special services that are
not available in the IHP network, you must complete
the following steps for coverage consideration and prior
authorization:
1.

When you have an eligible expense, you must first meet a
deductible before the plan begins sharing costs with you.
Once the deductible has been paid, the plan pays part
of the costs and you pay the remainder. The portion the
Medical Plan pays is the coinsurance. After you have paid
a certain amount, called the out-of-pocket maximum,
the plan pays 100% of the eligible expenses for the
remainder of the calendar year.

Preferred Provider Organization
(PPO) Network

2. If you are unable to find the service or specialist
through the website, contact the IHP Care
Coordination team at 1-405-951-2504. The Care
Coordination team will need the following:
A. The name and specialty of the provider.
B. The service that is needed.
C. Documentation from the referring physician
supporting the need for the service. Acceptable
documentation includes the last office visit,
history and physical or referral notes.
3. The care coordinators will contact the IHP Medical
Director with the documentation for review.
4. The care coordinator will contact the
member with the decision.
Non-network services approved under these
circumstances will be paid as if they were in-network.
Failure to follow the authorization process may result
in non-payment.

NOTICES AND RESOURCES
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The Medical Plan makes available to participants the
services of certain networks of providers who belong to
preferred provider organizations (PPOs). These “network”
providers have agreed to provide “network services” to
Plan participants at specified rates (often reduced from
the U&C rate). Services provided by “non-network”
providers are “non-network services” that, if covered
under the Medical Plan, typically are covered in a lesser
amount than network services. All services/charges
rendered by a network provider are still subject to all
of the terms, provisions and limitations/exclusions of
the Medical Plan. See the schedule of medical benefits
for the special benefit level that may apply to services
obtained from network and non-network providers, if
applicable.

Check www.hchlogix.com/providerSearch to see if
there is a network provider for the service you require.
Choose INTEGRIS Health as Employer and then
choose INTEGRIS Health Partners as the network.
Search for the specialty or service you need.

YOUR BENEFITS

How the Medical
Plan Works

Network for Oklahoma City and Enid
Area Caregivers

GENERAL INFORMATION
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Emergency Services and out-of-state urgent care
services are covered under the Medical Plan and are
excluded from the requirement that the participant
obtain prior authorization.

•

Orthopedic Specialist of the Four States, LLC
(Ortho4States)

•

Surgery Center of Midwest City

If you have a dependent who resides outside of
Oklahoma, you can elect additional coverage for this
dependent through the Cigna network, www.cigna.com.
Proof of residency will have to be provided in order for
out-of-network claims to be approved.

•

The Surgery Center of Enid

•

Vantage Open MRI

Network for Miami and Grove Area
Caregivers (and other Caregivers who
live outside of the IHP service area)

The network available to Miami and Grove area Caregivers
is the Healthcare Highways Logix (HCH) network. If
you receive services at an INTEGRIS Health facility, the
Medical Plan pays the highest benefit. You pay a larger
share of the cost if you are admitted to an HCH facility
or a non-network facility. There are certain facilities for
which there is no coverage—see the list below for details.

No benefits will be paid for charges from the
following facilities providers:
•

Artesian Cancer Centers

•

Foundation Surgery Affiliates (all locations)

•

Heritage Eye Surgicenter

•

McBride Clinic Orthopedic Hospital

•

Mercy Rehabilitation Hospital

•

Oklahoma Cardiovascular Associates Outpatient
Catheterization Lab

•

Oklahoma City Clinic

•

Oklahoma Diagnostic Imaging

•

Oklahoma Heart Hospital North Campus (also known
as Mercy Heart Hospital)

•

Oklahoma Heart Hospital South Campus

•

Oklahoma Spine Hospital

•

Orthopedic Institute/Tower Surgery Center

This list is subject to change. Access the HCH website
at www.hchlogix.com to check out network providers.
Select the network for INTEGRIS Health Partners or
Healthcare Highways Logix Network. This exclusion
does not apply to emergency or urgent care services.
If your doctor or other provider is a member of the
network, you may want to request that services be
provided at a network facility to avoid the “no benefit”
rule for the excluded facilities. In any case, network
provider charges (not facility charges) will be considered
for network benefits.

Annual Deductible

You and each covered dependent pay a deductible each
year before the Medical Plan pays benefits. Once the
family deductible is met, there are no further deductibles
for your family for the rest of that year.
The family deductible can be satisfied by combining
deductible amounts paid by the caregiver and any
dependent who is covered under the plan as a
dependent. Until the family deductible is met, each
person must satisfy his or her individual deductible before
the Medical Plan will pay expenses. Certain expenses
do not count toward satisfaction of the deductible. This
restriction is noted when the particular type of expense
is discussed.
The deductible will not apply (and the Medical Plan will
pay 100% of the Eligible Charge) for the preventive
care benefit when you receive preventive care
services from a network provider.
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Hospital Admission Co-Payment
(per admission)

You may have a Hospital co-payment responsibility,
separate from any physician services co-payment
responsibility, for each inpatient hospital admission,
including for inpatient mental health treatment. This
Hospital admission co-payment responsibility does not
count toward your annual deductible. The Hospital copayment responsibility does not apply to outpatient or
emergency visits when you do not stay overnight. Nor is
there a Hospital co-payment responsibility for inpatient
services provided at an INTEGRIS Health facility.

You may have a facility co-payment responsibility,
separate from any physician services co-payment
responsibility, for each outpatient surgery performed in
an outpatient surgery facility. The outpatient surgery copayment responsibility does not count toward the annual
deductible. The facility co-payment responsibility does not
apply to outpatient surgery performed in a doctor’s office
setting. Nor is there a facility co-payment responsibility for
outpatient surgery when outpatient surgery is performed
at an INTEGRIS Health facility.

Plan payments are based on Eligible Charges. How much of
the Eligible Charge amount the Medical Plan pays depends
on the type of medical expense and the area where the
service is rendered. The charts on pages 27-28 lists the
plan payment percentages for most covered expenses. You
are responsible for 100% of any medical expenses that are
above the Maximum Eligible Charge amount.
Contracted PPO network rates apply to network
services received from an INTEGRIS Health Partners
or Healthcare Highways Logix Network provider, so you
should not be charged above the Eligible Charge when
using these providers.

No right or benefit provided for outpatient dialysis
services under the Medical Plan will be subject in
any manner to anticipation, alienation, sale, transfer,
assignment, pledge, encumbrance or charge and
any attempt to do so will be void. Specifically, a Plan
participant may not assign any right, demand, claim or
cause of action under federal or state law, including any
derivative claim under ERISA or other federal a state law,
to a provider, including a dialysis provider.
However, this anti-assignment provision does not and
will not be construed to restrict or forfeit any subrogation
rights of the Medical Plan. If authorized in writing by a
participant, the Medical Plan reserves the right to pay
benefits, in its sole discretion, directly to a provider of
services, instead of to the participant, as a convenience
to the participant. In such event, the Plan shall be
relieved of all further responsibility with respect to that
particular expense.
Medical Plan participants who are eligible for coverage for
outpatient dialysis services from a source other than the
Medical Plan are encouraged to obtain such coverage.
Failure to obtain secondary coverage may result in the
Medical Plan participant incurring costs that are not
covered by the Medical Plan and that would otherwise be
covered by the other source. The Medical Plan will not
pay for any costs which would have been payable by such
other source, except to the extent that such costs are
payable in any event by the Medical Plan.
If you (or your eligible dependent) becomes eligible for
Medicare based solely on End Stage Renal Disease
(“ESRD”), the Medical Plan will pay as primary for the
Medicare three-month waiting period and 30-month
coordination period beginning with the month in which
the participant could have been enrolled had timely
application for Medicare been made. Medicare shall
become primary and the Medical Plan will be secondary
after the Medicare coordination period has ended, as long
as the participant retains eligibility based on ESRD (even
if the participant also becomes eligible for “Disability
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You can write the claims administrator and request
the Eligible Charge amount for a specific procedure.
The address for the claims administrator is listed in the
“Information Resources” section of this handbook.

Under appropriate circumstances as determined within
the discretion of the Plan Administrator, the Medical Plan
may agree to rates payable for outpatient dialysis services
or supplies for a particular patient.

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Plan Payments

The Medical Plan pays claims for outpatient dialysis
services or supplies pursuant to its Dialysis Benefit
Program. The Eligible Charge for these services will
be no more than the UCR Outpatient Dialysis Charge
defined below.

YOUR BENEFITS

Outpatient Surgery Co-Payment
(per surgery)

Outpatient Dialysis Benefits

GENERAL INFORMATION
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or Working Aged” Medicare) and without regard to the
participant’s enrollment in Medicare. If the ESRD-based
eligibility ends, then the Disability or Working Aged
Medicare rules apply as set forth in the Medical Plan
document (i.e., the Medical Plan will become primary
with Medicare secondary when ESRD-based Medicare
terminates and the participant is still working for the
Employer with Disability or Working-Aged Medicare).
Notwithstanding anything to the contrary, the Dialysis
Benefit Program and other Medical Plan terms are
intended to and are administered to comply with the
Medicare Secondary Payer rule. Specifically, the terms of
the Dialysis Benefit Program adopted by the Medical Plan
does not take into account that a participant is eligible
for or entitled to Medicare benefits on the basis of ESRD
during the coordination period specified above and does
not differentiate in Plan benefits between participants
who have ESRD and participants who need dialysis but
do not have ESRD (i.e., participants with ESRD are treated
the same during the Medicare coordination period under
the Dialysis Benefit Program as other participants who do
not have ESRD, but are receiving Medical Plan benefits
under the Dialysis Benefit Program).

Clinical Management
Services
INTEGRIS Health has contracted with American Health
Holdings to identify and assist individuals with conditions
requiring extensive or long-term care. The program is
not intended to diagnose or treat medical conditions,
guarantee benefits, make payments or validate eligibility
for plan coverage. Instead, the program focuses on
making recommendations regarding the appropriateness
and medical necessity of specified health services. The
final medical decisions regarding treatment are always
made by you and your doctor.
Clinical management services include a number of
components explained in more detail on the following
pages. These components include: case management
services for serious or extended Illnesses, specialized
maternity services and the Care Coordination program.

Case Management

If you or your dependent has a serious or extended
Illness or Injury, a case manager may assist you or your
dependent in identifying and coordinating appropriate
and cost-effective medical care alternatives. The case
manager may also coordinate communication among
you and all health care providers involved in your or your
dependent’s care.

Specialized Maternity Program

The primary objective of the specialized maternity
program is to identify high-risk pregnancies to promote
positive outcomes for the mother and baby and to assist
in coordinating cost-effective care. You or your spouse are
encouraged to call American Health Holdings during the
first trimester of pregnancy; however, you or your spouse
may call at any time during your pregnancy. When you
call, a Nurse will ask questions about general health and
medical history. This information may be provided to your
Doctor or practitioner and will help determine whether
the nursing staff at American Health Holdings can
provide additional support during and/or after your or your
spouse’s pregnancy. If appropriate, a case manager will
follow your or your spouse’s case, recommend specialists
and/or facilities when applicable and coordinate
communication among you or your spouse and all health
care providers involved in your or your spouse’s care.
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Care Coordination Program

Requirements of Participation
•

Complete and return a consent to participate form to
allow Care Coordination services.

•

Actively participate by accepting and returning Care
Coordination calls.

•

Complete the wellness program and attend regularly
scheduled provider visit(s).

•

The INTEGRIS Health Medical Plan must be your
primary medical insurance.

Qualifications

Enrollment

Any active Medical Plan participant with an INTEGRIS
Health Partners (IHP) or INTEGRIS Health Medical
Group primary care physician is eligible for the Care
Coordination program and the program’s financial
rewards benefit with a qualifying condition.

If you would like to participate in the Care Coordination
program or if you would like more information, please
contact the care coordinators at 1-405-951-2504 or visit
our website https://integrisok.com/ihp/care-coordination.

What the Medical
Plan Covers

The following are qualifying conditions:
Diabetes, pre-diabetes

•

Hypertension

•

Hyperlipidemia

•

Asthma

•

Cardiovascular conditions

Charges for the medical expenses listed below are
covered by the Medical Plan, unless they are facility
charges from one of the excluded providers listed on page
32. For mental health covered services, the Medical Plan
uses the ICD-10 standard. Expenses must be for services,
supplies, or prescription drugs that are:

Benefits of Participation
Participants in the Medical Plan who qualify for the
Care Coordination program are contacted by direct
mail, telephone and e-mail for the purpose of providing
education, health coaching and self-management support
to assist them in achieving healthy outcomes. Other
benefits of the program include the following:
Financial incentives for participating.

•

Collaboration with your provider to strengthen
the patient provider relationship.

•

Case management services to assist in the
continuum of care.

Medically Necessary for the diagnosis or treatment
of an Illness or Injury,

•

Prescribed by a Doctor,

•

For non-work-related Injuries or Illnesses,

•

Within Eligible Charge limits and

•

Not specifically excluded by the Medical Plan. See
“What the Medical Plan Does Not Cover” beginning
on page 44 for a list of expenses not covered by the
Medical Plan.

1.

Hospital room and board charges.

2. Hospital Services and Supplies, including dialysis
treatments performed at the Hospital.

Finding Network Services
When looking for services from local Doctors, please
refer to the INTEGRIS Health Partners website to locate
network services, at integrisok.com/healthpartners.

3. Services of a Doctor.
4. Preventive care and wellness services (see page 38).
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INTEGRIS Health cares about the health and well-being
of its caregivers and their family members. A “Care
Coordination” program has been developed to assist
participants in the Medical Plan with improving their
health. The Care Coordination program is a concept that
encompasses features from both disease management
models and wellness programs. A focus of the program
is to empower participants to actively partner with their
health care team to identify and achieve their health
care goals.

GENERAL INFORMATION
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5. Surgery:
A. Assistant surgeon’s expenses not to
exceed 20% of the Eligible Charge of the
surgical procedure.
B. When two or more surgical procedures are
performed during the same session, the amount
eligible for consideration is the sum of the Eligible
Charge amount for the largest amount billed
for one procedure, plus 50% of the sum of
the Eligible Charge amount for the next largest
amount billed for one procedure and 25% of the
sum of the Eligible Charge amount for all other
procedures performed.
6. Services of a Nurse.
7.

Diagnostic procedures and X-rays.

19. Artificial limbs or other prosthetic devices or
their replacement.
20. Birth control pills, other prescribed contraceptive
devices and supplies and morning-after contraceptive
pills (Preven, Plan B, Mifeprex); does not include
over-the-counter contraceptive devices or supplies.
21. Voluntary sterilization provided by a network Doctor.
22. Inpatient and outpatient therapy services, including
physical and occupational therapy, radiation therapy,
chemotherapy, physiotherapy and respiratory therapy.
23. Speech therapy to restore speech due to an Illness
or Injury or Medically Necessary to treat a congenital
birth defect, disorder, developmental delay, or when
there is a diagnosis of apraxia (of speech). Coverage
is also available for a related diagnosis of dysarthria.
24. Proton therapy services provided by the Oklahoma
Proton Center.

8. Radiation treatments or chemotherapy.
9. Oxygen and its administration.

25. Casts, splints and surgical dressings.

10. Anesthetics and their administration.
11. Services provided in a Hospital’s emergency room.
12. Services provided at urgent care centers or
after-hours clinics.
13. Prescription drugs and diabetic supplies unless
specifically excluded by the plan in item 22 on
page 45. See chart on page 29 for prescription
drug benefits.
14. Blood transfusions, including cost of blood and
blood plasma.
15. Electronic heart pacemaker.
16. Rental (or purchase, if in the opinion of the claims
administrator, rental would be more costly) of durable
medical equipment.
17. Orthopedic braces and appliances.
18. Local professional ambulance service; all ambulance
charges will be paid at 80% of the Eligible Charge
after the annual deductible has been met. (Air
ambulance service is limited to one time each year
and is only available for medical emergency service
from the North American continent to a Hospital
equipped to provide treatment.)

26. Biofeedback.
27. Reconstructive plastic surgery required because of:
A. An accidental Injury and services are provided no
later than the end of the year following the year of
the accident
B. A severe birth defect
C. A dysfunction of the body (other than the teeth
or tooth support structures) due to malformation
by disease or by surgery to treat disease or Injury
(see exclusion in item 11 on page 44)
D. Breast reduction surgery that is
Medically Necessary
28. Reconstructive surgery following a mastectomy
performed for a cancer diagnosis or because
of identification of the BRCA gene in a manner
determined in consultation with the attending
Doctor and the patient, including:
A. Reconstruction of the breast on which the
mastectomy has been performed
B. Surgery and reconstruction of the other breast
to produce a symmetrical appearance
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C. Prostheses and physical complications in all
stages of the mastectomy, including lymphedemas
29. Dental treatment for sound natural teeth needed
to correct damage caused by an accident. (The
treatment must begin within three months after the
accident and be completed within 12 months after
the accident.)

31. Hospital and ambulatory surgical center expenses
associated with a Medically Necessary dental procedure
and required to safeguard the health of a patient.
32. Charges for surgery to the upper or lower jaw for
reduction or augmentation procedures and/or for
orthognathic surgery to treat an abnormality that is
causing significant functional impairment are covered
as described in the following paragraph.

This benefit is paid at 50%. Your portion of the cost
of these services does not count toward the out-ofpocket maximums and these charges are never paid
at 100% of the Eligible Charge.

A. Treatment for mental, psychoneurotic,
personality disorders and substance abuse
B. Outpatient treatment – must be provided by a
Doctor. Covered expenses never include marital
or social counseling
C. Inpatient treatment
D. Treatment received at Arcadia Trails
36. Home health care – charges of a home health care
agency for the following services:
A. Part-time or intermittent nursing care
B. Physical, occupational and speech therapy
Medical services and supplies services must
be ordered by a Doctor and provided instead of
hospitalization. Contact American Health Holdings
at 1-866-432-8913 for pre-certification of all home
health care services. Benefits are limited to 100 visits
a year and must be provided by a network provider.
One visit is limited to eight hours within a 24-hour
period. Covered expenses do not include custodial
care or transportation costs.
37. Hospice care – benefits are paid for terminally ill
patients. Contact American Health Holdings at
1-800-460-0238 for pre-certification of all covered
hospice care expenses.
38. Chiropractic care – the benefit percentage for
chiropractic care is 50%. The maximum benefit is
limited to $750 each year. Your portion of the cost of
these services is never paid at 100%.
39. Infertility treatment – only for services at an
INTEGRIS Health facility or by a network Doctor for
the diagnosis and treatment of infertility. (The benefit
is only available to covered caregivers and covered
spouses. A $10,000 lifetime maximum per person
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33. Diagnosis and treatment of autism spectrum
disorders. The Medical Plan has the right to review
the treatment plan annually, unless the Medical
Plan and the Medical Plan’s treating physician or
psychologist agree that a more frequent review is
necessary. Any such agreement regarding the right
to review a treatment plan more frequently shall
apply only to a particular person being treated for
an autism spectrum disorder and shall not apply to
all individuals being treated for an autism spectrum
disorder by a physician or psychologist. Coverage

35. Mental health and substance abuse treatment

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Orthognathic surgery is generally considered
Medically Necessary for correction of skeletal, facial
or craniofacial deformities of the upper jaw (maxilla)
or lower jaw (mandible) when it is documented that
these deformities are contributing to significant
dysfunction and where the severity of the deformities
precludes adequate treatment solely through dental
and orthodontic treatments.

34. Diagnosis and treatment of attention deficit
disorder (ADD) and attention deficit hyperactivity
disorder (ADHD).

YOUR BENEFITS

30. Audiological services and hearing aids for dependent
children up to 26 years of age. (The coverage applies
only to hearing aids that are prescribed, filled and
dispensed by a licensed audiologist and is limited to
once every 48 months for each hearing-impaired ear.
Coverage is also provided for up to four additional ear
molds per year for children up to age 2.)

for applied behavior analysis shall be subject to a
maximum benefit of twenty-five (25) hours of service
per week and no more than Twenty-Five Thousand
Dollars ($25,000.00) per year.

GENERAL INFORMATION
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Surgical treatment is limited to one procedure per
lifetime and the patient must be covered by the
Medical Plan for at least the one year prior to surgery.

applies for prescription drugs used to treat infertility.
Expenses incurred by a donor relating to infertility
treatment are not covered.)
40. Amniocentesis, when Medically Necessary, including
any genetic testing or genetic counseling performed
in connection with the procedure.
41. Non-selective reduction of multiple pregnancy,
provided every effort is taken to ensure the health
of the remaining fetus(es), when:

49. Outpatient dialysis treatment subject to the conditions
and limitations described above.
50. During the COVID 19 pandemic, the following
provisions have temporarily been adopted:
A. COVID-19 testing covered at 100% of the
Eligible Charge

A. The mother’s health is in danger.

B. Deductible waived for COVID related
hospitalization/ER visits

B. There are three or more fetuses and they are all
likely to be spontaneously aborted or delivered
prematurely with a high risk of either dying or
being harmed.
42. Transplants at any INTEGRIS Health facility performed
by a network Doctor for non-experimental organ or
tissue implants including, for example, heart, heartlung, kidney, liver, lung and pancreas transplants.
(If you need a transplant that is not performed at
an INTEGRIS Health facility, call American Health
Holdings at the phone number shown in the
“Information Resources” section of this handbook
for assistance. Contact American Health Holdings to
obtain additional information concerning coverage
restrictions, utilization review procedures and
additional medical opinions required for this benefit.)
43. Wigs or hairpieces are covered at 80% after
the annual deductible when associated with a
medical condition.
44. Sleep disorders, including diagnosis and treatment of
sleep-related breathing disorders (sleep apnea, etc.),
insomnia, narcolepsy or idiopathic hypersomnia.
45. Illnesses or Injuries attributable to acts of domestic
violence, to the extent the Illnesses or Injuries are
covered under the Medical Plan.
46. INTEGRIS Health virtual visits are covered at 100%
(copay/deductible waived).
47. Charges for weight control or the treatment of obesity.
48. Surgical treatment for the diagnosed condition of
morbid obesity, as long as the surgery is provided at
INTEGRIS Health Baptist Medical Center and nonfacility services are provided by a network provider.

C. Physician office visit copay waived for
COVID related office visit
51. Diabetic shoes are covered at 80% of the
Eligible Charge

Preventive Care

INTEGRIS Health offers a special benefit for preventive
care. This benefit enables you to take a proactive
approach to your health care. All preventive care listed
on pages 38-41 is covered at 100% of the Eligible
Charge (deductible waived) when you use network
providers. For example, your annual (once per calendar
year) wellness physical will be covered at 100% of the
Eligible Charge (deductible waived) if you use a network
provider. For participants to which the HCH network
is available, services by a non-network provider will be
paid at 40% of the Eligible Charge amount after the
annual deductible. For dependent children, the Medical
Plan will cover the following routine exams:
•

Seven well-child exams from birth to age 12 months

•

Three exams from 13 to 24 months

•

Three exams from 25 to 36 months

•

Age 3 and older, one wellness physical will be
covered each calendar year

Your Doctor must indicate on your bill that the visit is for
preventive care for benefits to be paid in this manner.
Showing any other diagnosis on the bill will result in the
visit being treated as an office visit, requiring that you
meet your deductible before a benefit is paid.
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Examples of routine medical expenses, which can be
reimbursed, include:

•

Diet counseling for adults at higher risk for
chronic disease; 10 visits per calendar year

•

Falls prevention (with exercise or physical therapy
and vitamin D use) for adults 65 years and over,
living in a community setting

Physical exams, including X-rays

•

Gynecological exams

•

Pap tests

•

Hepatitis B screening for people at high risk

•

Mammograms

•

•

PSA tests

Hepatitis C screening for adults at increased risk,
and one time for everyone born 1945-1965

•

Lab work

•

HIV screening for sexually active adults

•

Well-baby care

•

•

Immunizations

Immunization vaccines for adults – doses,
recommended ages and recommended
populations vary:
–

Hepatitis A

–

Hepatitis B

–

Herpes Zoster

Covered Preventive Services for Adults

–

Human Papillomavirus

Abdominal Aortic Aneurysm one-time screening for
men age 65 and older who have ever smoked

–

Influenza

–

Measles, Mumps, Rubella

•

Alcohol Misuse screening and counseling; five visits
per calendar year

–

Meningococcal

Aspirin use for men and women age 45 and above
with a Doctor’s prescription

–

Pneumococcal

•

–

Tetanus, Diphtheria, Pertussis

•

Blood Pressure screening for all adults

–

Varicella

•

Cholesterol screening for adults

–

COVID-19

•

Colorectal Cancer screening including:

•

Colonoscopy: age 50 and over, once every
five calendar years

–

Sigmoidoscopy: age 50 and over, once every
five calendar years

–

Fecal occult blood testing: once each
calendar year

–

Cologuard testing: once each calendar year

•

Lung Cancer screening for adults 55-80 at high risk
for lung cancer because they are heavy smokers or
have quit in the past 15 years

•

Obesity screening and counseling for all adults

•

Sexually Transmitted Infection (STI) prevention
counseling for adults at higher risk

•

Depression screening for adults

•

•

Type 2 Diabetes screening for adults with high
blood pressure

Statin prevention medication for adults 40-75 at
high risk

•

Syphilis screening for adults at higher risk
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–

Information regarding doses, recommended ages and
recommended populations for vaccinations can be found
at www.healthcare.gov/preventive-care-benefits/.

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

In addition to the examples shown above, below is a
detailed listing of additional preventive services covered
under the Medical Plan, as well as certain guidelines
related to the covered preventive services:

YOUR BENEFITS

•

GENERAL INFORMATION
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•

•

Tobacco Use screening for all adults and cessation
interventions for tobacco users

•

Domestic and Interpersonal Violence screening
and counseling

–

Prescription and over-the-counter treatments
are limited to two 90-day treatment courses
per 12 months with a Doctor’s prescription

•

Folic Acid supplements for women who may become
pregnant, with a Doctor’s prescription

•

Gestational Diabetes screening

–

Counseling sessions are limited to eight visits per
calendar year

•

Gonorrhea screening for all women at higher risk

•

Hepatitis B screening for pregnant women at their
first prenatal visit

•

Human Papilloma Virus (HPV) DNA Test every 3 years
for women with normal cytology results who are age
30 or older

•

Maternal depression screening for mothers of infants

Tuberculosis screening for certain adults without
symPPLms at high risk

Covered Preventive Services for Women, Including
Pregnant Women
•

Anemia screening on a routine basis for
pregnant women

•

BRCA counseling about genetic testing for women
at higher risk

•

Osteoporosis screening for women over age 60,
depending on risk factors

•

Breast Cancer Mammography screenings once every
1-2 calendar years for women over 40

•

Preeclampsia prevention and screening for pregnant
women who are at high risk for preeclampsia

•

Breast Cancer Chemoprevention counseling for
women at higher risk

•

Rh Incompatibility screening for all pregnant women
and follow-up testing for women at higher risk

•

Breastfeeding comprehensive lactation support and
counseling by a trained provider during the pregnancy
and/or in the postpartum period and costs for renting
breastfeeding equipment

•

Sexually Transmitted Infection screening
and counseling

•

Tobacco intervention and counseling for pregnant
tobacco users

–

Lactation consultation and education reimbursed
at 100% of the Eligible Charge

•

Urinary Tract or other infection screening for
pregnant women

–

Breast pump rental monthly cost reimbursed at
100% of the Eligible Charge

•

Urinary incontinence screening annually

–

Breastfeeding supplies reimbursement (up to
$200 per pregnancy), requirements include:
x

Must have a prenatal claim

x

Purchased items after first prenatal claim

x

Certification of completion from a
breastfeeding class or lactation consultation

Covered Preventive Services for Children
•

Alcohol, Tobacco and Drug Use assessments
for adolescents

•

Autism screening for children at 18 and 24 months

•

Behavioral Assessments

•

Bilirubin concentration screening for newborns

•

Cervical Cancer screening for sexually active women

•

Blood Pressure screening

•

Chlamydia Infection screening for younger women
and other women at higher risk

•

Blood screening for newborns

•

•

Contraception Methods and sterilization procedures,
FDA approved and patient education and counseling

Cervical Dysplasia screening for sexually
active females

•

Depression screening for adolescents
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Developmental screening for children under age 3
and surveillance throughout childhood

•

Iron supplements for children under the age of 1
at risk for anemia, with a Doctor’s prescription

•

Dyslipidemia screening for children at higher risk
of lipid disorders

•

Lead screening for children at risk of exposure

•

Medical History

•

Fluoride Chemoprevention supplements without fluoride
in their water source, with a Doctor’s prescription

•

Obesity screening and counseling; 26 visits per
calendar year

•

Fluoride Varnish for all infants and children as soon
as teeth are present

•

Oral Health risk assessment for children under
age 10

•

Gonorrhea preventive medication for the eyes of
all newborns

•

Phenylketonuria (PKU) screening

•

Hearing screening for all newborns

•

•

Height, Weight and Body Mass Index measurements

Sexually Transmitted Infection (STI) prevention
counseling and screening for adolescents at
higher risk

•

Hematocrit or Hemoglobin screening

•

•

Hemoglobinopathies or sickle cell screening
for newborns

Tuberculin testing for children at higher risk
of tuberculosis

•

Vision screening

Hepatitis B screening for adolescents at high risk

•

HIV screening for adolescents at higher risk

•

Hypothyroidism screening for newborns

•

Immunization vaccines from birth to age 18 –
doses, recommended ages and recommended
populations vary:
Diphtheria, Tetanus, Pertussis

–

Haemophilus influenza Type B

–

Hepatitis A

–

Hepatitis B

–

Human Papillomavirus

–

Inactivated Poliovirus

–

Influenza

–

Measles, Mumps, Rubella

–

Meningococcal

–

Pneumococcal

–

Rotavirus

–

Varicella

–

COVID-19

Certification Requirements for
Hospital Admissions

You are required to call American Health Holdings at
1-866-432-8913 to certify the following services:
•

All inpatient admissions (other than maternity),
including any elective admission to a Hospital

•

Within 48 hours (2 working days) of any
emergency admission

•

When a maternity stay extends beyond 48 hours
following a vaginal delivery or 96 hours following a
Cesarean section delivery

•

All human organ and tissue transplants before
selecting a transplant facility or scheduling a
pre-transplant evaluation

You will be advised if certification of medical necessity is
required for the proposed services. If so, the certification
process described in the following section will be started
immediately. It is your responsibility to obtain the
cooperation of your Doctor in the program.
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–

Information regarding doses, recommended ages and
recommended populations for immunizations can be
found at www.healthcare.gov/preventive-care-benefits.
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Maternity Admissions – The minimum maternity and
newborn Hospital length-of-stay coverage requirements
are 48 hours for a vaginal delivery and 96 hours for a
Cesarean section delivery. For these minimum stays,
approval from the claims administrator is not required
and no penalty applies. However, you or your provider
must notify the claims administrator if you require a longer
Hospital stay for the delivery of a baby.
Though not required, it is recommended that you notify
American Health Holdings at least six weeks before the
anticipated delivery date of your child. Any pregnancyrelated Hospital stay that is not associated with the
delivery will be treated like any other Illness and will
require approval by the claims administrator.
Continued Stay Review – If you need to be hospitalized
beyond the predetermined length of stay, your Doctor must
request more days before the end of the predetermined
length of stay.

Certification Process

American Health Holdings may review a proposed service
and evaluate whether it is Medically Necessary. If it is
determined to be Medically Necessary, you and your
providers will receive a Notice of Certification. If American
Health Holdings does not recommend that the proposed
services are Medically Necessary, you and your Doctor will
receive a Notice of Clinical Non-Certification. The notice
will describe why the proposed services were not certified
and will describe how to appeal the non-certification.
American Health Holdings will respond in a timely
and appropriate manner based on the proposed
service and the health of the participant. Requests for
certification fall into one of two categories. Based on the
categorization of the request, American Health Holdings
will respond orally or in writing within the prescribed
times. The categories of requests for certification are:
•

What to Do in an Emergency

In an emergency, get the help you need immediately.
Then, if you are admitted overnight or longer, you or
someone else must call American Health Holdings by
the second business day after admission. The claims
administrator will call your Doctor to discuss your
admission and decide how long you need to stay.

•

Request for Certification Involving Urgent Care.
This involves a request for certification of proposed
services to which the application of the time periods
for making non-urgent care certifications:
–

Could seriously jeopardize the life or health of the
claimant or the ability of the claimant to regain
maximum function

–

In the opinion of a Doctor with knowledge
of the claimant’s medical condition, would
subject the claimant to severe pain that cannot
be adequately managed without the care or
treatment that is the subject of the claim

Request for Certification Involving Non-Urgent Care.
This comprises a request for certification of proposed
services, which do not involve urgent care.
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After you or your health care provider has made a request for certification, which does or does not involve urgent care,
American Health Holdings may provide a Notice of Certification, a Notice of Clinical Non-Certification or ask that you
or your authorized representative provide additional information. The time periods for these actions to be completed by
either you or American Health Holdings are as follows:

Request Involving Urgent Care

Response Time
24 hours from your initial request for certification

Claims administrator to notify you of failure to follow
certification procedures

24 hours from your initial request for certification

You or your authorized representative to provide the claims
administrator with additional information

48 hours from time request is made by the claims administrator

Claims administrator to provide Notice of Certification or Notice
of Clinical Non-Certification

24 hours from your initial request for certification

Request Involving Non-Urgent Care

Response Time
15 days from your initial request for certification

Claims administrator to request an additional 15 days when
matters beyond its control have delayed its ability to review
the request

15 days from your initial request for certification

Claims administrator to notify you of failure to follow
certification procedures

5 days from your initial request for certification

You or your authorized representative to provide claims
administrator with additional information

45 days from date request is made by the claims administrator

Claims administrator to provide Notice of Certification or Notice
of Clinical Non-Certification

15 days from your initial request for certification

These time periods are not cumulative, but instead
run concurrently. However, if the claims administrator
requests additional information, the time periods
above for providing the Notice of Certification or
Notice of Clinical Non-Certification will be delayed.
When the requested information is received by the
claims administrator, the time period to provide the
appropriate notice will resume as of the date received
by the claims administrator.

If services are proposed to extend beyond the period
for which certification is given, the claims administrator

If You Do Not Pre-Certify
Your Hospital Visit

Covered expenses from the unapproved part of a hospital
stay will be reduced 50% from your Medical Plan’s
normal coverage. Then, the deductible and coinsurance
will apply. Disallowed covered expenses do not apply to
the deductible or out-of-pocket maximum. There is no
coverage under the Medical Plan for any expenses that
are not Medically Necessary.
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If you or your dependent are hospitalized or receive other
health care services without meeting the notification
requirements, notification may be made during the
hospital confinement or delivery of other services. If
the confinement or other service is determined to be
Medically Necessary, you will not be penalized on
the preceding days of hospital confinement or other
service and if certified, the remaining days of hospital
confinement or other services will be paid.

will initiate further medical necessity review before the
receipt of additional services. If you, your dependent
or the doctor request services beyond the period for
which certification is given, an extension request should
be made no later than 24 hours before the end of the
period. The claims administrator will review the request
and provide an oral or written Notice of Certification or
Notice of Clinical Non-Certification within 24 hours of
receipt of the request if it is a request involving urgent
care, or if it is a reduction or termination of services
previously certified.

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Claims administrator to request additional information
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What the Medical Plan
Does Not Cover
General Exclusions

The Medical Plan will not pay benefits for the following:
1.

Expenses incurred before the effective date of
coverage or after coverage ends.

2. Expenses incurred as a result of war or any act of
war, whether declared or undeclared, or while in the
armed forces of any country.

11. Cosmetic Procedures unless Medically Necessary to
treat gender dysphoria. The following are examples of
cosmetic procedures not covered by the Medical Plan:
A. Surgery to the upper or lower eyelid
B. Augmentation or reduction mammoplasty, unless
related to mastectomy (as specified under “What
the Medical Plan Covers,” item 28 on page 36)
or the reduction is Medically Necessary
C. Full or partial face lift
D. Derma or chemo abrasion
E. Scar revision

3. Expenses incurred as a result of Injury:
A. Arising out of and in the course of employment
B. Compensable under the Oklahoma Workers’
Compensation Act or any similar law, whether
federal or state
C. Covered by Workers’ Compensation insurance or
certified own-risk coverage

F.

Otoplasty

G. Lift, stretch or reduction of abdomen, buttocks,
thighs or upper arm
H. Silicone injections, implants or subsequent
implant replacements or removals
I.

Rhinoplasty

4. Services, supplies or benefits available under any
government plan or program.

J.

Any surgery, procedure or treatment to enhance
or change the external appearance

5. Expenses for which you are not legally obligated to
pay or would not ordinarily be charged in the absence
of this coverage.

K. Complications of any surgery, procedure or
treatment listed above

6. Expenses incurred while committing a crime or while
engaged in an illegal act, illegal occupation, felonious
act or aggravated assault.
7.

Intentionally self-inflicted Illness or Injury, unless due
to a physical or mental condition, if the Illness or
Injury is otherwise is covered by the Medical Plan.

8. Treatment or services rendered outside the United
States of America or its territories, except for an
accidental Injury or a medical emergency.

Specific Exclusions
9. Nutritional supplements, special diets, vitamins
or immunizations not necessary for the treatment of
an Illness or Injury, unless specifically designated in
the Medical Plan.
10. Personal comfort or beautification items, television or
telephone use, custodial care, education or training.

12. Excess charges for services that are not payable
under the Medical Plan due to application of any
Medical Plan maximum or limit or because the
charges are in excess of the Eligible Charge, Usual
and Customary amount, or are for services not
deemed to be Reasonable or Medically Necessary.
No benefit shall be payable with respect to outpatient
dialysis-related services or claims other than as
covered or provided as described above.
13. Experimental services, supplies or treatments not
recognized by the American Medical Association as
generally accepted and Medically Necessary for the
diagnosis and/or treatment of an Illness or Injury, or
charges for procedures that are specifically listed
by the American Medical Association as having no
medical value.
14. Transplants that are Experimental or are not
performed at an INTEGRIS Health facility, unless
approved by the claims administrator.
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15. Charges for services by a Doctor, Nurse or licensed
therapist if he or she is a relative of yours or lives in
the same house.

21. Charges contained in incomplete claims. Examples
of incomplete claims are photocopies, cash register
receipts, canceled checks and similar documents.

16. Charges for hospitalization when it is primarily for physiotherapy, hydrotherapy, convalescent or rest care.

22. All non-prescription drugs and the following
specific medications:

17. Charges for Doctors’ fees for any treatment which is
not performed by or in the presence of a Doctor.

19. Professional nursing services if performed by other
than a Nurse, unless the care was lifesaving and
covered by the Medical Plan.

C. Topical fluoride products
D. Vitamins
E. Retin A and Accutane, unless
Medically Necessary
F.

Infertility drugs, unless covered under the
Infertility Treatment Benefit

G. Drugs to treat impotency
H. Drugs whose sole purpose is to promote
or stimulate hair growth or for cosmetic
purposes unless Medically Necessary to
treat gender dysphoria

NOTICES AND RESOURCES
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20. Charges for sexual dysfunction, reversal of elective
sterilization, infertility testing and medications, in vitro
fertilization, artificial insemination, donor or surrogate
expenses and complications related to any of these
procedures or treatments, unless covered by the
“Infertility Treatment” benefit of the plan.

B. Biologicals, immunization agents or vaccines
except those immunizations that are available
under the Preventive and Well Baby Care
provisions outlined above, see
pages 38-41

YOUR BENEFITS

18. Charges incurred in connection with eye refractions,
the purchase or fitting of eyeglasses, contact
lenses, hearing aids (except for children under age
18 as described in item 30 on page 37), or similar
devices except when necessary because of an
accidental Injury. This exclusion does not apply to
the initial purchase of eyeglasses or contact lenses
following cataract surgery or to the initial purchase
of a hearing aid if the loss of hearing is a result of a
surgical procedure.

A. Anorectics (diet or weight control
medications) unless approved for the
treatment of morbid obesity
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I.

Vaccines or allergy serum, unless administered
at the Doctor’s office and otherwise covered by
the plan

C. Treatment prescribed by a Doctor in conjunction
with the treatment of a metabolic or peripheralvascular disease

J.

Anything prescribed in conjunction with a
service that is not covered

D. Open cutting operations and associated
consultation and X-rays (does not include items
such as shoes or shoe attachments)

K. Experimental drugs
L.

29. Organ or tissue transplants except as specified in
the plan.

Nexium

M. Over-the-counter medications (except for certain
medications covered under the preventive care
benefit with a Doctor’s prescription)

30. Confinement, treatment or service for educational or
training difficulties, learning disorders, marital or social
counseling unless otherwise covered by the plan.

N. Any prescription drug approved by the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration (FDA) after
the date of issuance of this summary plan
description, unless and until such time as the
plan determines that such prescription drug is
specifically a covered expense

31. Services of a naturopath, dula, or midwife, unless a
certified Nurse midwife.

O. Bulk chemicals (generally used for compound
prescriptions)
23. Charges for items such as room dehumidifiers,
exercise classes and equipment, swimming
pools, jacuzzi pumps, saunas, hot tubs, adaptive
equipment for cars and items not used exclusively
by covered persons.
24. Any surgery/procedure for morbid obesity performed
at a facility other than INTEGRIS Health Baptist
Medical Center, or non-facility services provided by
a non-Network provider, will not be covered.
25. Charges for orthometric vision therapy and orthoptics.
26. Charges for pregnancy-related X-rays and
laboratory services (e.g., amniocentesis)
unless Medically Necessary.
27. Abortion, unless life-threatening. (See item
41 under “What the Medical Plan Covers” for
information regarding non-selective reduction of
multiple pregnancy.)
28. Charges for orthotics and the treatment of weak,
strained, flat, unstable or unbalanced feet,
metatarsalgia or bunions, corns, calluses or toenails
except the following foot care procedures:
A. Orthotripsy

32. Charges for dental services or supplies, including
treatment to teeth and gums.
33. Radial keratotomy, PRK, LASIK or keratomileusis
(for example, charges for a radial keratotomy or
charges made for therapy or training relating
to a muscular imbalance of the eye (orthoptics)
that does not have a disease etiology).
34. Charges for massage therapy, rolfing, acupuncture
and hypnosis.
35. Charges for proton therapy services performed at
facilities other than the Oklahoma Proton Center.
36. No coverage for services that provide information
only, do not directly impact medical management,
are not used in treatment planning and/or are not
indicated as part of accepted national guidelines
or other published evidence-based management
recommendations; unless otherwise specifically listed
as covered elsewhere in the document. No coverage
for screening or testing, including but not limited to
genetic testing, done merely for risk prediction and/
or for assessing hereditary susceptibility (i.e., done
outside of reasons for medical management and
treatment planning); unless otherwise specifically
listed as covered elsewhere in the document. Genetic
testing means an analysis of human DNA, RNA,
chromosomes, proteins, or metabolites, which detects
genotypes, mutations, or chromosomal changes.
37. Outpatient dialysis-related services or claims other
than as covered or provided as described above.

B. Ankle-foot orthosis to correct, support or replace
musculoskeletal functions of the ankle and foot, not
to include removable foot inserts and arch supports
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Other Information
Coordination of Benefits

The way in which the Medical Plan, Dental Plan and
Vision Plans coordinate the payment of benefits with other
medical plans is described in the “General Information”
section of this handbook.

GENERAL INFORMATION
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COBRA Continuation of Coverage

ERISA Rights

Information about your rights under ERISA is listed in the
“General Information” section of this handbook.

Subrogation

NOTICES AND RESOURCES
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The plan calls for 100% full reimbursement and does not
make reductions to the lien for attorney fees and costs
and for first dollar reimbursement and takes priority on
any settlement money. The Medical Plan may call for you
and your attorney to sign an agreement to reimburse the
plan. By participating in the Medical Plan, you agree that
the plan has a right to all monies issued regardless of how
the settlement is allocated.

YOUR BENEFITS

In certain circumstances, you and your dependents can
elect to continue your medical coverage. For information
on the circumstances in which continuation of coverage is
available, read “COBRA Continuation of Coverage” in the
“General Information” section of this handbook.

caregiver
wellness
A Shared Commitment
for Your Health

Timeline
Enroll in Medical Plan by October 1, 2022
Complete requirements between
January 1 - October 31, 2022

2022 INTEGRIS Health Caregiver Wellness

Payout
December 2022 (must be employed by INTEGRIS Health
at the time of payout)

Medical Plan participants can take charge of their
personal well-being and, in addition, earn financial
incentives. By participating you can earn a cash incentive
up to $400 in 2022. Simply complete the various
components below within the required time frame.
This incentive applies to all caregivers and spouses
enrolled in the Medical Plan. To be eligible, you must be
enrolled in the Medical Plan before October 1, 2022.
We count on your cooperation and support of these
requirements so that we can continue to offer our
Medical Plan participants these valuable and life
changing wellness programs.
To earn the $400 cash incentive, select from
the menu of options to help you earn the
maximum incentive.

INTEGRIS Health Wellness Visit and
Preventive Care
Complete your INTEGRIS Health Wellness Visit (including
labs) between January 1 and October 31, 2022. Also, age
and gender appropriate preventive care must be current.
A preventive care visit may not be required this calendar
year if you are current on the below guidelines. Please
note, the frequency of preventive care may be different
from what is listed below, for you. Please discuss your
personal care plan with your physician. PLEASE NOTE:
You MUST wait to complete your INTEGRIS Health
Wellness Visit and/or preventive care after your INTEGRIS
Health medical plan effective date.

Wellness Program Preventive Care Guidelines

$200 - INTEGRIS Health Wellness Visit

•

$200 for compliance with the preventive
care guidelines:
•

Cervical cancer screening (pap smear/pelvic exam)
–

Age 21 – 29; every 3 years

–

Age 30 – 64; every 5 years if
HPV testing performed

Breast cancer screening (mammogram)
–

Age 40 – 49; talk to your primary care provider
about when to start and how often

–

Age 50 – 74; every 2 years
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•

Colorectal cancer screening (current on one
of the below)
–

Colonoscopy: age 50 – 75; every 10 years

–

Fecal occult blood test: age 50 – 75; annually

–

Fecal immunochemical test (FIT):
age 50 – 75; annually

–

Cologuard test: Age 50-75, every three years

See pages 38-41 for a list of preventive care benefits
covered at 100%, deductible waived, when you use
in-network providers.

Our programs help you address your emotional and
mental well-being, improve your eating habits, increase
physical activity, learn how to quit tobacco and lose
weight, as well as, help you maintain or improve your
overall well-being.
Employee Assistance Program (see page 97 for details)

•

I-Crew

•

INTEGRIS Health Mentoring

•

Tobacco Cessation

•

Maternal Wellness

•

Care Coordination (see page 35 for details)

•

Nutrition Counseling

•

Walk Well

•

Weight Watchers

•

Full Plate Living

National Diabetes Prevention Program
A CDC-recognized lifestyle change program developed
specifically to prevent type 2 diabetes. A trained lifestyle
coach leads the program to help you change certain
aspects of your lifestyle, like eating healthier, reducing
stress and getting more physical activity. The program
also includes group support from others who share your
goals and struggles.

INTEGRIS Health offers these additional tools and
resources to help you reach your goals. In addition,
we offer free on-site fitness centers, off-site fitness
center discounts and campus walking trails.
Note: The wellness programs may be taxable. In
conformity with current IRS rules and regulations, the
value of your fitness center membership or other wellness
program is generally considered taxable income and
reportable on your Form W-2.
For more information about these programs login to
www.integrisok.com/employee-wellness or email
employee.wellness@integrisok.com.

NOTICES AND RESOURCES
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•

Pregnancy is an exciting time of major change and
it’s especially important that we adopt healthy habits
during pregnancy. From the very start, your baby-to-be
alters your body and the way you live your daily life. We
encourage you to get regular prenatal care, make sure
you are well-informed when making decisions and follow
a healthy lifestyle. You will be helping your baby to have a
healthy start in life and helping yourself to feel your best.
INTEGRIS Health provides a variety of programs to help
support you during your pregnancy and after delivery.

YOUR BENEFITS

Lifestyle Management and Maintenance Programs

Maternal Wellness

GENERAL INFORMATION
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The purpose of the Wellness Program is to improve your
general health and well-being. The Wellness Program will
not diagnose or treat any injury, illness or condition. You
should discuss any health concerns that may be identified
through the Wellness Program with your physician.
Your Protected Health Information (PHI) will be kept
confidential in accordance with HIPAA and will not
be shared with your employer without your prior
authorization. Your PHI will be maintained in an
aggregate form that does not disclose your identity and
will not be disclosed except as necessary to administer
the program and subject to applicable law.
All Caregivers of INTEGRIS Health are encouraged
to participate in the Wellness Program. If a Caregiver
is a participant in the INTEGRIS Health group health
plan, the Wellness Program benefits described in this
handbook are provided as part of the group health
plan and any eligible spouse of the Caregiver who is
also enrolled in the group health plan may participate
in applicable parts of the Wellness Program. Wellness
Program eligibility continues for qualified beneficiaries
who elect COBRA coverage.
INTEGRIS Health is committed to helping you achieve
your best health. If you think you might be unable to
achieve the standards for the incentives in this program,
or if it is medically inadvisable for you to attempt to
achieve the standards for the incentives in this program,
call us at 1-405-717-9828 and we will work with you to
develop another way to qualify for the incentive.
INTEGRIS Health reserves the right to terminate the
Wellness Program or make changes at any time, for
any reason.
For more information
Email: employee.wellness@integrisok.com
Call: HR Customer Service at 1-405-949-4045
or 1-888-546-8347
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dental plan
Your Options

Dental Plan Options
•

C omprehensive Option – Covering nearly all
dental services - including orthodontic treatment

•

L imited Care Option – Covering preventive
and basic services only and at a lower level
(and lower cost) than the Comprehensive Option

Please refer to the “General Information” section for a
summary of the general and administrative provisions
which apply to the dental plan.

Deductible

With the Comprehensive Option, you pay an individual
deductible of $50 before the Dental Plan begins paying
benefits. If you elect to cover dependents, the family
deductible is $100. After you meet either the individual or
family deductible, you pay no more deductibles as long
as you stay enrolled in the Comprehensive Option.
If you choose the Limited Care Option or No Coverage
and later want to enroll in the Comprehensive Option,
you and your dependents will have to satisfy the required
deductibles again.

YOUR BENEFITS

Regular dental care is important to your overall health and
well-being. INTEGRIS Health offers you a choice of two
dental options. Designed to help you take proper care of
your teeth, they differ in services covered and cost.

How the Dental
Options Work

GENERAL INFORMATION

RETURN TO TABLE OF CONTENTS

The Limited Care Option requires no deductible.

NOTICES AND RESOURCES
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SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Both of the Dental Plan options feature a non-exclusive
network offered through Cigna. Non-exclusive means
that your dentist does not need be part of the Cigna
network for services to be covered under the Dental
Plan. However, if you receive care from a dentist who
is in the Cigna network, you will receive an additional
network discount, meaning you will likely pay less. You
are encouraged to understand the charges for services
from your provider before services are received. You can
also request a pre-determination of benefits from Cigna
to find out your financial responsibility after benefits
are paid under the Dental Plan. Furthermore, your
dental provider’s billing office may be able to assist with
financial considerations.

Coinsurance and Plan Maximums

After you pay the deductible (if appropriate), the Dental Plan pays eligible expenses. You pay a percentage of eligible
Reasonable and Customary fees. This is called “coinsurance.” The term “Reasonable and Customary” is defined
below. The amount of the benefit depends on the type of dental service you have received.
The following charts show the percentage of expenses that you pay for each type of covered service. Additionally,
the charts show the maximum amounts allowed for each type of covered service. The maximums apply individually
to each person.

Comprehensive
Option

Preventive

Plan Deductible
Coinsurance
Plan Pays
You Pay
Maximum

Basic

Major

Orthodontic
Treatment

80%
20%

50%
50%

$2,000 (annual)
per covered person

Preventive

Plan Deductible

$50 individual; $100 family

100%
0%

Limited
Care Option

50%
50%
$2,500
(lifetime)
per covered
person

Coinsurance
Plan Pays
You Pay
Maximum

Basic

$0

80%
20%

50%
50%

$500 (annual)
per covered person

What the Dental
Options Cover
To be a covered expense:
•

A charge must be for necessary dental work or for
the prevention of disease; and

•

Services must be provided by or under direct
supervision of a “Dentist,” which means a licensed
dentist practicing within the scope of his or her
profession or any Doctor furnishing dental services
within the scope of his or her profession.

Covered services are summarized on the following pages.
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Preventive Services – Comprehensive
and Limited Care Options

–

A periodontal appliance, one during a
36-month period.

•

Oral exams and routine cleaning – up to twice a year.

–

Periodontal cleaning.

•

Fluoride treatment for dependent children – up to
twice a year.

–

•

Topical application of stannous fluoride for dependent
children under age 19 – up to twice a year.

Periodontal drug therapy to treat adult
periodontitis (subject to certain limitations – see
“What the Comprehensive and Limited Care
Options Do Not Cover”).

•

Sealants on molars for dependent children under
age 19.

•

•

Endodontic treatment, including root canal therapy.

•

Injections of antibiotic drugs when administered
by a Dentist.

•

Repairs to bridges, recementing crowns, inlays,
bridges or space maintainers.

•

Repairs to full or partial dentures, relining of dentures
if performed at least one year after installation and
not more than once during any 24-month period and
the addition of new teeth to partial dentures.

•

Dental night guard when prescribed by a Dentist.

Dental X-rays:
–

Full mouth – once every three years

–

Bitewings – once a year

–

Additional X-rays if needed to diagnose a
specific condition

Scaling and root planing for each quadrant once
every six months.

Major Services – Comprehensive
Option Only
•

Initial fixed bridgework and partial or full dentures are
included. Third molars are excluded. No benefits are
allowed for adjustments during the first six months
after placement or installation.

•

Emergency treatment if no services other than X-rays
are performed on the same day.

•

Addition of teeth to an existing fixed bridge, partial or
full denture.

•

Extraction of teeth, except for pre-orthodontic treatment.

•

•

Oral surgery.

•

Fillings of decayed or fractured teeth with amalgam,
silicate, plastic or composite (these fillings do not
include services covered under “Major Services”).

Replacement of an existing fixed bridge with a new
bridge, replacement of an existing removable partial
denture with a new partial, or replacement of an
existing full denture with a new denture, subject to
the following conditions:

•

Periodontic services for treatment of the gum and
tissue, including:
–

The replacement is needed to replace additional
teeth which are extracted while covered under
this option.

–

A Dentist certifies the existing denture or
bridgework is at least 5 years old at the time of
replacement and cannot be repaired.

Gingivectomies, osseous surgery or similar
treatment, once for each quadrant during any
12-month period.
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•

Administration of anesthetics, including nitrous
oxide, if administered in connection with covered
dental services.

–

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Basic Services – Comprehensive and
Limited Care Options

YOUR BENEFITS

•

Space maintainers for dependent children under
age 16 to replace missing teeth or teeth which are
prematurely removed, including adjustments within
six months after installation.

•

GENERAL INFORMATION
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–

•

•

A Dentist certifies the existing complete denture
cannot be made permanent upon installation,
but the replacement by a permanent denture
will occur within 12 months from the date of the
initial installation.

What the Dental Options
Do Not Cover
Neither option will pay benefits for the following:

Crowns, inlays, onlays or gold fillings to restore teeth,
but only if the tooth:

1.

–

Is fractured or has major decay and

–

Cannot be restored with fillings such as
amalgam, plastic or composite resin.

2. Treatment by anyone other than a Dentist or dental
hygienist whose services are supervised and billed
by a Dentist.

Dental implants and crowns placed on implanted
teeth, but only to replace teeth extracted while
covered under this Option.

3. Cosmetic procedures, including personalization of
dentures and facings on crowns or pontics behind
the second bicuspid.

Orthodontic Services – Comprehensive
Option Only

Benefits are provided for any service or supply for
preventing, diagnosing or correcting misalignment of
the teeth, bite, jaws or jaw joint relationships, regardless
of whether the services are for relieving pain. Services
related to Temporomandibular Joint Dysfunction (TMJ)
and Myofacial Pain Disorder (MPD) treatment are not
covered as an orthodontic benefit.
Before orthodontic treatment starts, you must provide
the claims administrator, Cigna, the proposed course of
treatment, the charges for the treatment and the length of
time for completing the treatment.
Charges for orthodontic services are considered incurred
when the Dentist charges for the services, rather than when
services are actually performed, so long as the charges are
made in the normal course of billing by the Dentist.
For orthodontic services, the plan pays up to a lifetime
maximum of $2,500 per covered person.

Maximum Benefit for TMJ and MPD –
Comprehensive Option
One benefit limit not shown on the chart is for services
to treat TMJ and MPD. The Comprehensive Option
covers eligible expenses at 50% and pays up a
total lifetime maximum of $1,500 for TMJ and MPD
combined per covered person. These services are not
covered under the Limited Care Option. For coverage
of surgery to treat TMJ, see item 32 on page 37.

Services which are covered expenses under the
Medical Plan.

4. Replacement of a lost, missing or stolen prosthetic
device or orthodontic appliance.
5. Services or supplies which are not Medically Necessary,
do not meet accepted standards of the American
Dental Association, are experimental in nature or
are not recommended or approved by a Dentist.
6. Sealants (materials, other than fluorides, painted
on the grooves of the teeth in an attempt to prevent
further decay), oral hygiene and dietary instruction,
unless specifically covered by the plan.
7.

Plaque control program or a series of instructions on
the care of teeth.

8. Duplicate prosthetic device or any other duplicate
appliance, unless specifically covered by the plan.
9. Non-prescription drugs or other medications
prescribed for services which are not covered.
10. Appliances, restorations or any procedures for
altering vertical dimension or restoring an occlusion.
11. Speech or myofunctional therapy and athletic
mouth guards.
12. Services of a denturist.
13. Canceled appointment fees.
14. Charges above the Reasonable and Customary amount.
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15. Periodontal drug treatment when periodontal pockets
are less than 4 mm; and/or there is no history of nonresponse to traditional periodontal treatment. Drug
treatment in excess of once every 12 months.
16. Arrestin treatment is limited to two applications per
tooth when separate vials of the drug are required
for each of the applications and when otherwise, the
treatment is indicated as appropriate.

GENERAL INFORMATION
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17. Major services under the Limited Care Option.

How to File a Claim
Cigna is the Claims Administrator for both dental options.
Go to www.cigna.com for claim forms. Submit completed
claims to:

YOUR BENEFITS

In addition to these exclusions, no benefits are
provided for charges resulting from circumstances
described under “General Exclusions” listed in the
“Medical Plan” section.

Cigna Dental
P.O. Box 188037
Chattanooga, TN 37422-8037
1-800-244-6224

Information about what to do if your claim is denied is
provided in the Claims Procedure section on page 90.

Other Information
More information about the Dental Plan, including your
rights under law, is listed in the “General Information”
section of this handbook.

COBRA Continuation of Coverage

ERISA Rights

Information about your rights under ERISA is provided
in the “General Information” section of this handbook.
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You and your dependents may be entitled to continue
existing dental coverage as described in the
“COBRA” portion of the “General Information” section
of this handbook.

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

If Your Claim Is Denied

vision plan
Your Options
Proper vision care is important. That’s why INTEGRIS
Health offers a Vision Plan for you and your dependents.
This benefit provides periodic routine eye exams and
pays a portion of expenses for required eyeglasses or
prescription contact lenses.

If you see a participating doctor, you receive the greatest
benefit because VSP has contracted with these doctors
to provide services at reduced fees.

When you enroll, you can choose one of the
following options:

•

Identify yourself as a VSP member when you make
an appointment. The provider will contact VSP
to confirm your benefits. If your benefits are not
confirmed, you will be reimbursed as if you saw a
non-participating doctor.

•

At the exam, you pay a copayment of $20. Then, the
vision plan pays the doctor the rest of the cost of the
routine exam.

•

Select your eyeglasses or contact lenses:

If You See a Participating Doctor

Vision Plan Options
•
•

Coverage
No Coverage

How the Vision
Plan Works

–

If you select eyeglasses through this
participating doctor, you pay a $25 copayment.
The Vision Plan pays the remaining cost of
many types of frames the provider carries. If
you select a frame that is not paid in full by the
vision plan, you pay the difference between
the allowance VSP provides and the VSP
discounted cost of the frame.

–

If you select contact lenses, see the section
entitled “Elective vs. Medically Necessary
Contact Lenses” on the next page to determine
the benefit you receive.

Participation in the Vision Plan entitles you to a benefit for
a routine eye exam once every calendar year. Additionally,
you can receive a benefit once every calendar year for:
•

Eyeglass frames and lenses, or

•

Contact lenses

Benefits are available for either eyeglasses or contact
lenses once in every calendar year, but not both.

Selecting a Vision Care Provider

The Vision Plan is offered through Vision Service Plan
(VSP). VSP has contracted with eye care practitioners
around the country. The practitioners are called
“participating doctors.” They are screened by VSP
to meet certain standards.
You can use the Vision Plan through:

If You See a Non-Participating Doctor
•

Make an appointment with the non-participating
doctor and undergo a routine eye exam.

•

Select any required eyeglasses or contact lenses.
See the payment schedule on the next page to
determine your benefit.

•

Participating doctors,

•

Non-participating doctors, or

•

Pay the provider his or her full fee.

•

A combination of participating and
non-participating doctors.

•

File a claim with VSP. You may ask your eye care
provider for an insurance claim form.
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If You Combine Your Providers
You can use a participating doctor for one service and
a non-participating doctor for another. For example, you
can choose to have a routine eye exam from a nonparticipating doctor and select your eyeglasses from a
participating doctor.
Follow the instructions described in both of the
previous sections.

Laser Surgery Discount
When you or a covered dependent has PRK or LASIK
surgery performed at a participating VSP laser surgery
center, you receive a discount for those services. These
surgeries must be approved in advance by VSP. Call VSP
for the most current list of participating centers or go
online to www.vsp.com.

GENERAL INFORMATION
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Elective vs. Medically Necessary
Contact Lenses

YOUR BENEFITS

When buying elective contact lenses, you receive a
$170 allowance toward the total cost of the lenses, which
includes evaluation exams, fitting costs and materials.
You are reimbursed up to a $105 allowance when
you go to a non-participating doctor. If you buy your
prescription contacts from a participating doctor, charges
for professional services may be discounted. You pay the
difference between the total cost of the contact lenses
(including exams and fitting costs) and the allowance.
Elective contact lenses are those that are not
Medically Necessary.
Medically Necessary contact lenses are those prescribed
by a participating or non-participating doctor for medical
conditions such as the following:
Aphakia, high ametropia and nystagmus,

•

To correct extreme problems that cannot be
corrected by eyeglasses,

•

Due to anisometropia (a significant difference
in vision between the two eyes),

•

Keratoconus (a disease of the cornea), or

•

As needed following cataract surgery

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

•

If You Require Medically Necessary
Contact Lenses

If you go to a participating doctor, you pay a
$25 copayment and the plan pays the remainder
of the cost.

•

If you go to a non-participating doctor, the plan pays
you an allowance of $210. You pay the difference
between the total cost of the contact lenses (including
evaluation exams and fitting costs) and the allowance.
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•

What the Vision Plan Covers
The following payment schedule shows what the Vision Plan pays based on the type of provider that you see.
BENEFIT

DESCRIPTION

COPAY

FREQUENCY

$20

Every calendar year

$25

See Frame and Lenses

Your Coverage with a VSP Doctor
WellVision Exam

Focuses on your eyes and overall wellness

Prescription Glasses
Frame

• $200 allowance
• 20% off amount over your allowance

Every calendar year

Lenses

• Single vision, lined bifocal and lined trifocal lenses

Every calendar year

Lens Options

•D
 yes/Tints/Photochromic lenses-Transitions
• Polycarbonate lenses
• Standard progressive lenses

$0
$0
$55

•P
 remium progressive lenses
• Custom progressive lenses
• Average 20-25% off other lens options
•$
 170 allowance for contacts and contact lens exam
• 15% off contact lens exam

$0

Every calendar year

Diabetic Eyecare Program

•S
 ervices related to Type 1 and Type 2 diabetes;
ask your VSP doctor for details

$20

As needed

If You Have Severe Vision Problems

If you want a second pair of eyeglasses or both contact
lenses and eyeglasses in the same year, you can also
receive a discount through VSP participating doctors.
VSP offers plan participants a 20% discount on unlimited
additional pairs of prescription glasses or non-prescription
sunglasses purchased from a participating provider on
the same day you receive your covered eye exam from
that same participating provider or, you can receive 20%
off from any VSP doctor within 12 months of your last
covered eye exam.

•

$80-$90
$120-$160

Contacts
(instead of glasses)

Special Discounts from
Participating Doctors

•

Every calendar year

For elective contact lenses, you receive a 15%
discount on the professional services of the participating
doctor who provided your last covered eye exam
when you buy prescription contact lenses. Materials
are not discounted.
You will also receive a 20% discount on the cost of a
frame over the plan allowance.

If you have severe vision problems or are “partially
sighted,” the Vision Plan can offer additional help through
the Low Vision benefit. These services must be approved
by VSP in advance. Here’s how the benefit works:
•

•

If you see a participating doctor:
–

VSP pays 100% of approved supplementary
testing.

–

After the supplementary testing, your
participating doctor will develop a treatment
program, approved by VSP. You pay 25% of the
cost of any approved treatment and VSP pays
the rest.

If you see a non-participating doctor:
–

You can get care through the Low Vision benefit
with advance approval from VSP. VSP determines
the benefit you receive; however, the benefit may
be less than the benefit for seeing a participating
doctor. You must pay the provider his or her full
fee and submit a claim to VSP for reimbursement.
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The plan pays up to $1,000 every two years for this
benefit. This maximum amount includes any benefits
paid for supplementary testing but does not include
your copayments.

What the Vision Plan
Does Not Cover
The Vision Plan does not cover the following expenses:
1.

Orthoptic or vision training, subnormal vision aids and
any associated supplemental testing.

3. Two pairs of eyeglasses instead of bifocals.
4. Medical or surgical treatment of the eyes.
5. Any eye exams or corrective eye wear required by an
employer as a condition of employment.
6. Replacement of lenses or frames which are lost or
broken, except when benefits are otherwise available.
7.

Any cost of elective contact lenses, eyeglasses, fitting
exams or Low Vision care services that exceeds the
copayment or allowance provided by the plan.

9. Optional or cosmetic materials, except when a
participating doctor thinks you need one of the
following materials and receives approval from VSP
in advance:
A. Blended lenses
B. Oversized lenses
C. Progressive multifocal lenses
D. Coated lenses

If you see a non-participating doctor, you pay the
provider in full and file a claim to be reimbursed.
Attach your original itemized bill to a generic claim
form, available from your doctor and send both to
VSP at the following address:
Vision Service Plan
P.O. Box 997100
Sacramento, CA 95899-7100
Be sure that the form includes:
•

Your name and address

•

Your Social Security number

•

Employer’s name

•

Patient’s name

•

Patient’s relationship to you

•

Patient’s date of birth

Claims must be filed within six months from the date
the services were completed. Reimbursement will be
made to you.

If Your Claim Is Denied

To appeal a denied claim, write to VSP stating why you
believe your claim should not have been denied. You can
send your written appeal to the post office box address
shown above or the following street address for VSP:
Vision Service Plan
3333 Quality Drive
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

8. Corrective vision treatment of an experimental nature
such as one-day disposable contacts.

If you see a participating doctor, there are no claim
forms to file. You pay your copays and VSP pays the
doctor directly. The payment to the doctor will be
reduced by any copayments that you make.

YOUR BENEFITS

2. Plano (non-prescription) lenses.

How to File a Claim

GENERAL INFORMATION
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E. Laminated lenses
Cosmetic lenses

G. UV protected lenses
H. Optional cosmetic processes
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F.

Other Information
More information about this plan, including your rights under law, is listed in the “General Information” section
of this handbook.

COBRA Continuation of Coverage

You and your dependents may be entitled to continue existing vision coverage as described in the “COBRA” portion of
the “General Information” section of this handbook.

If You Have Additional Questions

You can call the VSP member services support line at 1-800-877-7195. Through VSP’s interactive voice response
system, you can check current eligibility and order participating doctor listings. A representative is also available to
speak to you from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. Central time.
You can also visit the VSP home page at www.vsp.com to obtain coverage information as well as a list of participating
doctors. You can also communicate directly with member services via e-mail.

ERISA Rights

Information about your rights under ERISA is provided in the “General Information” section of this handbook.
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and accidental death & dismemberment
(AD&D) plan
If you are a regular Part-Time Caregiver, you can select
Introduction
one of the following options for life insurance:

Caregiver Life
Insurance Options
If you are a Full-Time Caregiver, INTEGRIS Health will pay
the premium for coverage of your life in the amount of
one times your annual base pay.

One times base pay

•

Two times base pay

•

Three times base pay

•

Four times base pay

•

Five times base pay

•

Six times base pay

•

No Coverage Option

One times base pay

•

Two times base pay

•

Three times base pay

•

Four times base pay

•

Five times base pay

•

Six times base pay

•

No Coverage Option

Regular Part-Time Caregivers who do not enroll will have
no life insurance coverage.

What Life
Insurance Covers
In the event of your death, your beneficiary will receive a life
insurance payment based on the coverage you selected.
See page 67 for information on naming a beneficiary.
Your actual benefit will be a multiple of your annual base
pay, rounded up to the next higher multiple of $1,000.
For example, if your base pay is $17,255, the amount
under the one times base pay option would be $18,000.

The maximum amount of life insurance you can elect for
yourself will be indicated on your online enrollment form.

If you or your covered dependent dies as a result of
suicide within 2 years from the date life insurance takes
effect, a benefit will not be paid. If the suicide occurs
within 2 years from the date of an increase in your life
insurance, the benefit will be the amount of insurance
in effect on the day before the increase.
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•

•

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Supplemental Life Insurance Options
for Full-Time Caregivers

Life Insurance Options for Regular
Part-Time Caregivers

YOUR BENEFITS

Life and accidental death & dismemberment (AD&D)
insurance offer you and your family financial protection
in the event of a natural or accidental death or specific
injuries as a result of an accident. The Life and
AD&D Plan allows for maximum coverage amounts of
$6,500,000 for Caregiver life insurance and $3,000,000
for Caregiver AD&D insurance. Coverage is available for
you and your eligible dependents.

GENERAL INFORMATION

life insurance

RETURN TO TABLE OF CONTENTS

Annual Base Pay
•

For current participants during annual enrollment,
“base pay” means your annual pay as of each October.

•

For new hires, “base pay” means your annual pay as
of your date of hire.

•

For Part-Time Caregivers, “base pay” is based on
1,040 hours a year or 20 hours a week.

Base pay does not include overtime pay, shift differential,
premium pay, bonuses, commissions or other special
adjustments to your pay.

When Proof of Good Health Is Required

In some situations, you may be required to provide proof of
good health to enroll. See page 64 for more information.

Benefit Reductions
Based on Your Age for
Life Insurance and AD&D
When you or your spouse reach age 70, your coverage
is reduced to 65% of the coverage selected. At 75, your
coverage is reduced to 50% of the coverage selected.
Benefit reductions based on age only apply to life and
AD&D coverage. Reductions take effect on the first of
January following the attainment of the limiting age.

Imputed Income
You pay for Caregiver life insurance with tax-free money.
Current law requires you to pay income tax on the value
of your life insurance benefit over $50,000. The value of
your benefit is the cost of the insurance as determined
by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS). This means that
the value of your life insurance is “imputed” – reported as
taxable income to you and the IRS on your W-2 form at
the end of each year.

Accelerated
Death Benefit
If you are diagnosed with a terminal illness and are
expected to live no more than 12 months, you can elect
to receive part of your life insurance benefit, called an
accelerated death benefit, before you die. The amount of
the benefit which can be accelerated is the lesser of:
•

90% of the coverage selected, or

•

$1,500,000 ($1,350,000 for part-time caregivers).

If you elect this option, the amount you choose to
accelerate will be discounted. This means the accelerated
amount will be reduced to an amount equal to its value in
today’s dollars. Payment will be made in one lump sum
or, at your request, in 12 equal monthly installments. Any
remaining benefit will be paid to your beneficiary upon
your death.
To receive an accelerated death benefit, you must submit
a written request to the insurance company along with
a certification from your physician within 90 days of
diagnosis. This certification should acknowledge, in a form
acceptable to the insurance company, that the illness
is terminal and the amount of time you are expected to
live. Please contact INTEGRIS Health Human Resources
Customer Service for the appropriate form. Accelerated
death benefits will not be included in your gross income.
If you believe this option is available to you, contact
INTEGRIS Health Human Resources Customer Service.
An accelerated death benefit is not available if you are
required by law to use the benefit to pay the claims of
creditors or if you are required by any governmental
agency to use this benefit to apply for, receive or keep
a government benefit or entitlement.
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If You Become Disabled
If you become totally disabled before reaching age 60 and
while you are covered under this plan, your life insurance
coverage can be continued at no cost to you through a
waiver of premium (see below).

Totally Disabled

“Totally disabled” means that, for wage or profit, you:
Are not working at any job and

•

Are not able, due to sickness, injury or both, to
perform the material and substantial duties of any job
for which you are reasonably fitted by your education,
training or experience.

If you believe you are entitled to this extended benefit,
please contact INTEGRIS Health Human Resources
Customer Service for assistance in communicating with
the insurance company. You can find the name of the
insurance company in the “Information Resources”
section of this handbook.

Dependent Life
Insurance Options
You can also select coverage for your spouse and/or
children from the following options:

The disability must be continuous for at least nine months.

Life Insurance
Options for
Your Spouse

To apply for the premium waiver, you must submit written
proof of your disability to the insurance company between
the fourth and sixth month of your disability. You are
responsible for notifying the insurance company within this
timeframe in order to be eligible for this extended coverage.
If the proof is not satisfactory to the insurance company,
you may be required to submit to a physical exam.

•
•

This extended benefit will terminate when the first of the
following occurs:

•

$5,000
•
Increments of $5,000
•
up to a maximum of the •
lesser of $250,000 or
100% of your coverage or
$5,000 if you do not elect
supplemental coverage
for yourself
•
No Coverage Option
•

$2,000
$4,000
$8,000

$10,000
No Coverage Option

•

Your total disability ends,

Your dependents eligible for dependent life and dependent
AD&D (as described on the following pages) include:

•

You fail to provide satisfactory proof to the insurance
company that your total disability continues, or

•

Your legal spouse;

•

You refuse to undergo a physical exam, as required.

•

Your child or children up to 26. This includes:

•

You reach the age of 65

Natural children;

–

Stepchildren;

–

Legally adopted children or children placed
in your home while waiting for finalization
of adoption;

–

Children for whom you or your spouse have been
awarded legal guardianship.

Dependents may be covered only while they are
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If you convert your coverage to an individual policy and
then the insurance company determines that you are
totally disabled, you must cancel the individual policy.
Any premiums you paid will be returned to you. The
beneficiary you chose under the individual policy will
become your beneficiary for the extended benefit.

–

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

If you die during the first 12 months of your total
disability, your beneficiary will receive a benefit when the
insurance company receives written proof that you were
totally disabled according to the plan and that your total
disability continued until your death.

Life Insurance
Options for
Your Children

YOUR BENEFITS

•

See page 67 for more information on converting
your coverage.

GENERAL INFORMATION
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residing in the U.S. Dependent life insurance is a
voluntary benefit, meaning that you are not required
to take it. Each dependent’s life insurance is limited
to 100% of your own caregiver coverage. You pay for
dependent life insurance with taxable dollars.
The amounts you select are for children from live birth
up to, but not including, age 26.

Proof of Good Health for
You and Your Spouse

Caregiver Accidental
Death & Dismemberment
(AD&D) Options
INTEGRIS Health pays the premium for AD&D coverage of
Full-Time Caregivers in an amount equal to one times annual
base pay up to $1,500,000. You can elect up to six times
your annual base pay in supplemental AD&D coverage.

Supplemental AD&D Options

During annual enrollment or when first eligible, you will
be required to provide proof of good health (evidence of
insurability) to enroll in life insurance if you select:

•

One times base pay

•

Two times base pay

•

Three times base pay

For you

•

Four times base pay

•

Insurance that is greater than the lessor of 6X your
base annual earnings or $750,000, or

•

Five times base pay

•

Insurance that is more than one benefit level above
or higher than your previous enrollment.

•

Six times base pay

•

No Coverage Option

For your spouse
•

•

Insurance that is greater than $50,000 at initial
eligibility, or
Increases or enrollment after your spouse’s initial
eligibility period.

If required, you will be notified by email to complete
an Evidence of Insurability (EOI) by logging into the
Cigna system.
The new level of life insurance coverage for you or your
spouse and the associated payroll deductions will not
be in effect until Cigna has approved your request for
coverage. You must also be actively at work for the new
level of life insurance coverage to be effective. You will
receive life insurance coverage at the highest level you
may receive without proof of good health until your
request is approved or denied.

Base pay for the AD&D benefit is the same as for the life
insurance benefit as defined on page 61.
The maximum amount of AD&D coverage you can elect
for yourself will be indicated on your online enrollment
form. The amount of insurance selected is rounded up to
the next higher multiple of $1,000.
Full-Time Caregivers who fail to enroll in the Life and
AD&D Plan will be automatically enrolled for AD&D
coverage in the amount of one times base pay. Regular
Part-Time Caregivers who do not enroll will have no
AD&D coverage. You pay for Caregiver AD&D coverage
with tax-free money.

Providing proof of good health means completing a
questionnaire about your health and possibly undergoing
a physical exam at your expense.
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Dependent Accidental
Death & Dismemberment
(AD&D) Options
You can also select coverage for your spouse and/or
children from the following options:

Loss of or by
Reason of

Percentage
of Your
Principal Sum

Life

100%

Brain Damage

100%

Sight of Both Eyes

100%

AD&D Options for
Your Children

Speech and Hearing in Both Ears

100%

Both Hands

100%

•

$5,000

•

$2,000

Both Feet

100%

•

$10,000

•

$4,000

One Hand and Sight of One Eye

100%

•

Increments of
$10,000,up to
a maximum
of $250,000

One Foot and Sight of One Eye

100%

Quadriplegia

100%

One Arm or One Leg

75%

•

$8,000

Paraplegia

75%

•

No Coverage Option

Severance and Reattachment of
One Hand or Foot

50%

Dependents may be covered only while they are residing
in the U.S. The maximum benefit for your spouse and/or
child(ren) cannot be more than 100% of your benefit. You
pay for dependent AD&D coverage with taxable dollars.

Sight of One Eye

50%

Speech

50%

Hearing in Both Ears

50%

What AD&D Covers

One Hand

50%

One Foot

50%

Hemiplegia

50%

Loss of Four Fingers on the
Same Hand

25%

Uniplegia

25%

Thumb and Index Finger of the
Same Hand

25%

Loss of All Toes on the Same Foot

20%

•

No Coverage Option

AD&D coverage pays a benefit based on a schedule
of covered losses. The benefit amount depends on the
severity of your loss. To be covered, the loss must occur
within one year of an accident. If you have more than
one loss in a covered accident, the total benefit paid for
all losses combined will not exceed the full amount of
insurance that you selected.
In case of death from a covered accident, your beneficiary
receives the full amount of insurance that you selected.
This amount is called the principal sum. In case of specific
serious injuries, you are the beneficiary and you receive a
portion of the full amount according to the schedule.

Coma

- Monthly Benefit:
1% of the Principal Sum
- Number of Monthly Benefits: 11
- Lump Sum Benefits:
100% of the Principal Sum
- Payable Beginning of the 12th Month
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$10,000

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

•

YOUR BENEFITS

AD&D Options for
Your Spouse

GENERAL INFORMATION
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The plan also pays a benefit if you have a “loss of use”
of a limb as a result of an accidental injury within one
year of an accident. Loss of use of a limb means a total
and permanent loss of a function of the entire arm from
the shoulder to the hand or of the entire leg from the
hip to the foot because of incurable paralysis. A Doctor
must certify that the loss of use is total, permanent and
irreversible before any benefits are paid.

Common Carrier Benefit
If loss occurs while riding as a passenger in, or being
struck by a common carrier, an additional benefit of
100% of principle sum will be paid.

Seat Belt and
Air Bag Benefit

To qualify, the covered child must be enrolled as a fulltime student in an institution of higher learning beyond
the 12th grade. If your covered child is in the 12th grade,
the child qualifies if he or she enrolls in an appropriate
school within one year of the date of your accident.
The education benefit is 5% of your principal sum or
$10,000 a year, whichever is less. Your child can receive
the benefit for up to four consecutive years as long as the
child continues to provide satisfactory evidence to the
insurance company that he or she is enrolled as a fulltime student and is less than age 26.
If you have elected AD&D coverage for your children but
you have no dependents eligible for this benefit, the plan
will pay an additional $1,000 benefit to your beneficiary.

If You Are Traveling

If you or your covered dependent dies in a covered
automobile accident while wearing a seat belt, an
additional benefit of 10% of the principal sum, up
to $25,000, will be paid. If the vehicle was also
equipped with an air bag, an additional benefit of 5%
of the principle sum, up to $10,000 will be paid. The
investigating officer must certify in the official report
the use of a properly fastened seat belt by you or your
dependent and the seat was protected by an air bag
(if applicable). This benefit will not be paid if the injured
party is intoxicated at the time of the incident and is the
operator of the vehicle or other device involved in
the accident.

AD&D coverage offers you additional protection when
you have an emergency while traveling 100 or more miles
from home. Cigna secure travel provides emergency
medical evacuation assistance and travel services, as well
as helpful pre-trip planning assistance, when traveling
100 mile or more from home. Our toll-free customer
service center is available 24 hours a day, 365 days a
year. The number to contact is listed in the “Information
Resources” section of this handbook.

What Life and AD&D
Does Not Cover
The Life and AD&D Plan will not pay AD&D benefits for
losses resulting from:

Special Higher
Education Benefit
If you die within a year of a covered accident and
you have elected AD&D coverage for your children,
your children may be eligible for a special higher
education benefit.

•

Intentionally self-inflicted injuries, suicide or any
attempted suicide.

•

Declared or undeclared war or any act of war.

•

Full-time active duty in the armed forces of any
country (any branch of the military or reserves) or
international authority for more than 31 days.
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A. in $1,000 increments;

•

Commission or an attempt to commit an assault or
a felony.

C. not more than the amount of insurance under
the group policy, except as provided above, up
to the maximum amount of $250,000.

•

Being legally intoxicated or under the influence of any
narcotic unless administered or consumed on the
advice of a Doctor.

•

Operating, learning to operate or serving as a
member of a crew of an aircraft or while in any
aircraft operated by or under any military authority
(except if it is a transport aircraft of the armed forces
of a country), or while in any aircraft being used for
aerial photography, testing or experimental purpose,
or while in any aircraft owned, leased, or being
operated by INTEGRIS Health or by a covered person
or their family members.

General Information
about Life and AD&D
Insurance
In most cases, when life insurance or AD&D coverage
ends for you or one of your dependents, you can buy
an individual policy. This is called “converting” your
insurance. No medical exam or proof of good health is
required to convert your coverage. The amount which is
converted cannot exceed the actual coverage you have.
There are limitations on the amount of benefit available
and the benefits provided.
For life insurance, New York Life will automatically notify
you of your conversion rights. You must submit your
application for conversion within 31 days after your life
insurance coverage ends.

If the participant suffers a covered loss or dies during
this 31-day period as the result of an accident that
would have been covered under the Life and AD&D
Plan, the plan will pay the claim under the plan in the
amount of insurance that the participant was entitled
to convert. Coverage under an individual conversion
policy does not constitute benefits under the Life and
AD&D Plan; coverage under such individual policy is in
exchange for benefits under the Life and AD&D Plan.
The individual policy or certificate will take effect on
the day following the date coverage under the Life and
AD&D Plan ends; or, if later, the date application to
convert an individual policy is made.
Contact INTEGRIS Health Human Resources
Customer Service to obtain the appropriate forms
and other information.

Naming a Beneficiary

When you choose life or AD&D insurance for yourself,
you name a beneficiary to receive your life or AD&D
benefits if you die. If benefits are due for any reason
other than your death, you will receive the benefit under
the AD&D option selected. You can name anyone you
want as a beneficiary and you can name more than one
person. You are automatically the beneficiary of your
spouse’s and children’s insurance.
You designate a beneficiary by completing the
Beneficiary Designation Form during the enrollment
process. You can change your beneficiary at anytime
by logging into the benefit enrollment system at
www.integrishealthbenefits.com. It is a good idea to
review your beneficiary designation from time to time. If
your personal situation changes (for example, if you marry
or divorce), you might want to name a new beneficiary.
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For AD&D, you can convert coverage to an individual
plan within 31 days after coverage ends. The converted
coverage amount will be:

The participant must be under age 70 to convert to an
individual policy.

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Converting to an Individual Policy

B. not less than $25,000, regardless of the amount
of insurance under the group policy; and

YOUR BENEFITS

Illness, disease, bodily infirmity or any bacterial
infection unless it occurred as a result of an
accidental cut or wound or accidental ingestion of a
contaminated substance.

•

GENERAL INFORMATION
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Other Information
More information about this plan is listed in the “General
Information” section of this handbook.

ERISA Rights

Information about your rights under ERISA is provided in
the “General Information” section of this handbook.

Group Insurance Certificate

The SPD describes the main features of the Life
and AD&D Plan programs. For complete, detailed
information you can request a copy of the Group
Insurance Certificate by contacting INTEGRIS Health
Human Resources Customer Service.
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short-term
disability
Under the Disability Plan, Short-Term Disability (STD)
coverage is available to replace 60% of your base pay for
a maximum of 24 weeks while you are off work due to an
illness or injury.

Short-Term Disability Options
•

6 0% of weekly base pay, with a maximum weekly
benefit of $2,300

•

No coverage

STD premiums are calculated based on your age and
your base pay. You pay for STD coverage with after-tax
dollars so your benefit, if you become disabled, will not
be taxed.

Benefit Waiting Period

Only Full-Time Caregivers can participate in this benefit.
Part-Time Caregivers are not eligible to participate.

You can purchase STD coverage during your initial
enrollment period or during open enrollment. No
evidence of insurability is required.

When You
Receive Benefits
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You are entitled to a weekly benefit if you become
disabled while you are covered under this plan. You
are considered disabled if you cannot perform one or
more of the material duties of your regular occupation
because of an illness or injury and as a result, your
current monthly earnings are 80% or less than
your pre-disability earnings.

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

There is a 14-calendar-day benefit waiting period from the
first day of your disability, during which no STD benefits are
paid. The benefits begin to pay on day 15 and continue to
cover you for up to 24 weeks of disability, or until you are
no longer disabled, whichever comes first. The STD benefit
you receive is considered non-taxable income.

Who Is Eligible
to Participate
How to Enroll

How Premiums
Are Calculated

YOUR BENEFITS

Your Options

GENERAL INFORMATION
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Amount of Your Benefit
Your weekly benefit is 60% of your base weekly pay as of
the date your disability began. Base pay does not include
overtime pay, shift differential, commissions, bonuses or
other special types of pay.

How Short-Term
Disability Works
No STD benefits are paid during the
14-calendar-day benefit waiting period.

The maximum benefit is $2,300 per week.
First 14
calendar days

Your benefit is reduced by other disability
income including:

You may use accrued Paid Time Off
(PPL) immediately.

•

Any Social Security disability or retirement benefits
for you or your dependents.

You may use accrued Extended Illness
Accrual Bank (EIAB) time starting on
day six.

•

Retirement benefits from the INTEGRIS Health
retirement plan which you either choose to receive
voluntarily or on and after your normal retirement date.

STD benefits are paid at 60% of your
current base pay, through day 180.

•

Benefits you receive from any plan or program of any
government or its agencies.

•

Benefits you receive from Workers’ Compensation or
non-occupational disability law.

•

Portion of a settlement or judgment of a lawsuit that
compensates you for your loss of earnings.

Day 15
through 180

Day 181
forward

You may use accrued time from
your EIAB and PPL, if you have it, to
supplement the STD so you are paid
100% of your current base pay.
Long Term Disability (LTD) benefits
begin. All eligible full-time caregivers
can receive the company-provided 40%
LTD benefit and have the opportunity to
elect a 60% LTD Buy-Up Option. See
the LTD section for more details.

Because your premiums for STD coverage are paid with
after-tax dollars, the income you receive from this benefit
is non-taxable.
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Work Incentive Benefit

In some instances, you may be able to continue to work
while you are disabled. If you return to work and are
earning more than 20%, but less than or equal to 80%
of your base pay on the date your disability began, you
will still receive an STD benefit. The amount of your STD
benefit will be adjusted by the percentage of your predisability pay that you are earning when you return to
work.

How to Apply for Benefits

You can apply for STD benefits by calling New York Life
directly at 1-800-362-4462. You will have to authorize
your physician to release any requested information. You
can even contact New York Life before your last day of
work if your absence is planned, such as maternity or a
hospital admission.

GENERAL INFORMATION
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Maximum Benefit Period

What the Plan Does Not Cover

There is no STD coverage if your disability is:
Caused or contributed to by intentionally
self-inflicted injuries;

•

Caused or contributed to by your commission
of or attempt to commit a felony, or to which a
contributing cause was your being engaged in an
illegal occupation;

•

Sustained as a result of doing any work for pay or
profit for another employer; or

•

Covered by Workers’ Compensation

NOTICES AND RESOURCES
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To continue to receive benefits, you must remain disabled
and be under the continuous care of a doctor. The
maximum benefit period for STD is 24 weeks. If you
remain disabled after 26 weeks, you will be considered
for LTD benefits.

Pregnancy Considerations
Pregnancy and Short-Term Disability Coverage
•

You have six weeks of disability (42 calendar days) from the day you give birth for a vaginal delivery
or eight weeks (56 calendar days) for a caesarean-section delivery.

•

You must use PPL during the first 5 days of your absence.

•

You can begin using EIAB on day 6 of your absence.

•

Your STD coverage will begin on day 15 of your disability (after the 14-day waiting period). STD provides
60% of your base pay.

•

In addition, if you have more time in your EIAB and/or PPL, you can supplement your STD to give you an
additional 40% of your base pay. The total of your STD benefit and EIAB and/or PPL benefit will then provide you
100% of your current base pay while you are on disability. (And you’ll be using your EIAB and/or PPL at
only 40% each day while receiving the STD benefit.)

•

If your doctor suggests you stop working prior to your delivery date, you can begin your disability period up
to two weeks prior to your delivery date. You can use this time to meet your 14-calendar-day waiting period.
Call up to two weeks in advance to notify Cigna of your upcoming delivery date.

•

All disability time periods described assume a pregnancy and delivery without medical complications.
If additional time is required due to complications, your doctor will be able to discuss your circumstances
with Cigna.
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long-term
disability
Benefit Waiting Period

The Disability Plan provides long-term disability benefits
if you become disabled and are no longer able to work.
You must satisfy a waiting period before the plan begins
paying a benefit. The plan works with other sources of
disability income to replace a portion of your income.

Benefits may begin after you have been disabled for a
waiting period of 180 days. During this waiting period,
you must be continuously disabled as described below.

When you enroll, you can choose one of the
following options:

Long-Term Disability Options
•

INTEGRIS Health pays the premium to cover Full-Time
Caregivers under the first option of 40% of base pay.

Who Is Eligible
to Participate
Only Full-Time Caregivers can participate in the
Disability Plan. Part-time caregivers are not eligible
to participate.

You are entitled to a monthly benefit if you become
disabled while you are covered under this plan, as
defined below:
•

In the first 24 months of a disability, you are
considered disabled if you cannot perform one
or more of the material duties of your regular
occupation because of an injury or illness.

•

After the first 24 months of a disability, you continue
to receive a benefit if you are unable to perform the
duties of any occupation. Any occupation is one
that you could reasonably be expected to perform
based on your training, education or experience and
that provides an income at least equal to your gross
disability benefit.
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You can still receive a benefit if you return to work at your
regular job or another job, perform at least one of your
former duties and earn less than 80% of your pay before
your disability began.

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

•

4 0% of base pay, up to a maximum
of $10,000 per month
60% of base pay, up to a maximum
of $10,000 per month

When You
Receive Benefits

YOUR BENEFITS

Your Options

GENERAL INFORMATION
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Pre-Existing
Condition Limitation

Your benefit is reduced by other disability income including:
•

Any Social Security disability or retirement benefits
for you or your dependents.

What Is a Pre-Existing Condition?

•

Disability income benefits you receive or are entitled
to receive from any other group plan.

•

Disability income benefits you receive or are entitled to
receive from any plan sponsored by INTEGRIS Health.

•

Retirement benefits from the INTEGRIS Health
retirement plan which you either choose to receive
voluntarily or on and after your normal retirement date.

•

Benefits you receive from any plan or program of any
government or its agencies.

•

Benefits you receive from Workers’ Compensation or
non-occupational disability law.

•

Portion of a settlement or judgment of a lawsuit that
compensates you for your loss of earnings.

An illness or injury is a pre-existing condition if, during the
three-month period before your LTD coverage began or
was increased, you:
•

Received treatment, consultation, care or services
(including diagnostic services) for the condition, or

•

Took prescription drugs for the condition.

Benefits for pre-existing conditions will begin only after
90 consecutive days while covered during which you
received no medical care or treatment for the pre-existing
condition, or after one year of continuous coverage.
If you increase your coverage during any annual
enrollment, the above pre-existing limitation will apply
to the increase in coverage.

Amount of Your Benefit
Depending on the option you select, your monthly benefit
is either 40% or 60% of your base monthly pay as of the
date your disability began. Base monthly pay does not
include overtime pay, shift differential, commissions,
bonuses or other special types of pay.
The maximum benefit is $10,000 a month. The minimum
benefit is the greater of $100 a month or 10% of your
monthly benefit before reductions for other
income benefits.

Your monthly benefit will never be reduced to less than
the minimum benefit that is payable as described earlier,
unless an overpayment occurs.
The amount of your benefit will not change if you
receive a cost-of-living increase from another disability
income source.

Work Incentive Benefit
In some instances, you may be able to continue to work
while you are disabled.
•

If you are disabled but can work during the first
24 months that you are entitled to receive disability
benefits and you earn more than 20% of your predisability income, your monthly benefit will not be
reduced until your gross pay plus your benefit is
greater than 100% of your pre-disability income. Your
benefit will be reduced by the amount your benefit,
plus your gross pay, exceeds your
pre-disability income.

•

If you are disabled but can work after the first
24 months that you are entitled to receive disability
benefits, your monthly benefit will be reduced by
50% of the amount you earned from working.

Because your premiums for LTD coverage are paid with
pre-tax dollars, the income you receive from this benefit is
taxable income.

Example
Date disability begins
November 1, 2021
Base monthly pay as of such date $2,500
Monthly benefit on
May 1, 2022 $2,500 x 40% =

$1,000

OR
Monthly benefit on
May 1, 2022 $2,500 x 60% =

$1,500

Your monthly benefit will never be reduced to less than
the minimum benefit that is payable as described on page
74, unless an overpayment occurs.
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Maximum Benefit Period What the Plan Does
To continue to receive benefits, you must remain disabled
Not Cover
and be under the continuous care of a doctor.
The maximum benefit period is determined by your age
when disability begins. The later of your SSNRA* or the
Maximum Benefit Period listed below:

Age Benefit Begins Maximum Benefit
Period**
62 or under

The date the 36th monthly
benefit is payable.

64

The date the 30th monthly
benefit is payable.

65

The date the 24th monthly
benefit is payable.

66

The date the 21st monthly
benefit is payable.

67

The date the 18th monthly
benefit is payable.

68

The date the 15th monthly
benefit is payable.

69 or older

The date the 12th monthly
benefit is payable.

*S SNRA means the Social Security Normal Retirement Age in effect under
the Social Security Act
**As stated in the 1983 revision of the United States Social Security Act.
Determined by date of birth.

Survivor Benefit

•

Intentionally self-inflicted injuries

•

Your commission of or attempt to commit a felony,
or to which a contributing cause was your being
engaged in an illegal occupation

•

A disability that falls within the pre-existing limits
as described previously

•

War or act of war, whether or not declared

When the Plan
Limits Benefits
Mental Illness Limitation

Benefits for a disability due to mental illness are limited to
12 months during your lifetime unless you are confined in
a hospital or other place licensed to provide medical care
for the disabling condition.
No monthly benefit will be paid beyond the maximum
benefit period.
Mental illness is defined as any psychological, behavioral
or emotional disorder or ailment of the mind, including
physical manifestations of psychological, behavioral
or emotional disorders, but excluding demonstrable,
structural brain damage.
This limitation does not apply to mental illness that is a
result of:
•

Stroke,

•

Trauma,

•

Viral infection,

•

Alzheimer’s disease, or

•

Other conditions which are not usually treated using
psychotherapy, psychotropic drugs or other similar
treatment methods.
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If you die while receiving LTD benefits, your eligible
survivor will be entitled to a survivor benefit. This benefit
is equal to three times your monthly benefit. Your
eligible survivor is your surviving spouse or, if none, your
children under age 25. If there is no spouse or children
who qualify, payment will be made to your estate. This
provision does not apply if caregiver is a non-U.S citizen.

Active participation in a riot

SPECIAL PROGRAMS
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The caregiver’s 65th birthday or
the date the 42nd monthly
benefit is payable.

The Disability Plan will not pay LTD benefits if your
disability is caused by:

GENERAL INFORMATION
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How to Apply
for Benefits
You can apply for LTD benefits by calling New York Life
directly at 1-800-362-4462. You will have to authorize
your physician to release any requested information.
Return the completed forms to New York Life within
90 days from the day you become disabled. Your request
for benefits will be sent to New York Life for approval.
New York Life may ask for more information, if necessary,
to process your request. New York Life will notify you of
the approval or denial of your benefit request.
New York Life may require you to be examined by a
doctor prior to the approval of your request for benefits
and from time to time thereafter to establish your
continued disability.
Appeal of Denied Disability Claims
Whenever a claim decision is fully or partially adverse, the
claimant may appeal the decision to New York Life. As
part of the claimant’s appeal, the claimant may receive,
upon request, free of charge, copies of all documents,
records and other information relevant to the claim
for benefits and the claimant may submit to New York
Life, written comments, documents, records and other
information relating to the claim. The review will take into
account all comments, documents, records and other
information the claimant submits related to the claim,
without regard to whether such information was submitted
or considered in the initial claim decision. Once an appeal
request has been received by New York Life, a full and fair
review of the claim appeal will take place.
A written request for appeal must be received by New
York Life within 180 days from the date the claimant
received the adverse decision. If an appeal request is
not received within that time, the right to appeal will have
been waived. New York Life has 45 days from the date
it receives a request for appeal to provide its decision.
Under special circumstances, New York Life may require
more time to review the claim and can extend the time
for decision, once, by an additional 45 days. If this should
happen, New York Life must provide the extension notice,
in writing, before expiration of the initial decision period,
indicating the special circumstances and the date a
decision is expected. If the extension is made because
additional information must be furnished, the claimant
has 45 days within which to provide the requested

information and the time for New York Life’s decision shall
be tolled (paused) from the date on which the notification
of the extension was sent until the date New York Life
receives the claimant’s response or upon the date the
requested information is required to be furnished expires,
whichever is sooner.
The review will give no deference to the original claim
decision. The review will not be made by the person who
made the initial claim decision, or a subordinate of that
person. When deciding an appeal based in whole or in
part upon medical judgment, New York Life will consult
with a medical professional having the appropriate training
and experience in the field of medicine involved in the
medical judgment. Any medical or vocational experts
consulted by New York Life for the review will be identified
and will not be the expert who was consulted during the
initial claim decision or a subordinate of that expert.
During the appeal, New York Life may require a medical
examination of the claimant, at its own expense, or
additional information regarding the claim. If a medical
examination is required, New York Life will notify the
claimant of the date and time of the examination and the
physician’s name and location. If additional information is
required, New York Life will notify the claimant, in writing,
stating what information is needed and why it is needed.
Before New York Life issues an adverse benefit decision
on appeal, if New York Life considered, relied upon, or
generated any new or additional evidence in connection
with the claim and/or if New York Life intends to rely
on any new or additional rationale in connection with
that review, then such evidence and/or rationale will
be provided to the claimant, free of charge, as soon as
possible and sufficiently in advance of the date that the
decision on appeal is required to be made, giving the
claimant a reasonable opportunity to respond.
If the claim is approved, New York Life will pay the
appropriate benefit. If the claim decision on appeal is
adverse, in whole or in part, New York Life will provide
written or electronic notice that includes:
1.

The specific reason(s) for the decision;

2. Specific reference to the Policy provision(s) on which
the decision was based;
3. A statement that the claimant is entitled to receive,
upon request and free of charge, reasonable access
to and copies of, all documents, records and other
information relevant to the claim for benefits;
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4. A statement describing any voluntary appeal
procedures offered and the claimant’s right to obtain
the information about those procedures;
5. A statement of claimant’s right to bring a civil
action under section 502(a) of ERISA, including a
description of any applicable contractual limitations
period that applies to the claimant’s right to bring
such an action and the calendar date on which the
contractual limitations period expires for the claim;

7.

More information about the Disability Plan, including your
rights under law, is listed in the “General Information”
section of this handbook.
The SPD describes the main features of STD and LTD
benefits. For complete, detailed information you can
request a copy of the Group Insurance Certificate
by contacting Human Resources Customer Service.

ERISA Rights

Information about your rights under ERISA is provided
in the “General Information” section of this handbook.

8. If the adverse decision is based upon medical
necessity or experimental treatment or similar
exclusion or limit, either an explanation of the scientific
or clinical judgment for the decision, applying
the terms of the Policy to the claimant’s medical
circumstances, or a statement that such explanation
will be provided free of charge upon request; and

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Either the specific internal rules, guidelines,
protocols, standards or other similar plan criteria
New York Life relied upon in making the decision,
or, alternatively, a statement that such rules,
guidelines, protocols, standards or other similar plan
criteria do not exist;

YOUR BENEFITS

6. A discussion of the decision, including an explanation
of the basis for disagreeing with or not following: (i)
the views presented by the claimant to New York
Life of the health care professionals treating the
claimant and vocational professionals who evaluated
the claimant; (ii) the views of medical or vocational
experts whose advice was obtained on behalf of New
York Life in connection with the adverse decision,
without regard to whether the advice was relied
upon in making the adverse decision; and (iii) a
disability decision regarding the claimant presented
by the claimant to New York Life made by the Social
Security Administration;

Other Information

GENERAL INFORMATION
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9. A notice provided in a culturally and linguistically
appropriate manner, to the extent required by ERISA.
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You can call INTEGRIS Health Human Resources
Customer Service for additional information on appealing
a claim.

voluntary
benefits
INTEGRIS Health offers you the option to purchase
“voluntary benefits” to supplement and complement
the benefits offered under INTEGRIS Health’s employee
benefit plans. These benefits can be purchased without
the need for you to answer medical questions. All of these
voluntary benefits are completely portable, meaning you
can continue coverage even if you terminate employment
with INTEGRIS Health. The voluntary benefits available
are described below:

Hospital Indemnity
Insurance

Accident Insurance
Accident insurance pays specific benefit amounts for
expenses resulting from covered non-work-related injuries
or accidents. Hospitalization, physical therapy, intensive
care and emergency transportation are some of the
out-of-pocket expenses that are covered by this plan.

Critical Illness Insurance
Critical illness insurance provides cash benefits if you are
diagnosed with a covered critical illness, such as cancer,
a heart attack, or a stroke. Cash benefits are paid directly
to the insured upon diagnosis of a covered illness.

Hospital indemnity insurance pays cash benefits when
you are hospitalized. These funds can be used to help
with expenses such as transportation, meals for family
members, child care, or help with time away from work.
It helps you avoid utilizing your savings or having to
borrow to cover out-of-pocket expenses that health
insurance is not intended to cover.
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Time-Off Benefit for Organ and/or Bone
Marrow Donation

YOUR BENEFITS

organ and
bone marrow
donation

GENERAL INFORMATION
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You are eligible to receive the special time off when you donate an organ or bone marrow. This time off is not taken from
your PPL or EIAB account.
You need to inform your supervisor if you are planning to donate an organ or bone marrow. Ask your supervisor about a
special pay code to be used in the timekeeping system when you take this leave.

When You Donate

You Receive From INTEGRIS Health

An organ (kidney or portion of liver)

Up to 30 work days of paid leave

Bone marrow

Up to 5 work days of paid leave

NOTICES AND RESOURCES
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Time off for Organ and Bone Marrow Donation

reimbursement
accounts
Your Options
INTEGRIS Health offers two types of reimbursement
accounts which allow you to pay for certain health care
and dependent care expenses with tax-free dollars.
•

If you contribute to the Health Care Reimbursement
Account (HCRA), you can be reimbursed for health
care expenses which are not covered or paid under
the Medical Plan, Dental Plan and Vision Plan.

•

If you contribute to the Dependent Care Reimbursement
Account (DCRA), you can be reimbursed for certain
dependent care expenses.

You can enroll in either one or both accounts.
When you are first eligible or during the annual enrollment
period, you decide how much to contribute to these
accounts. This amount is deducted from your pay on
a pre-tax basis each pay period in equal installments
based on the number of pay periods remaining in the
plan year and credited to the applicable account. To
receive a reimbursement, in most cases, you must file
a claim, as described on page 94.

How Reimbursement
Accounts Save
You Money
The money you put into these accounts each pay period
comes from your pay through payroll deductions. Because
these payroll deductions are deducted before federal, state
and Social Security taxes are determined, you do not pay
taxes on these amounts. The reimbursements which you
receive from your accounts are also not subject to taxes.
By lowering the taxable amount of your pay, you pay
less taxes and actually increase your spendable income.
The next page includes two examples to show you how
this works.

Health Care Reimbursement
Account Options
•

Elect $100 to $2,750

•

Waive participation

Dependent Care Reimbursement
Account Options
•

Elect $100 to $5,000 a year

•

Waive participation
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Example: Ann and Dave both earn $25,000 a year. Each pays $500 a year out-of-pocket for medical expenses. Ann
decides to pay these expenses from her Health Care Reimbursement Account. Dave decides not to participate in the
account. He will pay medical expenses with taxable dollars. Let’s take a look at their spendable income after paying
these expenses.

Dave (without account)

$25,000
– 500
$24,500

$25,000
–
0
$25,000

– 5,549
$18,951
–
0
$18,951

– 5,663
$19,337
– 500
$18,837

Annual pay
Health Care Reimbursement Account contribution
Taxable pay
Estimated taxes
(15% federal; 7.65% Social Security taxes)
Take-home pay
Taxable medical expenses
Remaining annual spendable income

Ann has $114 more than Dave in spendable income at the end of the year after paying her medical expenses through reimbursements
from her Health Care Reimbursement Account.

Example: Joyce is married and has two children. Both she and her husband work and their combined annual income is
$50,000. After estimating their eligible expenses, Joyce estimates she will need day care for 50 weeks at the rate of
$72 per week. Joyce decides to put $3,600 per year ($72 x 50) into the Dependent Care Reimbursement Account.
The following chart shows how participating in the account would affect the family’s taxes and spendable income.

Federal Tax Credit

$ 50,000

$ 50,000

– 3,600
– 11,186
–
0
$ 35,214

–
0
– 11,749*
– 3,600
$ 34,651

Annual pay
Dependent Care Reimbursement
Account contribution
Estimated taxes
Taxable child care expenses
Remaining annual spendable income

By participating in the Dependent Care Reimbursement Account, Joyce and her husband pay $563 less in taxes for the year.
* This figure includes the federal dependent care tax credit discussed on page 87.

With either account, how much spendable income you save depends on the amount you decide to set aside and your
own tax situation. Because state standard deductions and exemptions are different than under federal law, you must
also evaluate the impact on your state income taxes. This handbook is not meant to provide tax advice.

NOTICES AND RESOURCES
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Dependent Care Account
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Ann (with account)
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How the Health
Care Reimbursement
Account Works

When and How to Use Your Debit Card
The type of service and provider will determine when and
how to use your debit card:
Use your debit card at the point of service:
•

To pay prescription copays or coinsurance under the
Medical Plan at the retail pharmacy or for mail order.
Be sure to show your medical/prescription ID card (if
not already on file at the pharmacy) to ensure you are
getting the appropriate discounts before you pay with
your debit card at a retail pharmacy.

•

To pay vision-related copays or expenses under the
Vision Plan at the point of service.

Important Tax Considerations

•

To pay copays for physician and specialist
office visits.

How Much You Can Contribute

For other services covered by the Medical or Dental
Plan, it is best to ask your provider to file a claim through
your Medical Plan or Dental Plan first and then you can
pay the remaining balance after the claim has been
processed (see below). This is because charges at the
point of service may not reflect an accurate contracted or
discounted rate. For this reason, it is recommended that
you only use your card for a balance due after your claim
has been processed.

Eligible Dependents

You can use the HCRA to reimburse yourself for your
health care expenses as well as the health care expenses
of individuals who qualify as your spouse or dependents
(see pages 9-10). Your spouse and dependents do not
need to be enrolled in INTEGRIS Health’s plans for their
health care expenses to be reimbursed under the HCRA.

If you can itemize your deductions for federal tax
purposes, you may be able to deduct eligible health care
expenses which are not reimbursed by the Medical Plan,
Dental Plan or Vision Plan on your income tax return.
However, federal tax laws limit the amounts which can be
deducted. Health care expenses which are reimbursed to
you from the HCRA cannot be claimed as a deduction on
your income tax return.

The minimum amount you can allocate to the HCRA is
$100 per year. For 2021, the maximum amount is $2,750
per year.

Use your debit card after services are received:
•

HCRA Debit Card

If you participate in the HCRA, you will receive a debit
card. The debit card allows you to pay certain eligible
out-of-pocket costs incurred at the time of service or after
claims have been processed through the medical, dental
and vision plans, up to the amount of your plan year
contribution election.

To pay eligible remaining medical and dental
balances after your claims have been processed
through these plans, whether or not you have met
your annual deductible.

Do not use your debit card in these situations:
•

If you are a participant in the INTEGRIS Health Care
Coordination Program, do not use your debit card to
pay for any expenses that are reimbursable under
the program. If you have any questions about which
expenses are eligible for 100% reimbursement,
please contact your case manager at IHP.

•

If the service you receive is eligible for reimbursement
through the Medical Plan, Dental Plan or Vision Plan.
For example, if you receive vision services from an
out-of-network provider, VSP will reimburse you for
a certain amount of your expenses after you file a
claim. Therefore, you would not want to use your
debit card until you have identified what amount, if
any, is due.
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Eligible Health Care Expenses

Substantiation of HCRA claims

The HCRA debit card is intended for your convenience by
allowing you, in some cases, to access your HCRA funds
at the time of service or after the claim is processed by
the appropriate medical or dental insurance plan. If you
would like to request an additional card, contact the debit
card account administrator. Please note if you would
prefer not to use your HCRA debit card, you can submit
paper claim forms. See page 94 for information on
submitting a paper claim form.

All medical expenses which are deductible on your
federal income tax return – except medical premiums –
can be reimbursed from your account. However, if any
such expenses are claimed on your federal income tax
return, they cannot be claimed under the HCRA.
The chart on the next page provides a list of some
expenses which may be eligible for reimbursement if not
paid by your health plan. Some of the most common
types of eligible expenses are reimbursement of medical,
dental and vision plan deductibles and copayments.
Most unreimbursed expenses for medical services are
eligible if they are performed by a qualified health care
practitioner for treatment of a medical problem. Expenses
for over-the-counter (OTC) drugs and medicines such
as pain relievers (aspirin, ibuprofen, etc.), antacids and
cold medications which are purchased to alleviate or
treat personal illnesses or injuries are not considered
eligible health care expenses unless a doctor prescribes
them. Insulin is eligible for reimbursement without a
prescription. OTC supplies and equipment, including firstaid kits, hearing aid supplies and diabetic management
supplies, are eligible for reimbursement without a
physician’s prescription.

YOUR BENEFITS

Be sure to keep all your receipts and explanations of
benefits (EOBs). In compliance with IRS guidelines, all
HCRA debit card transactions require documentation
and will be subject to substantiation. If a transaction
requires verification, you will receive a letter requesting
documentation of the expense. If it is determined that an
overpayment has been made, repayment of your HCRA
will be requested and future claims will be approved
but reduced by amount deemed ineligible. If claims are
not substantiated within the timeline, or overpayments
are not reimbursed to the account within the timeline,
your debit card will be deactivated until the appropriate
documentation or repayment is received by the debit
card account administrator. Unsubstantiated transactions
will also result in the dollar amount of the unsubstantiated
expenses to be reported to the IRS on your W-2.

GENERAL INFORMATION
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SPECIAL PROGRAMS
NOTICES AND RESOURCES
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Eligible Expenses
Acupuncture/acupressure
to treat a medical problem
Alcoholism treatment
Ambulance

Eye surgery (such as LASIK)

Fertility enhancement

Fees for services
rendered by a medical
provider, such as:

Guide dog and its upkeep
Hearing aids and batteries

Oxygen and oxygen
equipment
Physical examination
Prescription drugs
and medications

• Anesthesiologist

Hospital services

• Chiropractor

Insulin

• Christian Scientist

Laboratory fees

Birth control pills

• Dentist

Braces

• Dermatologist

Legal fees to allow treatment
of mental illness

Braille books and magazines
(to the extent costs exceed
prices for regular books
and magazines)

• Midwife

Lip-reading lessons (if deaf)

Smoking cessation programs
and drugs prescribed for
the alleviation of nicotine
withdrawal

• Neurologist

Menstrual care products

Sterilization

Mental illness treatment

Support or corrective devices

Mentally disabled,
special home for

Telephone for the deaf

Nurses’ expenses
and board (if for
medical reasons)

Transplants

Artificial limbs and teeth
Bandages

Copayments

• Obstetrician
• Ophthalmologist
• OPPLmetrist

Contact lenses and supplies

• Orthodontist

Crutches

• Osteopath, licensed

Deductibles

• Pediatrician

Dental treatment

• Podiatrist

Diagnostic devices (such
blood sugar test kit)

• Practical Nurse

Drug addiction treatment

• Psychoanalyst
(medical care only)

Eye exams and eyeglasses

• Psychiatrist

• Psychologist
(medical care only)
• Surgeon

Nursing care (if for
medical reasons)
Nursing home (if for
medical reasons)
Over-the-counter drugs,
such as pain relievers,
antacids and cold
medications

Rental of equipment

Therapy

Transportation expenses
for essential medical care
Wheelchair
Wigs to cover loss of hair
due to medical reasons
X-rays

Note: Other medical expenses may require a physician’s statement of medical necessity in order to be considered for reimbursement.
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Ineligible Health Care Expenses

Following are examples of expenses that cannot be
reimbursed from the account:
•

Expenses for recreation, health clubs, exercise
equipment, nutrition and weight reduction programs
(unless accompanied by a physician’s letter of
medical necessity).
Expenses claimed as health care deductions on
your income tax return.

•

Your and your spouse’s premiums for health
care insurance.

•

Cosmetic services.

Unused Health Care Reimbursement
Account Balances

In accordance with special COVID pandemic
provisions, any money left in your HCRA for 2021
will be carried over to your 2022 account balance. The
transfer will occur after the March 31st filing deadline
for 2021 claims.
Contributions to the HCRA cannot be credited to the
DCRA or vice versa.

In the event your employment ends, you have a 90-day
run-out period, from the 1st of the month following your
last day of employment, to use any remaining funds for
expenses incurred prior to the termination of coverage.
To keep access to any remaining funds after your
termination date you must elect COBRA coverage.

•

Work;

•

Look for work;

•

Sleep while the other spouse works (for example, one
spouse works during the day and the other at night); or

•

Attend school on a full-time basis.

Regular day care expenses may also be reimbursed due
to your being out sick or on vacation (no more than two
consecutive weeks).
If you are married, your spouse must be:
•

A wage-earner; or

•

A full-time student for at least five months during the
year; or

•

Mentally or physically disabled and unable to provide
care for himself or herself.

In some situations you can contribute to the account
even if your spouse has no income:
If your spouse has no income but is physically or
mentally disabled, federal law allows you to assume
your spouse has an annual income of $3,000 if you
have one eligible dependent or $6,000 if you have
two or more eligible dependents.

•

If your spouse has no income but is a full-time
student, federal law allows you to assume your
spouse has income of $250 for each month he or
she is a student if you have one eligible dependent
or $500 for each month if you have more than one
eligible dependent.

If you are divorced or legally separated, you may be
eligible to use the DCRA if you have custody of your child
for a longer period of the calendar year than the other
parent.
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You can check your account activity, including the
balance in your account and claims paid, online at
ConnectYourCare.com.

You can reimburse yourself for eligible dependent care
expenses that you have while you (and your spouse, if
you are married):

YOUR BENEFITS

•

How the Dependent
Care Reimbursement
Account Works

GENERAL INFORMATION
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Eligible Dependents

Expenses are eligible for reimbursement provided they
relate to dependent care for your eligible dependents
that include:
•

•

Your children who are under age 13, provided that
you include them as a dependent on your federal
income tax return; and

–

–

Your children, sibling(s), or a descendant of
either, of any age provided the individual lives
with you for more than half of the calendar year
and the individual does not provide more than
half of his or her own support for the year.
Anyone whose principal residence is your
home and you provide at least half of the
individual’s support.
A disabled dependent (other than a dependent
under the age of 13) who lives with you more
than one-half of the year. Expenses may be
incurred in your household or, if outside your
household, the dependent must regularly spend
at least eight hours each day in your home.

How Much You Can Contribute
to the Account

The minimum amount you can contribute to your DCRA is
$100 per year. The maximum amount you can contribute
to a DCRA per year depends on your filing status for
income tax purposes and your annual income. Federal
law limits the amount as follows:

•

•

Eligible expenses are those you pay for the care of an
eligible dependent while you or your spouse works, looks
for work or attends school full-time. The IRS determines
which expenses qualify as eligible expenses.
Examples are:
•

Federal, Social Security and unemployment taxes
required to be paid for the person who provides care
for an eligible dependent.

•

Expenses for licensed nursery school or day-care
centers for pre-school children, with the exception of
transportation or entertainment.

•

Expenses for licensed day-care centers for
school-age children, with the exception of food,
transportation, education or entertainment.

•

Expenses for day camp if the camp qualifies as a
day-care center.

•

Expenses for licensed day care for eligible
dependents who are mentally or physically disabled.

•

Amounts paid to an individual who takes care of
your child or other eligible dependents while you are
at work, either inside or outside of home. If outside
of home, generally the provider must meet all
licensing requirements.

Anyone you claim as a tax dependent including:
–

•

Eligible Dependent Care Expenses

Ineligible Dependent Care Expenses

Following are examples of expenses which cannot be
reimbursed from the account:
•

If you are single, you can set aside up to $5,000 or
the amount of your annual income, whichever is less.

Weekend or evening baby-sitting when you and your
spouse are not working.

•

If you are married and file a separate tax return, you
can set aside up to $2,500 or the amount of your
annual income, whichever is less.

Care provided by dependent children who are under
age 19 or by anyone claimed as a dependent for
federal income tax purposes.

•

Transportation, clothing or entertainment.

•

Tuition or other school expenses for kindergarten and
higher grades.

•

Overnight summer camp.

•

Dependent care expenses you use to claim the
dependent care tax credit on your income tax return.

If you are married and file a joint return, you can set
aside up to $5,000. However, the total cannot be
more than the lesser of your income or your
spouse’s income.

Whether you and your spouse both work at INTEGRIS
Health, or your spouse has an account with his or her
employer, the combined amount that you and your
spouse can contribute to DCRAs cannot be more than
$5,000.
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Unused Dependent Care Reimbursement
Account Balances
Under special COVID provisions, any money left in your
DCRA for 2021 will be carried over to your 2022 account
balance. The transfer will occur after the March 31, 2022
filing deadline for 2021 claims. You will not be able to
receive any unused balance left in the account or carry
it over to the next plan year. However, you will have
until March 31st after the end of the plan year to file for
reimbursement of eligible expenses that were incurred
during the plan year.

You will receive a statement of the activity in your account
quarterly, including the balance in your account.

Tax Credit vs. Dependent Care
Reimbursement Account

Under current IRS regulations, you may be able to receive
a federal or state tax credit for dependent care costs.
However, you cannot claim a tax credit for any dependent
care expenses paid through a reimbursement account.
To determine which approach is better for you,
it is important to understand the key differences
between them.

Whether you use the DCRA or the tax credit, you are
required to provide the tax ID number of the service
provider. Day care centers will give this number to you.
For individual providers, the person’s Social Security
number is required.
You can continue your HCRA participation under the
Consolidated Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1985
(COBRA). Information regarding COBRA coverage is
provided in the “General Information” section of
this handbook.

Other Information
More information about this plan, including your rights
under law, is listed in the “General Information” section of
this handbook.

ERISA Rights

Information about your rights under ERISA is provided in
the “General Information” section of this handbook.

To determine which method gives you better results, you
or your tax advisor can calculate your estimated taxes
using the reimbursement account and compare this
amount to your estimated taxes if you use the tax credits.
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Amounts applied to the DCRA reduce your taxable pay
because you do not pay federal, state, local or FICA taxes
on contributions you make to the account. Expenses
reimbursed to you from the DCRA cannot be claimed for
the federal or state tax credit. Any expenses which are
reimbursed to you through the DCRA will reduce, dollar
for dollar, the maximum amount of expense you can
claim under the federal tax credit.

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

The federal and state tax credits are direct reductions of
your taxes on your tax return. The maximum amount of
expenses considered for the federal credit is $3,000 for
one dependent and $6,000 for two or more dependents.
In Oklahoma, the state tax credit is 20% of the federal
tax credit.

YOUR BENEFITS

Contributions to the DCRA cannot be credited to the
HCRA or vice versa.

Provider Identification (ID) Numbers

GENERAL INFORMATION
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Definitions
Doctor means a Medical Doctor (MD), Doctor of
Osteopathy (DO), Podiatrist (DPM), Doctor of OPPLmetry
(OD), Doctor of Dental Surgery (DDS), Doctor of Dental
Medicine (DMD), Doctor of Podiatry Medicine (DPM),
Doctor of Chiropractic (DC), Psychologist (PsyD or PhD),
Physician’s Assistant (PA), Certified Nurse Midwife (CNM),
Registered Physical Therapist (RPT), Clinical Nurse
Specialist (CNS), Nurse Practitioner, Certified Registered
Nurse Anesthetist (CRNA), Registered Dietitian (RD),
Licensed Clinical Social Worker (LCSW), Master of Social
Work (MSW), Marriage, Family, Child Counselor (MFCC),
Licensed Marriage and Family Therapist (LMFT), Speech
Therapist, Occupational Therapist, Registered Respiratory
Therapist, Acupuncturist, Audiologist, Teacher of the
Hearing Impaired, Licensed Professional Counselor (LPC),
or Licensed Clinical Psychologist (LCP), to the extent that
such person, within the scope of his or her license, is
permitted to perform services provided in this plan.
Experimental or Investigational
shall mean the service, supply, device or drug, at the time
provided or sought to be provided, is not recognized as
conforming to generally accepted medical practice. In
assessing whether a service, supply, device or drug is
“experimental” or “investigational,” the following may be
considered: (i) whether it has received final governmental
approval to market; (ii) whether peer-reviewed medical
literature supports its effectiveness in improving health
outcome; (iii) whether it is demonstrated to be as
beneficial as established alternatives; and (iv) the extent
to which it has completed clinical trial phase studies.
Emergency Services
shall mean services to treat a medical condition
manifesting itself by acute symPPLms of severity
(including severe pain) such that a prudent lay person,
who possesses an average knowledge of health and
medicine, would reasonably expect the absence of
immediate medical attention to result in:
(a) placing the health of the individual in serious jeopardy;
(b) serious impairment of bodily functions; or
(c) serious dysfunction of any bodily organ or part.

Eligible Charge (Medical Plan only)
shall mean, except with respect to outpatient dialysis
treatment, the lesser of the following: (a) the network
rate applicable to contracted network services, (b)
an amount calculated at 120% of the Medicare
reimbursement rate set by CMS for the same service, (c)
the billed charge, or (d) an amount negotiated with the
provider. The Medical Plan has discretion to negotiate
for payment in an amount that exceeds the aforereferenced lesser amounts. In no event shall the “Eligible
Charge” exceed billed charges or expenses. With
respect to outpatient dialysis treatment, “Eligible Charge”
means the lesser of (a) the UCR Outpatient Dialysis
Charge, (b) the PPO allowable charge after all applicable
deductibles and coinsurance, or (c) such charge as
is negotiated between the Plan Administrator and the
provider of outpatient dialysis treatment; provided,
however, the Plan Administrator may pay or reimburse
charges greater than the UCR Outpatient Dialysis Charge
based upon factors concerning the nature and severity
of the condition being treated, geographic and market
considerations and provider availability, in the exercise of
the Plan Administrator’s discretion.
UCR Outpatient Dialysis Charge
shall mean that portion of a charge for Outpatient
dialysis treatment that is (a) consistent with the
common level of charges made by other medical
professionals with similar credentials or other medical
facilities, pharmacies or equipment suppliers of similar
standing, in the geographic region in which the charge
was incurred; (b) for reasonably comparable services
performed or provided in accordance with generally
accepted standards of medical practice applicable to a
similarly-situated individual receiving similar services in
the same geographic region; (c) otherwise in compliance
with generally accepted billing practices for unbundling
and/or multiple procedures; and (d) necessary and
appropriate for the care and treatment of illness or
injury presented, taking into consideration relevant data,
including, without limitation, industry practices and
standards as they apply to similar scenarios, and
various forms of normative data and price indexes.
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Hospital means an institution which:
Provides medical care and treatment for sick
and injured persons on an inpatient basis for
compensation under the supervision of a Doctor
and provides 24-hour nursing services.

•

Is licensed and operated in accordance with the laws
of the jurisdiction in which it is located.

•

Maintains on its premises all facilities necessary
to provide for the diagnosis of medical conditions
and an active surgical suite for the treatment of an
Illness or Injury or an institution accredited as a
Hospital by the Joint Commission on Accreditation
of Healthcare Organizations.

•

Is a provider of services under Medicare.

•

Is not, other than incidentally, a place for rest, a place
for the aged or a nursing home.

Illness means any disease, physical sickness or
mental infirmity that is not excluded by this plan.
Illness includes pregnancy.
Injury means a condition caused by accidental means
which results in damage to the covered person’s body
from an external force and all related symPPLms and
recurrent conditions resulting from the same accident.

Has received specialized nursing training (GN),
practical nursing experience (LPN), or is a licensed
vocational nurse (LVN); or

•

Has received specialized nursing training and is
authorized to use the designation of “RN”; and

•

Is licensed by the state or regulatory agency
responsible for such licensing in the state in which
the individual performs such nursing services,
provided, a GN whose licensure is pending is
considered a GN until the license is denied.

Qualified Medical Child Support Order (QMCSO) means
a judgment, decree or order issued by a court or state
administrative process that requires you to provide health
care coverage for your children if you become divorced or
legally separated, even if you do not have custody. Under
a QMCSO, the legal guardian or the child may file claims
and have medical, dental, vision or pharmacy program
benefits paid directly to them.
Reasonable and Customary (R&C) (Dental Plan only)
means the amount determined by comparing actual
charges with charges customarily made for similar
services and supplies to persons with similar medical
conditions in a certain geographic area. Consideration
is given to the nature and severity of the condition being
treated and any medical complications or unusual
circumstances which require additional time, skill or
experience. The R&C amount will never exceed the actual
charges or the amount a network provider has agreed to
accept as full payment for services.
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Medically Necessary means health care services,
supplies or treatments which, in the judgment of the
Plan Administrator after consultation with appropriate
professionals, are appropriate and consistent with the
diagnosis and which, in accordance with the medical
standards generally accepted by the American
Medical Association, could not be omitted without
adversely affecting the patient’s condition or the
quality of medical care.

•

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Life Threatening Condition means a condition that occurs
suddenly or unexpectedly and requires the immediate
care of a Doctor to keep the patient’s health from being in
serious jeopardy, to prevent serious damage to any bodily
functions or serious dysfunction of any bodily part or
organ, or death.

Nurse means an individual who:

YOUR BENEFITS

•

Inpatient Hospital charges are Medically Necessary
if the patient requires acute care due to the nature
of the services rendered or to his or her condition
and the patient cannot receive safe or adequate care
as an outpatient. The Plan Administrator and claims
administrator may rely upon the advice of medical
peer review groups or other medical experts to
determine which services, supplies or treatments
are Medically Necessary.

GENERAL INFORMATION
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How to
File a Claim
Medical, Dental
and Vision
The following claims procedures apply to all claims under
the Medical Plan, Dental Plan, Vision Plan and HCRA.
Medical Plan claim forms are available from WebTPA on its
website, www.webtpa.com, or by calling 1-866-631-4966.
Contact the claims administrators regarding claim forms
for claims under the Dental Plan, Vision Plan, and HCRA.
In most cases, your provider will submit a claim on your
behalf. If you file a claim, you must complete the caregiver
section and sign the form. Your provider must complete
the provider section and sign the form and attach the
original itemized bill. Canceled checks and cash register
receipts are not acceptable. All bills you send become a
permanent part of your claim file. If you need copies for
yourself, make them before sending in your claim.
Claim forms must be sent to the claims administrator
for the applicable plan each time you have a claim for
yourself or your dependents. Itemized bills must include
the following information:
•

Patient’s full name

•

Full name of covered caregiver

•

Name and address of Doctor or other provider

•

Tax identification number of Doctor or other provider

•

Date of service

•

Diagnosis and procedure codes

•

Type of service

•

Place of service

•

Amount charged

•

Name of the plan

Mail your claims to the address on the claim form. Your
claims must be filed by the end of the year following the
year in which the charges are incurred. For example,
charges for services rendered in May 2021 must be
filed no later than December 31, 2022. Please note,
however, that HCRA claims have a shorter period for
filing. See pages 94-95 for more details.
Unless otherwise prohibited by law, all checks issued for
payment of claims must be presented within two years of
issuance or they will be canceled and no payment will
be made.
There are three types of claims:
Pre-service Non-Urgent, Urgent Care and Post-service.
1.

A “Pre-service Non-Urgent” claim is a claim for a
benefit that must be approved before the service or
treatment is obtained.

2. An “Urgent Care” claim is any claim for medical care
or treatment with respect to which the application
of the time periods for making non-urgent care
determinations could seriously jeopardize the life
or health of the claimant or the claimant’s ability
to regain maximum function, or, in the opinion of
a Doctor with knowledge of the claimant’s medical
condition, would subject the claimant to severe pain
that cannot be adequately managed without the care
or treatment that is being requested.
It is important to remember that, if you need
medical care for a condition which could seriously
jeopardize your life, you do not need to obtain
prior approval. You should obtain the needed
care immediately.
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Claims for treatment of such life-threatening
conditions, and for any other treatment for which
prior approval is not required by the plan, may be
filed after treatment, pursuant to the procedures
applicable to “Post-service” claims.
3. A “Post-service” claim is a claim for a benefit under
the plan after the services have been rendered.
The claims administrator will notify you within the time
limits in the following chart as to whether your claim was
approved or denied.

Initial Determination
Will Be Made Within

Urgent Care
Medical Claims

24 hours after claim
is received

Urgent Care Dental
or Vision Claims

72 hours after claim
is received

Pre-service NonUrgent Claims*

15 days after claim
is received

Post-service**

30 days after claim
is received

** A “Post-service” Claim is any claim that is neither an Urgent
Care nor a Pre-service Claim.
If an extension is necessary to complete the decision
on your claim, you will receive written notice before the
end of the initial determination period telling you why
additional time is needed and the date you can expect a
final decision.

If Your Claim Is Denied

If your claim is denied, in whole or in part, you will receive
written notice of the denial including:
•

Specific information needed to identify the claim

•

The specific reasons for the denial

•

Specific references to the plan provisions on which
the denial is based

•

A description of any additional material or information
necessary for you to substantiate your claims, along
with an explanation of why such material is needed

•

An explanation of the plan’s claim review procedures

•

If an internal rule or similar guideline was relied upon,
either a copy of that rule or guideline or a statement
that a copy will be provided free of charge upon request

•

If the denial is based on medical necessity or
experimental treatment or similar limit, either an
explanation of the scientific or clinical judgment
used, applying the terms of the plan to your claim,
or a statement that such an explanation will be
provided free of charge

•

In the event of an Urgent Care claim, a description
of the expedited review process for such claims
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In the case of an Urgent Care claim, the 24 (medical)
or 72 (dental or vision) hours may be extended if the
claims administrator needs more information. In such a
case, you will be notified within 24 hours after the plan
receives your claim of the specific information needed
and will have at least 48 (dental or vision) hours to
provide what is needed. The claims administrator will
notify you of its decision within 24 (medical) or 48 (dental
or vision) hours after it receives your additional information
or, if earlier, the end of the time period for you to provide
the requested information.

If you have questions about the payment of any claim,
call American Health Holdings at 1-866-631-4966. If
you need more help, contact INTEGRIS Health Human
Resources Customer Service.

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

* “Pre-service” Claims are those that must be approved before
medical, dental or vision care is obtained.

The claims administrator will tell you in writing what
has been paid on each claim you send in. If there is a
mistake in a claim payment, the claims administrator
will correct the error. If the claims administrator overpaid
you or the provider of the service, the plan is entitled to
recover the overpaid amount from you. If repayment is
requested from the provider, you may be required to pay
the provider.
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For this Type
of Claim

In the case of a Pre-service Non-Urgent claim, the
determination period may be extended for up to an
additional 15 days. In the case of a Post-service claim,
the claims administrator determination period may be
extended for up to an additional 15 days. If the claims
administrator needs more information from you, you will
have 45 days to provide the information.

GENERAL INFORMATION
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You may appeal a claim denial to the claims administrator
for the applicable plan. You have 180 days from the
date of denial to submit your first level appeal. Your
written appeal should be mailed to the address in the
“Information Resources” section on page 114. If the
denial is upheld, you have the opportunity to file a second
level appeal with the INTEGRIS Health Human Resources
Benefits Committee (the Committee). You can submit
your written request to the Vice President of Human
Resources at 3520 NW 58th St, Oklahoma City, OK
73112 within 180 days after the first level denial
is received.
Attach any documents or records which will support your
appeal to your written request. For Urgent Care Claims,
you may submit your appeal orally or in writing and you
may transmit that appeal via phone or facsimile in order
to receive an expedited appeal process. As part of the
review procedure, upon request and free of charge, you
may have access to or copies of the plan documents and
other papers relevant to your claim.
You will be notified of the decision on your appeal within
the following time limits:

For this Type
of Claim

Appeal
Determination
Will Be Made Within

Urgent Care
Medical Claims

24 hours after claim
is received

Urgent Care Dental
or Vision Claim

72 hours after claim
is received

Pre-service
Non-Urgent Claims*

30 days after claim
is received

Post-service**

60 days after claim
is received

* “Pre-service” Claims are those that must be approved
before medical, dental or vision care is obtained.
** A “Post-service” Claim is any claim that is neither an
Urgent Care nor a Pre-service Claim.

The Committee has full discretion and authority to make
decisions concerning the interpretation and plans,
including without limitation, all questions relating to
eligibility for plan benefits. If during the process, the
claims administrator of the Committee considers, relies on
or generates new evidence, or bases its determination on
a new rationale, you will be notified as soon as possible.
This new evidence or rationale will be provided to you
sufficiently in advance of the final determination so as
to allow you an opportunity to respond before the final
determination is made.
If the claim denial is upheld on appeal, you will be notified
of the specific reasons and the pertinent plan provisions
upon which the decision is based. Upon exhausting the
plan review process, you will have the right to bring an
action under ERISA.

External Review Process

In accordance with federal law, you have the right to an
external review of a denial of a claim under the Medical
Plan (except as to a determination of eligibility. An external
review is only available after the internal appeals process
has been exhausted, and it will only be conducted once.
The external review will be conducted by an “independent
review organization” (IRO) and its decision will be final
and binding on the Medical Plan.
If you wish to have the claim denial reviewed by an IRO,
please contact American Health Holdings for more
information on this process.
How the Process Works
If you wish to have an IRO review your claim, you must
request this review within four months of the claim denial
(or within four months of the Committee’s decision
on appeal).
Within five business days of receiving your request for
IRO review, the Medical Plan will conduct a preliminary
review to determine whether your claim is the type that is
eligible for IRO review. You will be notified in writing within
one business day following the preliminary review whether
your claim is eligible for IRO review. You will be told how
to contact the IRO and you will be given 10 days in which
to file any additional information in support of your claim.
At that point, the plan will be given an opportunity to
overturn its denial. If it does not, the IRO will conduct a
thorough review of your claim. It will have up to 45 days
to make this determination (72 hours in the case of an
Urgent Care claim).
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If the IRO approves your claim, the decision is final and
binding on the Medical Plan and your claim will be paid.
If the IRO upholds the claim denial, there is no further
review available under the appeals process. However, you
may have other remedies available under state or federal
law, such as an action under section 502 of ERISA.
Other Resources to Help You
For questions about your appeal rights, or for assistance,
you can contact the Employee Benefits Security
Administration at 1-866-444-EBSA (3272).

You or your beneficiary should contact INTEGRIS Health
Human Resources Customer Service within 31 days of a
covered loss for assistance in filing a claim for benefits.
INTEGRIS Health Human Resources Customer Service
will send the claim to New York Life.
New York Life may require a certified copy of the death
certificate and may ask for more information, if needed,
to process the claim. Such information should generally
be submitted as soon as reasonably possible for the claim
to be processed.

If Your Claim Is Denied

If your claim is denied, you will receive written notice
of the denial including:
the specific reasons for the denial.

•

specific references to the plan provisions on which
the denial is based.

•

a description of any additional material or information
necessary for you to substantiate your claims, along
with an explanation of why such material is needed.

•

an explanation of the plan’s claim review procedures.

•

if an internal rule or similar guideline was relied upon,
either a copy of that rule or guideline or a statement
that a copy will be provided free of charge upon
request.

STD and LTD
These claims procedures apply to claims for LTD and
STD benefits under the Disability Plan. A claim is filed
as of the date New York Life first receives, in writing
(including electronically) or by telephone (through New
York Life’s intake department), notice that a claimant is
seeking benefits under the Disability Plan. The notice
of claim should provide the date of disability/loss, the
claimant’s name and address and the name and address
of INTEGRIS Health.
New York Life has 45 days from the date it receives a
claim for disability benefits to determine whether or not
benefits are payable. New York Life may require more time
to review the claim if necessary due to matters beyond
its control. The review period may be extended for up
to two additional 30 day periods. If this should happen,
New York Life must provide its extension notice in writing
before expiration of the current decision period, explaining
the circumstances requiring extension and the date a
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•

New York Life will have full discretion and authority
to make decisions concerning the interpretation or
administration of this plan, including without limitation,
all questions relating to eligibility for plan benefits. New York
Life has discretionary authority to grant or deny benefits
under this plan. If New York Life denies your claim, you
will be notified of the specific reasons and the pertinent
plan provisions upon which the decision is based. Upon
exhausting the plan review process, you will have the right
to bring an action under ERISA.

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

New York Life will notify you or your beneficiary in writing
within 45 days after receipt of the claim. You or your
beneficiary will be told whether the claim is approved. If
New York Life is unable to tell you within 45 days, you will
receive written notice of the reason for the delay. Within
another 60 days, you can expect approval or denial.

New York Life will notify you or your beneficiary of its
decision in writing within 60 days after receipt of the
appeal. If New York Life is unable to tell you within
60 days, you will receive written notice of the reason
for the delay. Within another 60 days, you can expect
approval or denial.

YOUR BENEFITS

Life and AD&D
Insurance

If your life or AD&D insurance claim is denied, you can
appeal the decision to the applicable insurance company.
You can submit your written request within 60 days after
the denial is received. Your written appeal should be
mailed to the appropriate insurance company listed in
the “Information Resources” section on page 114. Attach
any documents or records which will support your appeal
to your written request. As part of the review procedure,
upon request and free of charge, you may have access
to or copies of the plan documents and other papers
relevant to your claims.
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decision is expected. If the extension is made because
additional information must be furnished, the claimant
has 45 days within which to provide the requested
information and the time for New York Life’s decision shall
be tolled (paused) from the date on which the notification
of the extension was sent until the date New York Life
receives the claimant’s response or upon the date the
requested information is required to be furnished expires,
whichever is sooner.
During the review period, New York Life may require a
medical examination of the claimant, at its own expense,
or additional information regarding the claim. If a medical
examination is required, New York Life will notify the
claimant of the date and time of the examination and the
examining physician’s name and location. If additional
information is required, New York Life will notify the
claimant, in writing, state what information is needed
and why it is needed.
If the claim is approved, New York Life will pay the
appropriate benefit. If the claim decision is adverse, in whole
or in part, New York Life will provide written or electronic
notice which will include the following information:
•

The specific reason(s) for decision;

•

Specific reference to the plan provision(s) on which
the decision was based;

•

A description of any additional information
necessary to perfect the claim and why such
information is necessary;

•

A description of the review procedures and the time
limits applicable to those procedures, including a
statement of the claimant’s right to bring a civil action
under section 502(a) of ERISA after the claimant
appeals and after the claimant receives an adverse
decision on appeal;

•

A discussion of the decision, including an explanation
of the basis for disagreeing with or not following: (i) the
views presented by the claimant to New York Life of
the health care professionals treating the claimant and
vocational professionals who evaluated the claimant;
(ii) the views of medical or vocational experts whose
advice was obtained on behalf of New York Life
in connection with the claimant’s adverse benefit
decision, without regard to whether the advice was
relied upon in making the benefit decision; and (iii)
a disability decision regarding the claimant presented
by the clamaint to New York Life made by the Social
Security Administration;

•

Either the specific internal rules, guidelines, protocols,
standards or other similar plan criteria New York Life
relied upon in making the decision, or, alternatively,
a statement that such rules, guidelines, protocols,
standards or other similar plan criteria do not exist;

•

If the adverse decision is based upon medical
necessity or experimental treatment or similar
exclusion or limit, either an explanation of the
scientific or clinical judgment for the decision,
applying the terms of the Policy to the claimant’s
medical circumstances, or a statement that such
explanation will be provided free of charge
upon request;

•

A statement that the claimant is entitled to receive,
upon request and free of charge, reasonable access
to and copies of, all documents, records and other
information relevant to the claim for benefits; and

•

A notice provided in a culturally and linguistically
appropriate manner, to the extent required by ERISA.

HCRA and DCRA
If you participate in the HCRA, you will receive a debit
card. More information regarding use of the debit card
can be found on pages 82. If you prefer, you can file a
reimbursement request form for eligible expenses through
the HCRA and DCRA directly with ConnectYourCare any
time during the year.
The Participant Portal can be accessed at
ConnectYourCare.com 24 hours a day, 365 days
a year. The first time you login you will need to register
and create a distinct username and password.
ConnectYourCare also has a convenient mobile app
(myCYC) that you can download from the Apple App
Store or Google Play Store. You can use the mobile app to
submit a new claim, upload claim documentation, submit
a photo of the claim receipt, receive text message alerts
and click to call customer service.
Reimbursement claim forms are available on the Human
Resources website. Mail or fax your claims to the address
or phone number on the claim form.
In addition to the form, you must attach proof of the
expense. This proof can include itemized bills, receipts or
the explanation of benefits (EOB) form from your medical
plan indicating the amount not paid. The person’s name,
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date of service, type of expense and the cost must appear
on the information you attach. Cash register and charge
account receipts are not acceptable except for over-thecounter (OTC) medications. Cash register receipts must
be itemized for reimbursement of OTC medications. A
copy of the physician’s prescription for OTC medications
must be submitted with the claim.
For the Health Care Reimbursement Account, you will
be reimbursed the amount of the eligible expenses
submitted. However, the total of all amounts reimbursed
cannot be greater than the amount you elected to
contribute to your account for the year.
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For the Dependent Care Reimbursement Account, you
will only be reimbursed for eligible expenses up to
the balance available in your account at the time the
reimbursement is made. If you file a claim for more than
is in your account, the unreimbursed balance will be paid
when additional amounts are credited to your account.
You will never receive reimbursements that are greater
than the balance in your DCRA.
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Claims are processed daily. After your claim has been
processed, a check for your claim will be mailed as
soon as possible. You should usually receive your
reimbursement within two weeks from the date your claim
is processed.

NOTICES AND RESOURCES
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You may also elect to have your reimbursement directly
deposited into your bank account. Information regarding
setting up direct deposit can be found by logging in to
ConnectYourCare.com.

special programs
Learn about special programs INTEGRIS Health offers
at no cost to you.
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How the EAP Works

Sometimes personal issues can affect your professional
life. The Employee Assistance Program (EAP) provides
confidential counseling, as well as other services
outlined below, designed to provide Caregivers and their
immediate family members with a resource to obtain
guidance and assistance in resolving personal problems.

Confidential Services

All INTEGRIS Health Caregivers and family members
living in the Caregiver’s home are automatically eligible to
participate in this program. Eligibility to use EAP services
continues for 18 months from the date you terminate
employment or cease to be eligible for the program.
INTEGRIS Health pays the entire cost of the EAP.
EAP services are provided by ComPsych, an independent
firm retained by INTEGRIS Health to administer the
program. ComPsych has a network of psychologists,
social workers and marital and family therapists who
are trained to deal with a wide variety of personal and
emotional problems.

The EAP is completely confidential. No information
about the identity of the caller or the nature of his or
her problem is shared with INTEGRIS Health unless
you provide written authorization for the EAP to do
so. Participation in the EAP will not affect your future
employment or career advancement.

Accessing Services

You and your family members can access
ComPsych by phone or internet twenty-four hours
a day, seven days a week. For phone access, simply
call toll-free 1-888-327-4260. Internet access is at
www.guidanceresources.com. The Company’s ID
number is INTEGRIS.

NOTICES AND RESOURCES
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employee
assistance
program
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Counseling

•

ComPsych Guidance Coordinators are available to help
you with a variety of concerns, including:

Understanding programs such as Medicare
and Medicaid

•

Marital and family conflicts

•

Grief and loss

Callers receive detailed resource packages containing
accurate referral information on community resources,
available openings in programs and guidelines for
evaluating:

•

Drug and alcohol abuse

•

Daycare centers and after school programs

•

Career transitions

•

Public and private schools and tuition assistance

•

Anxiety and stress

•

Geriatric assessment clinics

•

Eating disorders

•

•

Physical or emotional abuse

Assisted living and other housing options for
the elderly

When you call the EAP, a ComPsych Guidance
Coordinator will listen to your concerns and, if
necessary, will help schedule an appointment for you
with a professional in your area. During your scheduled
appointment, an EAP counselor will discuss your situation
and help you develop a solution-focused plan of action.
You are eligible for up to eight free counseling sessions
per problem per year. If you need additional counseling,
ComPsych will work with you to find a provider that
suits your needs and your medical benefit plan. If you
dispute any denial of EAP counseling benefits, follow the
claims procedures for Medical, Dental, Vision, and HCRA
claims, outlined above on pages 90-95.

FinancialConnect ® Financial Services

The FinancialConnect program provided by ComPsych
offers you unlimited telephone access to certified public
accountants, certified financial planners and other
financial professionals who are trained and experienced
in handling personal financial issues and can offer
consulting on issues such as family budgeting, credit
problems, tax questions, investment options, money
management and retirement programs.

ComPsych will follow-up to make sure callers have
received all the information necessary to meet their
specific needs.

LegalConnect ® Legal Services

ComPsych’s LegalConnect program provides you with
unlimited telephone consultation with attorneys who
are trained and dedicated to providing legal information
and assistance to clients with such issues as divorce,
bankruptcy, family law, real estate purchases and wills.
If you need legal representation or extended assistance
that cannot be provided by phone, LegalConnect
professionals can provide referrals to local attorneys.
You or your family member will receive a free 30-minute
consultation and, thereafter, a 25% reduction in fees
for representation if you choose one of ComPsych’s
network attorneys.

FamilySource® Work-life Programs

ComPsych’s FamilySource Guidance Specialists offer
practical advice through telephonic consultation,
accurate and timely referral information and educational
literature. Specialists are available to provide assistance
on issues such as:
•

Finding and evaluating quality daycare

•

School selection for the relocating caregiver

•

Planning for your child’s college education
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Introduction
To encourage you to grow through continued education, INTEGRIS Health offers an education assistance program.
The program reimburses education costs as described in the applicable HR policy for manager-approved courses at an
accredited institution.
develop skills necessary for a potential future position
or complete a degree which will benefit you and
INTEGRIS Health.

Full-time and regular part-time caregivers at INTEGRIS
Health are eligible to apply for education assistance after
12 months of service. In order to receive reimbursement,
you must have been employed and otherwise eligible for
the duration of the approved course.

•

•

Chart of Maximum Benefits

Full-time
Caregiver Benefits

Before you enroll for a course, complete an
Application for Education Reimbursement and
send it to your department manager for approval.
 ligible courses must directly relate to healthcare
E
or a job-related field in an area that supports and
exists within INTEGRIS Health. INTEGRIS Health will
consider approval of a course which will help you

After you complete an approved course, email the
request form, a copy of your transcript, a tuition
receipt and a receipt for other fees you may claim
to educationreimbursement@integrisok.com within
90 days after completion of the semester. INTEGRIS
Health will then reimburse you for eligible expenses
on a tax-free basis. This includes
tuition, mandatory fees and books up to the
maximum reimbursement described in the
Chart of Benefits below.

(per calendar year)
$2,500
•

Part-time
Caregiver Benefits
(per calendar year)
$1,250

Reimbursement is based upon the caregiver’s status
(full-time or regular part-time) as of the date the
course is completed.
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How the Education
Reimbursement
Program Works

•

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Who Is Eligible to
Participate

Student Loan
Repayment Funds
for Registered Nurses
•

•

 ull-time RNs actively working in a direct
F
patient care RN position at INTEGRIS Health
for the prior 12 months will be eligible to apply
for loan repayment funds annually. Submit the
application with a copy of your educational loan
statement that shows your current debt balance
to educationreimbursement@integrisok.com.
You must be listed as the borrower and the debt
incurred must be for your personal education
expenses. INTEGRIS Health will then issue a check
for loan repayment made out to the loan holder.

•

 tudent Loan repayment applications will be
S
accepted one time per year. Beginning January 2021,
applications will be accepted during the month of your
hire date.

•

There are additional Education Assistance Programs
that are available to INTEGRIS Health caregivers.
Availability varies by area. If there is a conflict between
the information in this document and the applicable
HR policy, the HR policy will always govern.

•

 he maximum amount received through any
T
combination of education reimbursement, student
loan repayment, health careers, nursing academic
loans or Physician Manpower Training Commission
(PMTC) matching funds cannot exceed $5000 per
calendar year.

 tudent Loan Repayment limits will be based on
S
consecutive years of service working in a full-time
patient care RN position at INTEGRIS Health.

Eligible loan amount after:
1 year RN service

up to $2,000

2 year RN service

up to $2,500

3 year RN service

up to $3,000

4 year RN service

up to $4,000

5 years or more RN service

up to $5,000
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What the Program Covers

Adopting a child is a happy event. However, legal fees
and other expenses can be a heavy burden for new
parents. To help ease those high costs, INTEGRIS Health
offers the Adoption Assistance Program at no cost to you.

If you are a Full-Time or regular Part-Time Caregiver,
you are eligible to participate in this program on your
date of hire.

How the
Adoption Assistance
Program Works

Eligible expenses include those involved in the legal
adoption of a child who is under the age of 18. You
can receive reimbursement for the following qualified
adoption expenses:
•

Reasonable and necessary adoption fees

•

Court costs

•

Legal fees

•

Travel expenses while away from home, including
meals and lodging

•

Expenses directly related to the legal adoption of
an eligible child

If you have a question about a specific expense not listed
above, you should contact INTEGRIS Health Human
Resources Customer Service.

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Who Is Eligible
to Participate
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The benefit is paid after the child has been placed in your
home and the final adoption decree has been completed.
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The program pays 50% of your costs for adopting
a child, up to a maximum of $2,500 for each adoption.
The program pays benefits for up to two adoptions
per Caregiver.

What the Program Does Not Cover
The Adoption Assistance Program does not cover
expenses that are:
•

Against state or federal law.

•

For a surrogate parenting arrangement.

•

Related to adoption of the child of a
caregiver’s spouse.

Payment of Benefits
Federal law allows for payments you receive under this
program to be free of income taxes. Certain limitations,
based on income levels, apply to the amount some
individuals can receive as a tax-free benefit. These limits
are explained further in the section entitled “Benefit
and Tax Credit Limitations.” INTEGRIS Health Human
Resources Customer Service will notify you if these limits
will affect your benefit.

How to File a Claim
You can file claims for reimbursement of eligible
expenses any time during the year for expenses incurred
during that year or the previous year.
There is no claim form to complete. In order to file a
claim, submit a copy of the final adoption decree and
provide a description of the type of expense and the date
of the expense. You must attach proof of the expense,
such as original itemized bills and receipts. Nonitemized cash register or charge account receipts are not
acceptable. Submit all items to INTEGRIS Health Human
Resources Customer Service.

Adoption Assistance
Benefit vs. Tax Credit
In addition to the Adoption Assistance Program benefit,
you can also receive the adoption tax credit. A tax
credit is a dollar-for-dollar reduction in the tax that you
pay, meaning that the credit is subtracted directly from
the federal income taxes that you owe. You can claim
the tax credit in the year that the adoption becomes
final. If the adoption takes more than one year, you

can claim the credit in the tax year following the year
that expenses are paid or incurred. The amount you
can receive through the federal tax credit is limited to
$14,440 per child in 2021.
If you participate in the Adoption Assistance Program,
the amount of your federal tax credit may be reduced by
the amount of your benefit from the program. You cannot
get two tax breaks for the same expense; however, you
can use both the program benefit and the tax credit if you
have enough qualified expenses to do so. For example,
if you have $5,000 in eligible adoption expenses and you
receive $2,500 from the Adoption Assistance Program,
you can take a tax credit for $2,500 on your tax return.
If you have additional questions, please consult a
tax advisor.
Like the Adoption Assistance Program, certain limitations
apply, based on income levels, to the amount some
individuals can receive as a tax credit. These limitations
are explained in the following section. The regulations
may change from time to time, so you should consult a
tax advisor to determine actual regulatory impact.

Benefit and Tax
Credit Limitations
The amount of your income determines whether
you can exclude from your income the full Adoption
Assistance Program benefit or take the full tax credit
on your tax return. If your and your spouse’s combined
adjusted gross income in 2020 is:
•

Between $214,520 and $254,520, the benefit or
tax credit you receive will be reduced.

•

Over $254,520 the benefit you can receive through
the Adoption Assistance Program will be taxable
and you will not be eligible for the tax credit on your
income tax return.

For additional information, please consult a tax advisor.
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This section includes required notices as well as contact
information for our providers and partners.

for your
reference
Notice of
Privacy Practices

Our Practices Regarding the Use
and Disclosure of Your Protected
Health Information

This notice describes how your medical information may
be used and disclosed and how you can get access to
this information. Please review it carefully.
INTEGRIS Health Medical Plan, Dental Plan, Vision Plan,
HCRA, Wellness Program and Corporate Assistance
Program (the “Plans”) are required by law to maintain the
privacy of your individual health information (referred to
in this notice as “Protected Health Information” or “PHI”)
and to inform you about:
•

The Plans’ practices regarding the use and disclosure
of your PHI;

•

Your rights with respect to your PHI;

•

The Plans’ duties with respect to your PHI;

•

Your right to file a complaint with the Plans and with
the Secretary of the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services; and

•

Whom you may contact for additional information
about the Plans’ privacy practices.

We will not use or disclose your PHI except as described
in this notice. With some exceptions, we may not use
or disclose any more of your PHI than necessary to
accomplish the purpose of the use or disclosure.
We will follow the terms of this notice, as it may be
updated from time to time.

The Plans may use and/or disclose your PHI without your
prior authorization as follows:
For treatment. We may use or disclose your PHI for
purposes of providing, coordinating or managing health
care and its related services by one or more of your
providers. For example, we may use information about
your claims to refer you to or coordinate your treatment
with a disease management or wellness program. Or,
we might disclose information about possible adverse
interactions between medication you are currently taking
and a new prescription to your pharmacist or provider.
For payment. We may use or disclose your PHI for
such purposes as making determinations of eligibility
for coverage, including coordination of benefits
and determination of cost-sharing amounts and for
adjudication or subrogation of benefit claims. We may
also use or disclose such information for other activities,
including, but not limited to, billing, claims management,
reviews for medical necessity and appropriateness of care
and utilization review. For example, we may tell a provider
whether you are eligible for coverage or what percentage
of the bill will be paid for by the plan.
For health care operations. We may use or disclose
your PHI for purposes of plan operation, including but
not limited to, quality assessment and improvement,
underwriting, premium rating and other activities relating
to the creation or renewal of insurance contracts.
However, we do not use your genetic information in order
to underwrite or calculate your premiums. It also includes
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disease management, case management, conducting or
arranging for medical review, legal services and audits.
For example, we may use information about your claims
to refer you to a disease management program, project
future benefit costs or to audit the accuracy of claim
processing functions.
As required by law. We will disclose your PHI when
required to do so by federal, state or local law.
To report public health risks. We may disclose your PHI
for public health activities. These activities generally
include the following:
To prevent or control disease, injury or disability;

•

To report child abuse or neglect;

•

To report reactions to medication or problems with
products under FDA regulation;

•

To notify you that have been exposed to a communicable
disease or may otherwise be at risk of contracting or
spreading a disease or condition; or

•

To notify the appropriate government authority if
we believe that you have been the victim of abuse,
neglect or domestic violence. We will only make
this disclosure if you agree or when required or
authorized by law.

•

To identify or locate a suspect, fugitive, material
witness or missing person;

•

If you are the victim or suspected victim of a crime,
but only under certain conditions; or

•

If you die and we suspect that your death resulted
from criminal conduct.

To avert a serious threat to health or safety. We may use
or disclose your PHI if we, in good faith, believe such
use or disclosure is necessary to prevent a serious threat
to your health and safety or the health and safety of the
public or another person. Any such disclosure would only
be to someone able to help prevent or lessen the threat,
including the target of the threat.
For national security and intelligence activities. We
may release your PHI to authorized federal officials
for intelligence, counter-intelligence and other national
security activities authorized by law.
To a coroner, medical examiner or funeral director. We
may disclose your PHI to a coroner or medical examiner
for the purpose of identifying a deceased person,
determining a cause of death or for other authorized
duties. We may also disclose information to a funeral
director in order to carry out his or her duties.
For purposes of facilitating organ donation and
transplants. We may use or disclose your PHI to organ
procurement organizations or other entities that are
engaged in the procurement, banking or transplantation
of cadaver organs, eyes or tissue for purposes of donation
and transplantation.
To comply with Workers’ Compensation laws. We may
disclose your PHI to the extent necessary to comply
with Workers’ Compensation or other similar programs
established by law.
To family members and friends who take care of you.
We may disclose your PHI to a family member,
relative, close personal friend or to any other person
you designate if the information is directly relevant to
that person’s involvement with your care or payment
for that care. However, we will do so only if you have
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In connection with lawsuits or other disputes. If you are
involved in a lawsuit or dispute, we may disclose your PHI
in response to a court order, subpoena, discovery request
or other lawful process. However, we will do so only if
we receive satisfactory assurances from the requesting
party that it made a good faith attempt to give you written
notice of the proceeding, the notice included sufficient
information to permit you to object to the disclosure
before the court or tribunal and either you did not file
an objection or you filed an objection but the court or
tribunal ruled against you.

In response to a court order, subpoena, warrant,
summons or similar process;

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

For health oversight activities. We may disclose your
PHI to a health oversight agency for activities authorized
by law. These oversight activities include audits,
investigations, inspections, licensure or disciplinary
actions (for example to investigate complaints
against providers) and other activities necessary for
the government to monitor the health care system,
government programs such as Medicare and Medicaid
and compliance with civil rights laws.

•

YOUR BENEFITS

•

For law enforcement purposes. We may disclose your PHI
for the following law enforcement purposes:
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either agreed to that disclosure or you have been given
the opportunity to object but did not do so. If you are
incapacitated, there is an emergency or you do not
otherwise have the opportunity to object to a use or
disclosure, we will act in what we believe is in your best
interest regarding such use or disclosure and will disclose
only information that is directly relevant to that person’s
involvement in your care.
To business associates. We may disclose your PHI to
business associates with whom we contract to provide
services on our behalf. Examples of business associates
include consultants, disease management companies,
accountants and lawyers. We will only make these
disclosures if we have received satisfactory assurance that
the business associate will properly safeguard your PHI.
To advise you of treatment alternatives. We may also
contact you to provide information about treatment
alternatives or other health-related benefits or services
that may be of interest to you.

Any request for a restriction or limitation must be made
by you or your personal representative in writing to:
INTEGRIS Health
Employee Benefit Plan Administrator
3001 Quail Springs Parkway
Oklahoma City, OK 73134
In your request, you must tell us:
•

What information you want to limit;

•

Whether you want to limit our use, disclosure
or both; and

•

To whom you want the limits to apply.

To request alternative means of communications to
maintain confidentiality. You have the right to request
that any communication to you that relates to your PHI
(such as an Explanation of Benefits) be sent to you by
alternative means at an alternative location. For example,
you can request that we only contact you by mail or
at work.

To the plan sponsor. We may disclose your PHI to another
health plan maintained by the plan sponsor for purposes
of treatment, payment and health care operations of
that other health plan. We may also disclose PHI to
those employees of the plan sponsor who perform
administrative functions on our behalf. The plan sponsor’s
access to this information is specifically limited by the
terms of the plan document.

INTEGRIS Health
Employee Benefit Plan Administrator
3001 Quail Springs Parkway
Oklahoma City, OK 73134

We will not use or disclose your PHI for any other
purpose without your prior written authorization. Subject
to certain limitations, you may revoke such authorization
at any time.

Your request must specify how or where you wish to
be contacted. We will accommodate any request that
we deem reasonable. You do not need to provide a
reason for your request.

Your Rights Regarding Your PHI

To inspect or copy. You have the right to inspect and
obtain a copy of your PHI that may be used to make
decisions about your Plan benefits. To obtain access to that
information, you must submit your request in writing to:

You have the following rights with respect to the PHI that
the Plans maintain about you:
To request restrictions. You have the right to request a
restriction or limitation on our use or disclosure of your
PHI for purposes of payment, treatment and health care
operations. You also have the right to limit disclosures
made to family members, friends or other individuals who
are involved with your care or payment for your care.
For example, you could request that we not disclose
information about a treatment you are receiving to a
family member who is caring for you. However, we are not
required to agree to your request.

Your request for confidential communications must be
made in writing to:

INTEGRIS Health
Employee Benefit Plan Administrator
3001 Quail Springs Parkway
Oklahoma City, OK 73134
The requested information will be provided within 31 days
if that information is accessible to us on-site and within 60
days if the information is maintained offsite. A single 31day extension is permitted if we are unable to comply with
the deadline. You will be notified in writing if your request
for access is denied. The notice will set out the basis for
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the denial, a description of how you may exercise your
right to request a review of the denial, if applicable and
a description of how you may complain to the Secretary
of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.
We may charge you for the cost of copying, mailing or
other supplies associated with your request for your PHI.
To amend. You have the right to request that we amend
the PHI that is used to make decisions about your Plan
benefits if you believe that such information is incomplete
or incorrect. You must submit your request in writing to:

The request must set out the reasons in support of the
requested amendment. Generally we will act on your
request for an amendment within 60 days after we
receive your request. However, a single 31-day extension
is permitted if we are unable to comply with the deadline.
You will be notified in writing whether your request for an
amendment has been accepted or denied.

To receive an accounting. You may request an accounting
of any disclosures of your PHI that we have made during
the six years prior to the date of your request. However,
this accounting will not include disclosures of PHI that
were made:
For purposes of treatment, payment or health
care operations;

•

To you;

•

Pursuant to an authorization; or

•

Disclosures made before April 14, 2003.

To receive a paper copy of this notice on request. You
can ask us to provide you with a copy of this notice at any
time. To receive a copy, contact:
INTEGRIS Health
Employee Benefit Plan Administrator
3001 Quail Springs Parkway
Oklahoma City, OK 73134

Your Personal Representative

Generally, we are required to afford your personal
representative the same rights with respect to your PHI
as we afford to you. We will recognize a person as your
personal representative only if that person provides us
with evidence of his or her authority to act on your behalf.
Evidence of such authority includes a power of attorney
for health care purposes notarized by a notary public or a
court order that appoints that person as your conservator
or guardian. We also will consider an individual who is
the parent of a minor child to be such child’s personal
representative, unless we are aware that the parent’s rights
have been restricted by a court of competent jurisdiction.
Under certain circumstances, we may decline to
recognize an individual as your personal representative
if we believe it in your best interest not to provide such
individual with access to your PHI.

Changes to the Notice

We reserve the right to change the terms of this notice and
to make the new notice provisions effective for all Protected
Health Information that we maintain or may maintain in the
future. A copy of the current notice will be posted on the
INTEGRIS Health Human Resources website.
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•

If you request more than one accounting in a 12-month
period, we will charge a reasonable fee for each
subsequent accounting.

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

If your request for an amendment is denied, in whole or
in part, the notice of denial will explain the basis for the
denial, your right to submit a statement disagreeing with
the denial that will be included in any future disclosures
of your PHI and a description of how you may complain
to the Secretary of the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services.

INTEGRIS Health
Employee Benefit Plan Administrator
3001 Quail Springs Parkway
Oklahoma City, OK 73134

YOUR BENEFITS

INTEGRIS Health
Employee Benefit Plan Administrator
3001 Quail Springs Parkway
Oklahoma City, OK 73134

Your request for an accounting should be made in
writing to:
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Complaints

There are two important things you need to know about
your current coverage and Medicare’s prescription
drug coverage:

INTEGRIS Health Privacy Officer
3001 Quail Springs Parkway
Oklahoma City, OK 73134

1.

If you believe that your privacy rights have been violated,
you can file a complaint in writing to:

You can also file a complaint with the U.S. Department of
Health and Human Services at the following address:
Region VI, Office of Civil Rights
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
1301 Young Street, Suite 1169
Dallas, TX 75202
You will not be retaliated against for filing a complaint.

Contacting Us

If you have any questions regarding this notice or the
subjects addressed in it, contact:
INTEGRIS Health Privacy Officer
Phone: (405) 949-6081 or toll-free at 1-877-805-9681
Email: INTEGRISPrivacy@integrisok.com
Mail: INTEGRIS Health Privacy Officer
3001 Quail Springs Parkway
Oklahoma City, OK 73134

Medicare Part D Notice
of Creditable Coverage
Important Notice from INTEGRIS
Health About Your Prescription Drug
Coverage and Medicare

Please read this notice carefully and keep it where
you can find it. This notice has information about your
current prescription drug coverage with INTEGRIS Health
and about your options under Medicare’s prescription
drug coverage. This information can help you decide
whether or not you want to join a Medicare drug plan.
If you are considering joining, you should compare your
current coverage, including which drugs are covered
at what cost, with the coverage and costs of the plans
offering Medicare prescription drug coverage in your
area. Information about where you can get help to make
decisions about your prescription drug coverage is at the
end of this notice.

Medicare prescription drug coverage became available
in 2006 to everyone with Medicare. You can get this
coverage if you join a Medicare Prescription Drug
Plan or join a Medicare Advantage Plan (like an HMO
or PPO) that offers prescription drug coverage. All
Medicare drug plans provide at least a standard level
of coverage set by Medicare. Some plans may also
offer more coverage for a higher monthly premium.

2. INTEGRIS Health has determined that the
prescription drug coverage offered by the INTEGRIS
Health Medical Plan (all plan options) is, on average
for all plan participants, expected to pay out as much
as standard Medicare prescription drug coverage
pays and is therefore considered Creditable Coverage.
Because your existing coverage is Creditable
Coverage, you can keep this coverage and not pay a
higher premium(a penalty) if you later decide to join a
Medicare drug plan.

When Can You Join a Medicare
Drug Plan?

You can join a Medicare drug plan when you first become
eligible for Medicare and during the annual Medicare
enrollment period.
However, if you lose your current creditable prescription
drug coverage, through no fault of your own, you will also
be eligible for a two-month Special Enrollment Period
(SEP) to join a Medicare drug plan.

What Happens to Your Current
Coverage If You Decide to Join A
Medicare Drug Plan?

If you decide to join a Medicare drug plan, your current
INTEGRIS Health Medical Plan coverage will not be
affected. If you remain as an active employee and enroll
in a Medicare drug plan, your INTEGRIS Health Medical
Plan coverage will continue to be the primary payer and
Medicare will be secondary.
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If you do decide to join a Medicare drug plan and drop
your current INTEGRIS Health Medical Plan coverage, be
aware that you and your dependents may not be able to
get this coverage back unless you are an active employee
and either enroll during the next annual enrollment, or you
have another qualified status change that would permit
re-enrollment during the year.

When Will You Pay a Higher Premium
(Penalty) to Join a Medicare Drug Plan?

If you go 63 days or longer without creditable prescription
drug coverage, your monthly premium may go up by
at least 1% of the Medicare base beneficiary premium
per month for every month that you did not have that
coverage. For example, if you go 19 months without
creditable coverage, your premium may consistently be
at least 19% higher than the Medicare base beneficiary
premium. You may have to pay this higher premium (a
penalty) as long as you have Medicare prescription drug
coverage. In addition, you may have to wait until the
following November to join.

Contact Human Resources Customer Service for
further information. NOTE: You’ll get this notice each
year. You will also get it before the next period you can
join a Medicare drug plan and if this coverage through
INTEGRIS Health changes. You also may request a copy
of this notice at any time.

More detailed information about Medicare plans that offer
prescription drug coverage is in the “Medicare & You”
handbook. You’ll get a copy of the handbook in the mail
every year from Medicare. You may also be contacted
directly by Medicare drug plans. For more information
about Medicare prescription drug coverage:
•

Call 1-800-MEDICARE (1-800-633-4227). TTY users
should call 1-877-486-2048.

If you have limited income and resources, extra help
paying for Medicare prescription drug coverage is
available. For information about this extra help, visit Social
Security on the web at www.socialsecurity.gov,
or you can call them at 1-800-772-1213
(TTY 1-800-325-0778).
Remember: Keep this Creditable Coverage notice. If you
decide to join one of the Medicare drug plans, you may
be required to provide a copy of this notice when you join
to show whether or not you have maintained creditable
coverage and, therefore, whether or not you are required
to pay a higher premium (a penalty).
Sender: INTEGRIS Health
Contact: Human Resources Customer Service
Address: 3001 Quail Springs Parkway
Oklahoma City, OK 73134
Phone: 1-405-949-4045 (Toll-Free: 1-888-546-8347)

Free or Low-Cost Health
Coverage for Children
and Families
Premium Assistance Under Medicaid
and the Children’s Health Insurance
Program (CHIP)

If you or your children are eligible for Medicaid or
CHIP and you’re eligible for health coverage from your
employer, your state may have a premium assistance
program that can help pay for coverage, using funds from
their Medicaid or CHIP programs. If you or your children
aren’t eligible for Medicaid or CHIP, you won’t be eligible
for these premium assistance programs but you may be
able to buy individual insurance coverage through the
Health Insurance Marketplace. For more information,
visit www.healthcare.gov.

Visit www.medicare.gov.
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For More Information About Your
Options Under Medicare Prescription
Drug Coverage…

•

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

For More Information About This
Notice Or Your Current Prescription
Drug Coverage…

Call your State Health Insurance Assistance Program
(see the inside back cover of your copy of the
“Medicare & You” handbook for their telephone
number) for personalized help.
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You should also know that if you drop or lose your Medical
Plan coverage with INTEGRIS Health and don’t join a
Medicare drug plan within 63 continuous days after your
current coverage ends, you may pay a higher premium (a
penalty) to join a Medicare drug plan later.

•
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If you or your dependents are already enrolled in
Medicaid or CHIP and you live in a State listed below,
contact your State Medicaid or CHIP office to find out if
premium assistance is available.
If you or your dependents are NOT currently enrolled
in Medicaid or CHIP and you think you or any of your
dependents might be eligible for either of these programs,
contact your State Medicaid or CHIP office or dial
1-877-KIDS NOW or www.insurekidsnow.gov to find
out how to apply. If you qualify, ask your state if it has a
program that might help you pay the premiums for an
employer-sponsored plan.

If you or your dependents are eligible for premium
assistance under Medicaid or CHIP, as well as eligible
under your employer plan, your employer must allow
you to enroll in your employer plan if you aren’t already
enrolled. This is called a “special enrollment” opportunity
and you must request coverage within 60 days of being
determined eligible for premium assistance. If you have
questions about enrolling in your employer plan, contact
the Department of Labor at www.askebsa.dol.gov or call
1-866-444-EBSA (3272).
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If you live in one of the following states, you may be eligible for assistance paying your employer health plan premiums.
The following list of states is current as of July 31, 2021. Contact your State for more information on eligibility.

COLORADO – Health First Colorado
(Colorado’s Medicaid Program) &
Child Health Plan Plus (CHP+)

ALABAMA – Medicaid
Website: http://myalhipp.com/
Phone: 1-855-692-5447

ALASKA – Medicaid
The AK Health Insurance Premium Payment Program
Website: http://myakhipp.com/
Phone: 1-866-251-4861
Email: CustomerService@MyAKHIPP.com
Medicaid Eligibility: http://dhss.alaska.gov/dpa/Pages/
medicaid/default.aspx

D
P
U
E

ARKANSAS – Medicaid

Website: https://www.flmedicaidtplrecovery.com/
flmedicaidtplrecovery.com/hipp/index.html
Phone: 1-877-357-3268

GEORGIA – Medicaid

B
TO

Website: http://myarhipp.com/
Phone: 1-855-MyARHIPP (855-692-7447)

D
E
AT

FLORIDA – Medicaid

YOUR BENEFITS

Health First Colorado Website:
https://www.healthfirstcolorado.com/
Health First Colorado Member Contact Center:
1-800-221-3943/ State Relay 711
CHP+: https://www.colorado.gov/pacific/hcpf/child-healthplan-plus
CHP+ Customer Service: 1-800-359-1991/ State Relay 711
Health Insurance Buy-In Program (HIBI): https://www.
colorado.gov/pacific/hcpf/health-insurance-buy-program
HIBI Customer Service: 1-855-692-6442
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Website: https://medicaid.georgia.gov/health-insurancepremium-payment-program-hipp
Phone: 678-564-1162 ext 2131

CALIFORNIA – Medicaid

IOWA – Medicaid and CHIP (Hawki)
Medicaid Website: https://dhs.iowa.gov/ime/members
Medicaid Phone: 1-800-338-8366
Hawki Website: http://dhs.iowa.gov/Hawki
Hawki Phone: 1-800-257-8563

KANSAS – Medicaid

Healthy Indiana Plan for low-income adults 19-64
Website: http://www.in.gov/fssa/hip/
Phone: 1-877-438-4479
All other Medicaid
Website: https://www.in.gov/medicaid/
Phone 1-800-457-4584

MONTANA – Medicaid
Website:
http://dphhs.mt.gov/MontanaHealthcarePrograms/HIPP
Phone: 1-800-694-3084

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Website: https://www.dhcs.ca.gov/services/Pages/TPLRD_
CAU_cont.aspx
Phone: 916-440-5676

INDIANA – Medicaid

NEBRASKA – Medicaid

Website: http://www.kdheks.gov/hcf/default.htm
Phone: 1-800-792-4884

NEVADA – Medicaid

Kentucky Integrated Health Insurance Premium Payment
Program (KI-HIPP) Website: https://chfs.ky.gov/agencies/
dms/member/Pages/kihipp.aspx
Phone: 1-855-459-6328
Email: KIHIPP.PROGRAM@ky.gov
KCHIP Website: https://kidshealth.ky.gov/Pages/index.aspx
Phone: 1-877-524-4718
Kentucky Medicaid Website: https://chfs.ky.gov

Medicaid Website: http://dhcfp.nv.gov
Medicaid Phone: 1-800-992-0900
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KENTUCKY – Medicaid

Website: http://www.ACCESSNebraska.ne.gov
Phone: 1-855-632-7633
Lincoln: 402-473-7000
Omaha: 402-595-1178

LOUISIANA – Medicaid
Website: www.medicaid.la.gov or www.ldh.la.gov/lahipp
Phone: 1-888-342-6207 (Medicaid hotline) or
1-855-618-5488 (LaHIPP)

MAINE – Medicaid

MASSACHUSETTS – Medicaid and CHIP
Website: http://www.mass.gov/eohhs/gov/departments/
masshealth/
Phone: 1-800-862-4840

Medicaid Website: http://www.state.nj.us/humanservices/
dmahs/clients/medicaid/
Medicaid Phone: 609-631-2392
CHIP Website: http://www.njfamilycare.org/index.html
CHIP Phone: 1-800-701-0710

NEW YORK – Medicaid

D
E
AT

Website: https://www.health.ny.gov/health_care/medicaid/
Phone: 1-800-541-2831

D
P
U
E

MINNESOTA – Medicaid

Website: https://mn.gov/dhs/people-we-serve/children-andfamilies/health-care/health-care-programs/programs-andservices/other-insurance.jsp
Phone: 1-800-657-3739

B
TO

Website:
http://www.dss.mo.gov/mhd/participants/pages/hipp.htm
Phone: 573-751-2005

OKLAHOMA – Medicaid and CHIP
Website: http://www.insureoklahoma.org
Phone: 1-888-365-3742

OREGON – Medicaid
Website: http://healthcare.oregon.gov/Pages/index.aspx
http://www.oregonhealthcare.gov/index-es.html
Phone: 1-800-699-9075

PENNSYLVANIA – Medicaid
Website: https://www.dhs.pa.gov/providers/Providers/
Pages/Medical/HIPP-Program.aspx
Phone: 1-800-692-7462

RHODE ISLAND – Medicaid and CHIP
Website: http://www.eohhs.ri.gov/
Phone: 1-855-697-4347, or 401-462-0311
(Direct RIte Share Line)

SOUTH CAROLINA – Medicaid
Website: https://www.scdhhs.gov
Phone: 1-888-549-0820

Website: https://www.dhhs.nh.gov/oii/hipp.htm
Phone: 603-271-5218
Toll free number for the HIPP program:
1-800-852-3345, ext 5218

NEW JERSEY – Medicaid and CHIP

Enrollment Website:
https://www.maine.gov/dhhs/ofi/applications-forms
Phone: 1-800-442-6003
TTY: Maine relay 711
Private Health Insurance Premium Webpage:
https://www.maine.gov/dhhs/ofi/applications-forms
Phone: 1-800-977-6740.
TTY: Maine relay 711

MISSOURI – Medicaid

NEW HAMPSHIRE – Medicaid

NORTH CAROLINA – Medicaid

Website: https://medicaid.ncdhhs.gov/
Phone: 919-855-4100

NORTH DAKOTA – Medicaid

Website:
http://www.nd.gov/dhs/services/medicalserv/medicaid/
Phone: 1-844-854-4825

UTAH – Medicaid and CHIP
Medicaid Website: https://medicaid.utah.gov/
CHIP Website: http://health.utah.gov/chip
Phone: 1-877-543-7669

VERMONT– Medicaid
Website: http://www.greenmountaincare.org/
Phone: 1-800-250-8427

VIRGINIA – Medicaid and CHIP
Website: https://www.coverva.org/hipp/
Medicaid Phone: 1-800-432-5924
CHIP Phone: 1-855-242-8282

WASHINGTON – Medicaid
Website: https://www.hca.wa.gov/
Phone: 1-800-562-3022

WEST VIRGINIA – Medicaid
Website: http://mywvhipp.com/
Toll-free phone: 1-855-MyWVHIPP (1-855-699-8447)
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SOUTH DAKOTA - Medicaid

WISCONSIN – Medicaid and CHIP
Website: https://www.dhs.wisconsin.gov/
badgercareplus/p-10095.htm
Phone: 1-800-362-3002

Website: http://dss.sd.gov
Phone: 1-888-828-0059

D
E
AT

TEXAS – Medicaid

WYOMING – Medicaid

D
P
U
E

Website: http://gethipptexas.com/
Phone: 1-800-440-0493

Website: https://health.wyo.gov/healthcarefin/medicaid/
programs-and-eligibility/
Phone: 1-800-251-1269

GENERAL INFORMATION
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To see if any other states have added a premium assistance program since July 31, 2021, or for more information on
special enrollment rights, contact either:

Paperwork Reduction Act Statement

OMB Control Number 1210-0137 (expires 1/31/2023)

A child may be eligible for this additional coverage
through SoonerCare if he or she (i) is under age 19; (ii)
meets medical eligibility requirements; (iii) has qualifying
income and resources; (iv) can be appropriately cared for
in the home; and, (v) can be cared for at home for a cost
that does no exceed the estimated cost of caring for the
child in an institution.
Medical eligibility has two parts: disability and level
of care.
•

Disability is determined based upon the Social
Security Administration’s definition of disability.

•

Level of Care. To be eligible for TEFRA, a child
must need special types and amounts of care – for
example, like care received in a nursing home – that
you desire to provide in your home. The level of care
refers to the type and amount of care your child
would need. Your child must need a certain level to
be eligible for TEFRA.

For more information, go to www.okdhs.org/
programsandservices/health/tefra.
You can also apply for TEFRA at any Oklahoma
Department of Human Services (OKDHS) county office.
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NOTICES AND RESOURCES

The public reporting burden for this collection of
information is estimated to average approximately
seven minutes per respondent. Interested parties
are encouraged to send comments regarding the
burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection
of information, including suggestions for reducing this
burden, to the U.S. Department of Labor, Employee
Benefits Security Administration, Office of Policy and
Research, Attention: PRA Clearance Officer, 200
Constitution Avenue, N.W., Room N-5718, Washington,
DC 20210 or email ebsa.opr@dol.gov and reference the
OMB Control Number 1210-0137.

The Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility Act (TEFRA)
of 1992 allows children with physical or mental
disabilities, who would not ordinarily be eligible for State
Supplemental Income (SSI) benefits because of their
parent’s income or resources, to become eligible for
SoonerCare (Medicaid).

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

According to the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995
(Pub. L. 104-13) (PRA), no persons are required to
respond to a collection of information unless such
collection displays a valid Office of Management and
Budget (OMB) control number. The Department notes
that a Federal agency cannot conduct or sponsor a
collection of information unless it is approved by OMB
under the PRA and displays a currently valid OMB control
number and the public is not required to respond to a
collection of information unless it displays a currently
valid OMB control number. See 44 U.S.C. 3507. Also,
notwithstanding any other provisions of law, no person
shall be subject to penalty for failing to comply with a
collection of information if the collection of information
does not display a currently valid OMB control number.
See 44 U.S.C. 3512.

Tax Equity and Fiscal Responsibility
Act (TEFRA)

YOUR BENEFITS

B
TO

U.S. Department of Labor 				
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
Employee Benefits Security Administration			
Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services
www.dol.gov/agencies/ebsa 				www.cms.hhs.gov
1-866-444-EBSA (3272)					
1-877-267-2323, Menu Option 4, Ext. 61565

Information Resources
Medical Plan

Dental Plan

Claims Administrator
WebTPA
8500 Freeport Parkway
Irvin, TX 75063
1-866-631-4966
www.webtpa.com

Claims Administrator
Cigna Dental
P.O. Box 188037
Chattanooga, TN 37422-8037
1-800-244-6224

Vision Plan

To File a Claim
WebTPA
P.O. Box 99906
Grapevine, TX 76099-9706

Claims Administrator
Vision Service Plan (VSP)
1-800-877-7195
www.vsp.com
Phones answered from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. CST,
Monday-Friday

For Precertification
American Health Holdings
1-866-432-8913
Provider Networks
INTEGRIS Health Partners Network
1-405-713-4476
integrisok.com/healthpartners/physicians
Healthcare Highways Logix Network
1-405-440-8835 or 1-800-816-5356
www.hchlogix.com
Cigna
www.cigna.com
1-800-997-1654
Prescription Drug Benefits
MedImpact Healthcare System
1-800-910-1824
P.O. Box 509098
San Diego, CA 92150-9098
Fax: 1-858-549-1569
Email: claims@medimpact.com
mp.medimpact.com/ING

To File Claims
P.O. Box 997105
Sacramento, CA 95899-7105
To Appeal Claims
3333 Quality Drive
Rancho Cordova, CA 95670
To File Out of Network Claims
P.O. Box 385018
Birmingham, AL 35238-0518

Life and AD&D Plan
Claims Administrator & Insurer
New York Life Insurance Co
Life and Accident Claim Services
1-800-362-4462
P.O. Box 22328
Pittsburgh, PA 15222-0328
www.nyl.com/customer-forms

Care Coordination
INTEGRIS Health Partners
integrisok.com/ihp/care-coordination
1-405-951-2504
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Disability Plan

COBRA

Claims Administrator & Insurer
Cigna Life & Accident Claim Services
1-800-362-4462
P.O. Box 22328
Pittsburgh, PA 15222-0328

Claims Administrator
WebTPA
P.O. Box 2383
Grapevine, TX 76099
1-800-758-2525
www.webtpa.com

Hospital Indemnity Insurance, Accident
Insurance, Critical Illness Insurance

INTEGRIS Health Human
Resources Customer Service
1-405-949-4045
1-888-546-8347
Phones answered from 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. CST,
Monday-Friday for benefit questions;
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. CST for all other HR issues

Employee Assistance Program

Caregiver Wellness Program

Claims Administrator
ComPsych
1-844-729-5171 (available 24/7)
www.guidanceresources.com
Web ID: INTEGRIS

YOUR BENEFITS

Cigna Life & Accident Claim Services
1-800-362-4462
P.O. Box 22328
Pittsburgh, PA 15222-0328
www.cigna.com/customer-forms

GENERAL INFORMATION
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1-405-949-4045 or 1-888-546-8347
Employee.Wellness@integrisok.com

Claims Administrator
Optum Financial
307 International Circle, Suite 200
Hunt Valley, MD 21030
1-833-229-4434
www.connectyourcare.com

NOTICES AND RESOURCES
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SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Health Care Reimbursement Account
and Dependent Care Reimbursement
Account

This summary plan description describes the main features of INTEGRIS Health’s health and welfare plans.
The benefits described are summaries of the official plan documents and contracts that govern the plans. This
handbook is written in plain language to help you understand how the plans work. If there is any conflict between
the information in this summary plan description and the official plan documents, the plan documents will always
govern. In no event may oral representations by any person change the terms of a plan.
INTEGRIS Health reserves the right to terminate a plan or make changes at any time, for any reason.
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